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Chapter 1  
 
Introduction 

 

1.1 Problem description and approach 

How to manage an environmental resource is a prominent question nowadays. Very often the 
behaviour of the environmental system is difficult to understand and so is the effect of policy 
measures. Modelling is an important tool to understand the system and find or improve 
management policies. This thesis will discuss the modelling of environmental resources. The 
focus will be on the integration of economics and ecology. Many environmental problems are 
due to commercial use of an ecosystem. The thesis describes several case studies in which 
modelling is used to find a balance between exploitation and conservation of the ecosystem.  

A large part of the thesis is devoted to one extensive environmental management 
problem, namely the shellfisheries in the Dutch Wadden Sea. The Wadden Sea is a wetland 
on the northern shores of The Netherlands and Germany and the west coast of Denmark. It is 
a breeding ground and overwintering area for many bird species. The Wadden Sea is an 
ecologically important wetland that is protected and regulated through national and European 
law and through international agreements by the three Wadden Sea countries. The main goal 
of these regulations is to keep the Wadden Sea a healthy habitat for many bird species. Even 
so, cockles and mussels are fished in the Dutch Wadden Sea. Both species serve as food for 
birds among which oystercatchers and eider ducks. These bird species have declined in 
population size during the last 10-15 years. In the same period, fishing effort has seen a major 
increase. So a cause-effect relation seems obvious. However, it is not that simple. There is a 
large natural fluctuation in the recruitment of shellfish. It is uncertain how this fluctuation 
translates into food abundance and shortage. Aside from shellfish, birds use additional food 
sources to complement their diet in times of shortages. Unfortunately, some of these can be 
heavily infected by parasites. Furthermore, over the last twenty years pollution control 
(phosphate) has reduced nutrients and in turn algae. Shellfish feed on algae. Hence, it is not at 
all clear what the precise effect of fishing is and has been on the population dynamics of the 
birds.  

Four chapters (3-6) in the thesis deal with the shellfishery problem. Each of these 
chapters focuses on a different aspect. Two additional chapters in the thesis are dedicated to 
modelling climate change and to modelling conflict. The climate change model is used to 
illustrate a specific way to deal with uncertainty analysis namely parallel models. The analysis 
establishes the process that contributes the most to the total uncertainty. In the last chapter 
conflict is modelled in a general way through a prisoner’s dilemma tournament in the tradition 
of Axelrod in which the effect of reputation is analysed. 

The result is a selection of papers dealing with modelling environmental problems 
from an economic as well as from a natural science perspective. Generally, environmental 
problems consist of a natural part, described by sciences such as physics and biology, and a 
societal part, often described by economics. Ignoring one side of the problem can lead to 
partial solutions at best. Usually changes in the economic side of the problem drive changes in 
the ecological/physical part of the system and vice versa. Therefore, integration of the two 
parts is useful if not needed. In this thesis this is accomplished through formal modelling. 
Many models used for the management of environmental resources are so-called integrated 
models. So are most models described in this thesis. As an introduction, a general literature 
review of integrated models is presented in chapter 2. Four central themes are characterised 
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for integrated environmental models, dynamics, space, uncertainty and conflict. The 
remainder of this chapter presents an outline of the thesis. For each chapter, the central 
research question and the model approach are briefly explained. 

 

1.2 Outline 

The thesis is divided in four parts addressing the central themes dynamics, space, conflict and 
uncertainty. These reflect important aspects of modelling environmental problems. Chapter 2 
discusses these in detail. 

 
Integrated modelling (chapter 2) 
This chapter is a general introduction to integrated environmental modelling. It presents a 
framework for the models in the thesis by distinguishing four themes that form the parts of the 
thesis. In addition, chapter 2 describes general model characteristics such as prescriptive vs. 
descriptive models, optimisation vs. resilience models and simple vs. complicated models. 
The models of the other chapters are classified in the context of these characteristics. 
 
Optimal harvesting (chapter 3, part I: dynamics)). 
Chapters 3 to 6 regard the problem of shellfishing in the Wadden Sea. Chapter 3 poses the 
question what an optimal harvest rate for shellfish would be from a welfare economics 
perspective, taking both exploitation and conservation benefits into account. A simple 
ecological model is formulated to deal with this question. The model describes the interaction 
between a predator and a prey population. The model is more complicated than the often-used 
Lotka-Volterra model. It involves a search and handling time for predators that affect the 
dynamics. In this case, the predator and prey represent birds and shellfish, respectively. 
Nevertheless, the model is fairly general. It can be used to describe general predator-prey 
ecosystems and even herbivore-plant systems. An additional predator is added, namely the 
fisher. He can extract shellfish from the system limited only by the size of his vessel or legal 
quota. A social welfare function is constructed. It covers the profits from the fishery and the 
non-market benefits of nature conservation through a value function. This value function 
represents conservation benefits derived from the presence of a certain amount of birds in the 
ecosystem. Birds, thus serve as a proxy for the nature values of the ecosystem. In contrast 
with most studies, here also a species is valued (birds) when it remains in the ecosystem. 
Usually only the exploited species (fish) is valued. 
The study combines harvesting and conservation of different but ecologically related species. 
It is an endeavour to theoretically investigate the balance between exploitation and nature 
conservation. This balance is reflected in the social welfare function. Pontryagin’s maximum 
principle is used derive the optimal harvest rate that maximizes the social welfare function. 
Generally this kind of analysis is performed with modelled ecosystems that consist of only 
one species where the focus is on one optimal equilibrium. This study is more complete in its 
analysis. The behaviour of the system is studied and conditions for optimal control are 
deduced. Various optimal harvest rates are identified for particular ecosystem and economic 
parameters. The optimal harvest rates are discussed, focusing on system characteristics that 
lead to the survival of predators. The approach path towards an optimal regime is shown 
qualitatively for different types of optimal harvest regimes. 
 
Policy instruments: tax and quota (chapter 4, part I: dynamics) 
In chapter 4, the question is asked whether taxes or quota can coerce fishers to fish according 
to the social optimum as identified in chapter 3.The previous chapter discusses a theoretical 
model of the bio-economic system that represents the shellfisheries in the Wadden Sea. 
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Conditions for socially optimal harvest rates from the viewpoint of a society that values 
conservation of birds are thus derived. However, it is not society that fishes but fishers who 
possess a different value function than society. Therefore, they do not fish according to social 
welfare but instead they fish to maximise their own particular welfare, i.e. fishing profits. 
Policy instruments such as taxes and quota are needed to persuade fishers to fish in 
accordance with social welfare. The theoretical effect of taxes and quota is described. A 
numerical model is constructed based the theoretical model in chapter 3. Values for 
parameters are derived from the ecological and economic literature. Optimal tax and quota are 
estimated using the model and an optimisation algorithm. The effect of taxes and quota on the 
social welfare and fishers’ profits is then simulated.  

 
The interaction of shellfish and birds (chapter 5, part II: space and dynamics) 
The models developed in the former two chapters offer predominantly an economic 
perspective. Most biologists will consider the ecological part of that model a huge 
simplification of reality. To address that concern a more complicated ecological model is 
developed in which space is introduced. The model is used to investigate the ecological effect 
of management strategies, such as quota that were also studied with the simpler model of the 
previous chapters. Moreover, the ecological effects of management strategies that could not 
be examined because space is absent, such as nature reserves, are studied. The model is far 
too complicated to be optimised analytically. Therefore policies need to be investigated 
through numerical scenario simulation. The actual scenario analysis and simulation is carried 
out in the next chapter. This chapter studies the behaviour of the model and performs a 
parameter sensitivity analysis. 

The ecological model discussed in chapter 5 is a multi-species, spatial temporal model 
of an ecosystem resembling the earlier mentioned Wadden Sea. It describes the interaction 
between birds (resembling oystercatchers and eiders) and shellfish (resembling mussels and 
cockles). The shellfish are divided into age classes. Birds select different kinds of prey 
depending on availability and energy efficiency. They migrate if prey is not abundant and 
possibly interfere with each other. Shellfish are scattered unevenly over space. The parameter 
values are estimated from measurements reported in the ecological literature.  

The difficulty with complicated models like these is that their behaviour is hard to 
understand because of the many feedbacks. A different set of parameters may change the 
behaviour drastically. In order to analyse management policies, one needs to understand the 
behaviour and sensitivities of the underlying ecosystem model. Therefore, we examine the 
behaviour of the ecosystem model without fishing and undertake a sensitivity analysis 
according to a Plackett-Burman design. Such a design is not often used in the sensitivity 
analysis of integrated models. It is however, much more efficient than the traditional one-at-a-
time approach, especially if many parameters are involved. 

 
Scenario analysis of shellfishery policies (chapter 6, part II: space and dynamics) 
Chapter 6 describes the results of simulating policy scenarios with the ecological model of the 
previous chapter, including fishing. Some of the policy scenarios that are analysed are: nature 
reserves, quota and food reservation for birds. These were also implemented in real world 
policies concerning the Wadden Sea. An explanation as to why some policies succeed better 
in protection of birds is given 

 
Effective choice in the single-shot Prisoner’s Dilemma (chapter 7, part III: conflict) 
Chapter 7 is concerned with a more general problem namely, optimal strategy in a single-shot 
Prisoner’s Dilemma tournament along the lines of Axelrod’s famous study in the early 
eighties. The Prisoner’s Dilemma deals with conflict and cooperation. The Prisoner’s 
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Dilemma is an often-used paradigm in the social sciences to describe the conflict between 
optimising one’s own (short-term) profits and gaining more (in the long term) through 
mutually beneficial restrictions. For example, the fisher who in an open access situation, is 
confronted with the question whether he should refrain from fishing to be able to fish again 
next year, or to fish whatever he can because otherwise his colleague will do so, is facing a 
classical Prisoner’s Dilemma.  

Chapter 7 discusses a computer tournament. The tournament consists of a number of 
competions in which players play the Prisoner’s Dilemma. Each player plays according to a 
particular strategy defined in a computer algorithm. Twenty-seven strategies are entered by 
university staff and students to play the Prisoner’s Dilemma. Each player (strategy) meets 
each other strategy only once. Each player knows the outcome of all previous games in the 
tournament. This enables strategies to detect and establish a reputation. The question that is 
answered is whether the forming and detection of a reputation, helps to establish cooperation. 
Furthermore, characteristics of successful strategies are discussed. 
 
Key sources of uncertainties in climate change projections (chapter 8, part IV: uncertainty) 
Climate change is a global pollution problem that incorporates many processes. The key 
question that is answered in Chapter 8 is which process contributes the most to the width of 
the uncertainty band for global temperature rise. The sequential chain of processes starts with 
emissions of greenhouse gasses. The most important one being carbon dioxide. The emissions 
result in an increased atmospheric concentration of greenhouse gasses. These disturb the 
radiative forcing that is performed by the sun on the earth and hence can change the global 
temperature. In chapter 8, a model is developed that incorporates all processes from emission 
scenarios until global warming. For each process step multiple models were used that have 
appeared in the scientific literature. Through using several models for each process, an 
uncertainty band is constructed. Obviously the uncertainty band widens as more process steps 
are computed. A brute force sensitivity analysis is used to answer the question which of the 
modelled processes is responsible for the largest part of the uncertainty in global temperature 
projections. 
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Chapter 2  
Integrated modelling* 

 

2.1 Introduction 

In the last decades numerous integrated models have been developed that combine elements 
of the natural sciences with elements from the socio-economic sciences with the aim to 
formulate policies to effectively and efficiently combat environmental problems. Most 
integrated modelling studies aim at scenario analysis or policy optimisation for environmental 
problems such as climate change and acid rain. But many bioeconomic models developed for 
fishery, forestry or other renewable resource management purposes also integrate biology or 
physics with economic behaviour. To allow comparison among different areas of application, 
this chapter will concentrate on models developed not only for fisheries and marine 
ecosystems but also for the problem of climatic change. 

Harris (2002) argues that integrated models are necessary to address the major 
environmental problems that society faces today, such as climatic change, loss of biodiversity, 
acid rain and sustainable natural resource management. Bailey (1997) advocates that 
policymakers must incorporate other knowledge as well for their decisions then just the 
results of integrated assessment models. Mono-disciplinary insights from economics and 
ecology should not be neglected. Sophisticated decision makers should use even less formal 
information from discussion with scientists, policymakers and stakeholders, to motivate 
policies. Shackley (1997) notes that the prime function of models in the policy process is to 
function as a learning device rather than as a truth-machine that predicts the future. In 
particular, an integrated model can facilitate communication between scientific disciplines 
and between scientist and policy makers. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents the general 
structure of integrated models, and discusses their advantages and disadvantages. Section 2.3 
describes four themes that play a major role in integrated modelling. Section 2.4 then 
describes a number of important characteristics of integrated models in relation to the 
aforementioned themes. Section 2.5 discusses the trustworthiness of models as a prerequisite 
for use in policy formulation. A final section concludes. 
 

2.2 Characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of integrated modelling 

Integrated models are multi-disciplinary by definition. They describe a causal chain starting 
with socio-economic drivers like economic production that causes physical or ecological 
change through polluting emissions or resource harvesting. A change in a socio-economic 
variable, such as economic production, is linked to a change in physical variables, such as 
greenhouse gas concentrations. The state of the natural system alters as a consequence. The 
state of the natural environment is expressed by endogenous variables such as air temperature 
and stock size.  

The changes in the natural system feed back to the socio-economic system. For 
example, global warming causes changes to the economic system through, among others, a 
decrease in agricultural production. In the context of fisheries management, catch reduces the 
fish stock, which can cause an increase in harvest costs. 

                                                 
* Also appeared as chapter 2 in J.C.J.M. van den Bergh, J. Hoekstra, R. Imeson, P.A.L.D. Nunes and A.T. de 
Blaeij (2006),  Bioeconomic Modelling and Valuation of Exploited Marine Ecosystems, Springer, Dordrecht.  
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The feedback to the socio-economic system is indirect when it leads to a policy 
response to mitigate or adapt to the change. In the context of climate change, impacts such as 
sea level rise and loss of agricultural production can stimulate greenhouse gas emission 
reduction policies (mitigation) or can lead to building dikes and a change of crops used in 
agriculture (adaptation). In the context of fisheries, quota and marine reserves can be 
implemented to avoid overfishing or the extinction of related species.  

Figure 2.1 sketches the conceptual framework of a general integrated model. It reflects 
that socio-economic developments force a change in the physical system that feeds back to 
the economic system either through economic damages and changes or through a policy 
response. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1. A schematic overview of the interaction and feedbacks between the economic and 
the natural system as addressed by integrated environmental models. 
 
Not every integrated model will incorporate all feedbacks of Figure 2.1. Usually, the complete 
physical and ecological system is not modelled. Instead, models are restricted to the part that 
is considered relevant for the issue being studied. Sometimes only the (forward) causal chain 
of effects is described by coupling mono-disciplinary models. The output of an economic 
model then serves as input to an ecological model. Obviously, many feedbacks are not 
modelled in this case. Simulating a (wide) range of (policy) scenarios can then create insight 
into the effects of policy measures or just in how model variables interact. This contributes to 
a better understanding of the problem at hand, which in turn may help to formulate 
appropriate solutions. However, the effects of many feedbacks that are included in real 
integrated models are omitted in this way. 

Socio-economic system 
 
- human population 
- economic production 
- capital 
- institutions 
 

Natural system 
 
- greenhouse gas 

concentrations 
- air temperature 
- precipitation 
- fish stock levels 

Policy response 
 
- environmental policy 
- resource policy 
- economic policy 

profits and damages 

Resource use and pollution 

Problem 
identification and 
signalling 

Policy implementation; 
mitigation and adaptation 
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An integrated model shows the potential effect of policy measures. In addition, 
modelling exercises are sometimes able to identify where gaps in knowledge exist. Integrated 
modelling has the advantage that it systematically combines theories from different 
disciplines. In order to synthesise all those theories, simplifications are inevitable, which will 
not always be welcomed by mono-disciplinary scientists (van den Bergh et al. 2004). This is 
not a problem as long as one realizes that integrated models are not meant to replace, but to 
complement highly detailed mono-disciplinary models. Integrated modelling forces scientist 
to be consistent and explicit about theories and assumptions that they use from the different 
scientific disciplines. Those assumptions need to be communicated well to users to avoid 
incorrect use of results (Schneider 1997). Rotmans (1998) mentioned the following 
advantages of integrated models: they can explore the interactions and feedbacks of the 
system, they are a consistent framework to structure scientific knowledge, and they are a tool 
for communicating complex scientific issues to decision makers and other scientists. He also 
sees some weaknesses: a high level of aggregation, inadequate treatment of uncertainties and 
accumulation of various types and sources of uncertainty, and limited calibration and 
validation. 

Integrated models are used in many stages of the policy process. The use and 
characteristics of the models vary depending on the stage of the policy process. The former 
Dutch minister of the environment, Winsemius (1986), identifies four stages in the political 
process: recognition, policy formulation, policy implementation and control. Especially in the 
first two stages, integrated models can play an important role. In the first stage, models can be 
aimed at clarifying the issue and getting it on the political agenda. In the second stage, 
integrated models can help searching for effective and efficient policies. In general, one and 
the same model is not successfully used in both stages. Integrated models that are developed 
for signalling environmental problem are usually relatively simple. But they are able to 
project the effects of overfishing or ever increasing greenhouse gas emissions. Models used in 
the second stage need much more detail and accuracy to analyse what kind of policy measures 
cure the problem. Van Dalen et al. (2002) analyse in detail the role of models and how they 
are used in the environmental policy cycle. 

 

2.3 Themes in integrated modelling 

Four themes play a major role in the integrated modelling of fisheries and climate change. 
These themes are: dynamics, space, conflict and uncertainty. Various chapters of this book 
will focus on one or more of these themes. Here the themes are introduced and briefly 
discussed. 

 

2.3.1 Dynamics 
Dynamics points at the changes of variables over time. The problems described by integrated 
models involve the future effects of current policy decisions and socio-economic behaviour. 
Accumulation of pollutants and delays in the reaction of the biophysical system are common 
in environmental problems. Irreversibility is another aspect usually associated with 
environmental problems. Often environmental damages are irreversible - think of the 
extinction of a species. Adopting a policy to mitigate environmental damages can change 
society irreversibly as well – think of a specific choice of energy infrastructure to control 
global warming. Issues such as (the stability of) equilibria, multi-stable states, optimal 
control, path-dependence and lock-in are associated with environmental problems. Concern 
about possible feedbacks is important and one of the reasons to use integrated models. All of 
these elements demand to be studied in a dynamic context. 
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A comprehensive overview of the importance of dynamics for environmental 
problems is given by Lines (1995) who discusses aspects such as equilibria, attractors, chaos 
and catastrophe theory, evolutionary systems, and irreversibilities and the problem of 
discounting. The models in part II are explicitly dynamic and focus on optimal control, 
equilibrium analysis, and delays and feedbacks. 

 

2.3.2 Space 
Space is a complicating factor that often at first is ignored for reasons of simplicity and later 
is incorporated to add more realism to the model. Local interactions by definition need a 
spatial approach. Jansen and de Roos (2000) show the importance of the introduction of space 
because it can change the complex population dynamics in an ecosystem. From a combined 
economic and environmental angle, trade and transport are important reasons to adopt a 
spatial treatment. 

In the shellfisheries management problem as modelled in chapters 6 and 7 space is 
ignored whereas in chapter 8 and 9 it is added, albeit in different ways. Another example, 
considering climate change is the famous DICE model (Nordhaus 1992) that later evolved to 
the multi-regional RICE (Nordhaus and Yang 1996). RICE focuses on the regional 
differences in costs in CO2-reduction measures. 

In almost any environmental problem space is important. In fisheries management 
explicit treatment of space is relevant in order to deal with issues like marine reserves, nursery 
rooms and meta-populations. 
 

2.3.3 Conflict 
Environmental problems are really a conflict between polluters and victims. Economists for 
this reason use the term (negative) externalities, meaning direct physical effects caused by one 
agent onto the production or welfare of another. Integrated environmental models deal with 
conflicts either directly or indirectly. Some models start from the notion that the interests of 
several stakeholders need to be balanced, giving rise to the use of stakeholder participation in 
integrated assessments (Gough et al. 1997).  

In integrated models the conflict of interests can be either implicit or explicit. In the 
case of climate change the conflict is implicit. On one side we have the present economic 
interests of those who emit greenhouse gasses, and on the other side those in the future, who 
are the victim of climatic changes. For instance, we have the interests of the coal mining 
industry versus the need for stabilised sea level rice of low lying island states. Chapter 6 
presents an integrated model of the conflict of interest between profit seeking fishers and 
nature conservationists and provides for analytical solutions to finding the optimal trade-off.  
 

2.3.4 Uncertainty 
Models can explicitly represent uncertainties by introducing a stochastic term in the model 
and assuming an associated probability distribution. A distinction can be made between 
uncertainty and risk. We talk about risk if a probability distribution is known so that the 
probability of an uncertain event can be calculated. For risk analysis, stochastic models are 
needed. These models incorporate a probabilistic element. 

Uncertainty is an integral part of almost every environmental problem. Pindyck (2002) 
recognises two types of uncertainty. The first stems from the economic subsystem, i.e. it is 
impossible to predict the future costs and benefits of environmental damages and policies 
exactly. In the case of climate change this means that even if we knew the exact temperature 
change a century from now, we would be unable to know the exact damages this causes in 
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terms of loss in agriculture yields, extra flooding etc. The second type stems from the 
ecological or physical subsystem. The evolution of an ecosystem, given known policies, 
cannot be estimated without error. In the context of fisheries management this means that 
stock levels next year cannot be predicted exactly even if quota and other measures are fully 
respected. Van Asselt and Rotmans (2002) use a different classification. They characterise 
two main types of uncertainty. The first is variability, which is an attribute of the system 
under study. It stems from stochastic processes in nature such as shellfish recruitment in 
marine ecosystems and the weather. They can be the result of unpredictability of chaotic 
systems or result from some fundamentally random process. In socio-economic systems the 
behaviour of economic actor is not completely determined. For example the outcome of the 
negations following the Kyoto protocol is impossible to predict. Also technological 
breakthroughs fall under this heading. We can expect technological development but when 
and how is impossible to foresee. The second type of uncertainty is limited knowledge. This 
is a property of the analyst (or the scientific community) analysing the system. In general, it 
reflects that we just do not know everything exactly. This can be due to a lack of 
observations, measurement errors, non-identification of certain processes or effects, or simply 
regarding them as unimportant. 

Any integrated environmental model has to deal with uncertainty. There is always 
some element that is not modelled but changes over time. This exogenous disturbance has 
some uncertain influence on the system. Integrated models very often use parameters and 
fudge factors whose value is difficult to estimate so that errors remain. The knowledge of the 
involved processes has often not matured to a level that uncertainties in the structure of the 
model can be excluded. Because of the broad multi-disciplinary approach very often it is 
necessary to parameterise processes. This means the formulation of a process is simplified, 
leaving out detail that creates some unknown error. Some non-linear models can behave 
chaotic. In chaotic systems we have the fundamental problem of not knowing exactly the 
initial conditions. Measurement error, however small, will make the system unpredictable. 

Kann and Weyant (2000) present an overview of different types of uncertainty 
analysis that have been performed with integrated assessment models. Sensitivity analysis is 
performed in this thesis in chapters 4, 5 and 6. In chapter 8 a thorough treatment of 
uncertainty is performed through what is called exploratory modelling (Kann and Weyant 
2000). This is a sort of meta-sensitivity analysis in which model structures are varied rather 
than parameter values. There are many ways in which the same process can be modelled. This 
means that a pluralistic approach is taken towards the way in which processes can be 
modelled. Various conceptual and model techniques allow addressing uncertainty. Rotmans 
and van Asselt (2001) advocate a pluralistic type of uncertainty analysis whereby a specific 
worldview underlies the choice of models to assess the most salient uncertainties.  
 

2.4 Important characteristics of integrated models 

Here we will discuss important characteristics of integrated models that relate to the four 
themes of the previous section. These characteristics are formulated in a dichotomous 
manner: 

• Theoretical vs. empirical, 
• Prescriptive vs. descriptive, 
• Optimisation vs. resilience, 
• Simple vs. complicated, 
• Analytical vs. numerical, 
• A focus on economics vs. on natural sciences. 
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Table 2.1 shows the degree to which these characteristics play a role in the aforementioned 
themes. The table must be interpreted as follows: ‘+’/(‘-’) denotes that models possessing the 
characteristic are often (rarely) used to analyse explicitly the specific theme. 

 
Table 2.1. Degree of importance of model characteristics in the themes. 
 Dynamics Space Conflict Uncertainty 

Theoretical 
Empirical 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
- 

+ 
+ 

Prescriptive 
Descriptive 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
- 

+ 
+ 

Simple 
Complicated 

+ 
+ 

- 
+ 

+ 
- 

+ 
+ 

Analytical 
Numerical 

+ 
+ 

- 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

Economics 
Natural sciences 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
- 

+ 
+ 

 

2.4.1 Theoretical versus empirical models 
Theoretical models are relatively simple, general representations of reality. The aim is to 
capture just enough detail to be able to make general statements. Often analytical results can 
be obtained. The structure of the models is motivated by a theoretical concept. Examples are 
carrying capacity in ecological models or rational profit maximising behaviour in economic 
models.  

Because of the models’ simplicity results are difficult to implement directly. 
Theoretical models aim at a general understanding of the problem and are hoped to stimulate 
creativity when in a real life system policies must be devised. The advantage of theoretical 
models is that their concepts can easily be understood and communicated to policy makers. 
Nevertheless, theoretical models need to be confronted with data to become trustworthy. 

Empirical models on the contrary are specific and actually ‘filled with’ data. 
Parameters are estimated and the simulations of the model are ideally compared with 
observations. This constitutes a test for the credibility of the model. These models are much 
more geared toward a specific problem. Therefore their solutions are easier to implement 
directly. For example, empirical models may regard the specific problem of overfishing of 
mussels in the Dutch Wadden Sea instead of the general problem of economic overfishing in 
a theoretical model. Usually the level of aggregation is much higher in theoretical models. 
This has the advantage that results of a more general nature are obtained. At the same it has 
the disadvantage that the assumptions are not in line with all specific cases. For example, the 
parameters in the ecological model in chapter 5 are within the range of empirical values found 
in the scientific literature. Nevertheless, it is very unlikely that the modelled area is fully 
consistent with any particular, real estuary. 
 

2.4.2 Prescriptive versus descriptive models 
A modelling approach is normative or prescriptive if it answers the question: What should 
policy makers do in order to reach a particular goal? The preferences of the policy maker 
must be explicitly modelled then. The method is goal oriented and works well when there is a 
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clear single criterion that needs to be maximised (Makowski 2000). Profits are an example of 
such a clear single criterion. 

The traditional economic approach in resource exploitation is a prescriptive method 
that searches for optimal management strategies (see chapter 3). This is the approach of 
chapters 6 to 8 in part II of the book. Within the modelled world the prescribed solution is the 
best solution given the modelled preferences. However, the real world will differ from the 
model and when the solution is sensitive to parameter or structural errors a far from optimal 
policy may be the result. Clark (1990 - original version 1976) is a classic book that describes 
the prescriptive framework for bioeconomic models of fishery management.  

The descriptive approach, which is mainstream in the natural sciences, models the 
systems behaviour without explicitly referring to some best policy. The interactions of the 
system variables are modelled; the preferences of the policy maker are not. Policy measures 
are regarded as input with which one can experiment. The modelling approach answers 
questions of the ‘what ... if’ type, such as: ‘What happens to global warming if the Kyoto 
protocol is ratified and is successfully complied with?’ or ‘What happens to the eider 
population if the cockle fishery is banned?’ 

Descriptive models can be seen as performing policy evaluation and prescriptive 
models as performing policy optimisation. Optimisation is complex and computationally 
expensive. Hence, prescriptive models incline to describe the economic and natural science 
part of the model in relatively simple terms (Kelly and Kolstad 1999). Descriptive models 
tend to become more prescriptive if a systematic testing and evaluation of many different 
scenarios is applied. 

Typically, optimisation will start with some base policy, evaluate it and systematically 
improve it until no better solution can be found. Obviously, the optimisation result relies 
heavily on the underlying model. That model is often simple because of the computational 
effort involved. Therefore, it is a fruitful approach to evaluate optimal policies found by 
relatively simple models with more complex descriptive models. In general, a better 
understanding of environmental problems and their solutions can be realised if potential 
policies are evaluated with several models that differ in terms of degree of complexity and 
detail of modelled processes. 
 

2.4.3 Optimisation versus resilience 
Because of the usually somewhat simpler description of the dynamics in optimisation models, 
they generally focus on an optimal equilibrium. However, especially ecological systems can 
experience complex behaviour characterised by multiple equilibria or chaotic attractors and 
sudden bifurcations from one seemingly steady state into another (Holling 1973, Janssen et al. 
2004). Systems that exhibit this sort of behaviour are in need of control policies that do not 
aim at optimisation but aim at avoiding catastrophic system change i.e. by keeping the system 
resilient. 

The concept of resilience has two main variants (Perrings 1998). The first is due to 
(Pimm 1984) and is concerned with the time taken for a system to return to the initial state 
after a disturbance. The second is subscribed to (Holling 1973) and focuses on the magnitude 
of a disturbance before a system changes (irreversibly) from one state in to another. Both 
concepts are useful when looking at the interaction of an economic and ecological system. It 
is important to know how far a system an be pushed without flipping to some undesired state 
but it is also useful to know how much time it takes for a disturbed system to return to its 
desired optimum. Both approaches assume some sort of stable state. 

Ludwig et al. (1997) refine concepts of stability and resilience for exploited 
ecosystems. They consider systems with multiple equilibria, some stable, some not, and 
describe the dynamics of such a system. Such a system can very quickly move from one 
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stable equilibrium to another when one variable is slowly increasing or decreasing and 
surpasses a threshold value. Very often this trajectory is irreversible. In order to keep the 
system sustainable, managers must control the position of the system in state-space close 
enough to the desired attractor. But also far enough away from the unstable area where the 
system may suddenly and irreversibly change to an undesirable new equilibrium or attractor. 

As also noted by Walters (1986) and Carpenter et al. (1999), in not fully known or 
stochastic systems sustainability cannot be achieved by seeking a fixed policy. In order to 
keep the system in the desired domain it may be necessary to experiment and to continually 
adjust ones policy. In order to find the right adjustments, the manager has to explore and learn 
about the system. Walters (1986) calls this adaptive management. However, these 
explorations may move the system out of the desired domain and therefore require careful 
consideration. 
 

2.4.4 Simple versus complicated models 
In the first stage of the policy process, i.e. signalling the problem, models can be relatively 
simple. It is important to understand what happens, why this is so, and to communicate this to 
policy makers. Simple models are easy to interpret and understand. After the signalling 
process those who benefit from the status quo quite often argue that the problem may not be 
so serious because many processes have been modelled far too simple. In reaction, modellers 
will incorporate more processes and detail. Even though every newly incorporated process 
potentially improves the model and can deliver new insights, simple models often provide 
similar results as to the effect of policy measures. Nevertheless, complicated models can show 
surprising effects of feedbacks that are otherwise ignored 

 Rotmans (1998) argues that a distinction must be made between complicated models 
and complex models. Complicated models incorporate a large variety of processes and detail 
but do not generate complex behaviour. The latter is characterised by strange attractors, 
multiple stable states, irreversibilities and bifurcations. If incremental changes in driving 
forces in complicated models lead to incremental changes in the simulated projections the 
models behave pseudo-linear and should not be regarded as complex at all. Complex models 
are non-linear by definition and may contain few processes, but are characterized by certain 
incremental change causing a considerable change in output. 

More complicated models may help to improve understanding of a certain problem. 
They sometimes make it possible to simulate more accurately potential policies because 
processes are less aggregated. But more complicated models will not necessarily produce 
better forecasts. Adding more processes means more parameters and consequently more room 
for error in parameter estimation or in model structure. Much more effort is needed to build 
and test a more complicated model, which does not always translate to better projections. 
Models should therefore be kept as simple as possible. To quote (Dowlatabadi 1995): “Keep 
it as simple as possible, iterate on details only where needed to address policy relevant 
questions and permitted by available knowledge”. Nevertheless, it is still difficult to know 
when to stop adding detail to a model. 
 

2.4.5 Analytical versus numerical models 
If models are simple, i.e. contain few equations that are not too non-linear, analytical 
solutions can sometimes be derived. Within the neo-classical optimising tradition in 
economics analytical results are frequently obtained from theoretical models (see chapter 3). 
In other cases models are usually too complicated, i.e. with too many equations and very non-
linear. Then a translation of the model into computer code followed by using numerical 
simulation techniques is needed to generate results. 
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A disadvantage of complex models is that solutions are very likely to contain errors 
due to computer coding or solving the model. Moreover, solutions only apply to the specific 
values of the parameters for which the model is being solved. The main advantage is that in 
order to be able to find solutions, one does not have to simplify the problem so much that 
agreement with reality becomes disputable. Furthermore, it is usually relatively simple to 
extend the model slightly so as to incorporate more detail in response to additional insight or 
advice from others. 

Analytical results are stronger in the sense that the results are general and independent 
of specific numerical values of parameters. They solely depend on specified functional 
relationships between variables. Unfortunately, analytical results can only be obtained from 
relatively simple models. Most models that resemble reality accurately become quickly too 
complicated to be able to derive analytical solutions. 
 

2.4.6 A focus on economics versus on natural sciences 
Some integrated models place relatively much emphasis on the economic part of the model, 
while others stress the natural science part. Most models focused on economics are general 
equilibrium models or bioeconomic resource extraction models based on neo-classical 
approaches. Often these models are prescriptive. The models that are focused on the natural 
sciences usually are dynamic system models describing the processes based in physics or 
biology. 

Where the focus is depends on the question one tries to answer with the model. 
MERGE (Manne and Richels 1992), for example, is a general equilibrium model with a 
relatively complex economy and a simple climate part. Its aim is to find cost-effective 
emission strategies. DIALOGUE (Visser et al. 2000) is a model that focuses on the natural 
sciences part of the climate change problem. The economic dimension of climate change is 
modelled in an extremely simple way. Its aim is to illustrate the physical impacts of climate 
change, such as sea level rise, given greenhouse gas emission scenarios. 
 

2.5 Trust in and calibration and validation of models 

Models have no meaning unless they are credible or trustworthy. Trust in a model can only be 
achieved if the user shares the assumptions and structure represented by the mathematical 
equations. Ideally, these should be completely transparent when model outcomes are 
presented. 

For numerical models parameter values need to be estimated. Many parameter values 
can be obtained from experiments or measurements. But very often container parameters 
remain that describe processes at a very aggregated scale. Ideally, these parameters must be 
tuned or calibrated, for example, to adequately (possibly qualitatively) replicate a specific 
historical pattern. The accuracy of parameter estimation (calibration) will be limited by the 
amount and quality of the available data. The practise of calibration and validation depends 
on the scientific discipline. In the natural sciences models are usually loosely tuned or 
calibrated whereas economists and econometricians estimate parameters more systematically. 
This is not so because economics forms a far more rigorous and thorough scientific discipline 
but can be attributed to the more complicated and complex models that are widely used in the 
natural sciences. Regression techniques that are generally used by econometricians are often 
not applicable to these kinds of models. Of course systematic calibration approaches are 
advocated and used in the natural sciences (Heemink 1991, Janssen and Heuberger 1995, 
Spear 1997, Finley et al. 1998). 

The trustworthiness of the model is further established by validating or testing it 
against another historic data set than the one used for calibration (Refsgaard and Hendriksen 
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2004). The accuracy of computer model calculations is usually examined by plotting model 
calculations and observations in the same graph. The match between them is evaluated by 
inspection. This is a subjective approach without a firm statistical fundament but can be very 
informative nevertheless. Many statistical techniques such as residual analysis and goodness-
of-fit tests can be applied. However a model validated in this way does not imply that the 
simulation results are an accurate prediction (given exogenous future developments) but only 
that the results are somewhat more certain and trustworthy than those from a model that is not 
validated against observations. 

Conducting validation as well as calibration puts a large demand on data. It is usually 
hampered by the imbalance between the complexity of the model and the availability of the 
data. Often, long time series are needed that have not been measured in the past. 
Unfortunately if data exists it often addresses a different temporal or spatial scale than those 
of the model results. In many circumstances adequate data is not available and the modeller 
has to deal with what he can get. Large climate models (GCM) and large general equilibrium 
models suffer from this lack of data and are usually not thoroughly validated. Many smaller 
models are not validated either. Not only must the time series be long, but also the data needs 
to be at the right scale. Model output should be compared with empirical data at the scale of 
the lowest resolved model elements (Schneider 1997) 

In the literature the meaning of the notion of verification and validation is confusing. 
Validation loosely means that some test is performed – using observations – that contributes 
to trust in the model. Oreskes et al. (1994) make a case for using the right semantics. They 
claim that models of natural systems are impossible to verify and validate due to the openness 
of such systems. A system is considered closed if its true conditions can be predicted exactly, 
such as in mathematics. Systems where the true behaviour cannot be computed due to 
uncertainties in parameter values and boundary conditions are open. Environmental systems 
represented through integrated models are open. For instance, the only way to verify whether 
the population size of oystercatchers projected by the model of chapter 6 is accurate is to stop 
fishing and measure the population size for many years. 

Since all relevant integrated models describe open systems, the validation that any 
model truly represents the real world system is impossible. This applies equally to economic 
models (Sterman et al. 1994). Note that from a philosophy of science viewpoint models can 
only be invalidated or refuted, because models are no more than the mathematical and 
computer coded representation of scientific hypotheses (Popper 1959). 

In addition, there is the associated problem of whether the computer code is a true 
representation (within accuracy bounds) of the conceptual model expressed as a system of 
mathematical equations. Pragmatically this means that one has to ascertain that the code 
contains no bugs. Tests to ensure this are, for example, that the model must simulate an 
analytically known or trivial solution. In practise one can never be sure of errorless code. It is 
almost sure that many large complicated models contain programming errors. Therefore 
counterintuitive results should be looked at sceptically. 

A useful and pragmatic approach to validation of models is to confront model output 
with measurement data as well as expert judgement and sensitivity analysis. Janssen and 
Heuberger (1995) discern three major aspects (see also Schneider 1997): 
1. Assessment of the ability of the model to reproduce the real world system behaviour - 

does the model output resemble observations and measurement data? 
2. Assessment of the suitability of the model for the intended use - does the model answer 

the research or policy question? 
3. Assessment of the robustness or sensitivity of the model - does the assessment of the 

problem and its various solutions differ greatly when parameters have extreme but 
acceptable values? 
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Finally, for a proper use of models in the policy arena Parson (1995), Mensink (2000) 

and Harris (2002) provide the advice that a model should address the decision power and the 
preferences of the policy maker for which it is intended. So a model that computes the 
optimal global greenhouse gas emissions is of no use for a policymaker that must decide 
about national emission reductions but can be useful for an international negotiator, provided 
the model correctly assumes his preferences. Or to take an example in fisheries management: 
if a regulator cannot influence the effort exerted by fishers then a model that maximises 
national welfare by prescribing optimal effort is useless. The model should perhaps instead 
describe optimal tax or quota. In other words, the model must describe measures that the 
decision maker can control and implement. 

 

2.6 Characteristics of the models in this thesis 

The following chapters describe integrated models that I developed to emphasise certain 
aspects of marine resource management and climate change policies. The models each focus 
on one or a few of the aforementioned four themes: dynamics, spatial dynamics, conflict and 
uncertainty. Table 2.2 provides a qualitative indication of the characteristics of the models 
used in each chapter of the thesis. 

The thesis covers most elements. More emphasis is put on deterministic than on 
stochastic models. This does not mean that I consider deterministic models more useful, 
rather the opposite. If models are to resemble reality this is often best modelled by introducing 
some stochastic term (e.g. chapter 6). However, when the model is used to better understand 
the interactions between the modelled processes, stochastic terms should initially be avoided 
as they often obscure the interpretation (see chapter 5). 

 
Table 2.2. Characteristics of the models in the thesis. 
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+  
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+ 

+ 
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+ 
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+  
+ 

 
+ 

+  
+ 

Analytical  
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+ 

+ 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 

 
+ 
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Static  

+ + + +  
+ 

+ 

Economics  
Natural sciences  

+ +  
+ 

 
+ 

+  
+ 

Deterministic 
Stochastic 

+ + 
+ 

+  
+ 

+ + 

 
Table 2.2 is a black and white representation of the amount of theoretical versus 

empirical chapters. Most parameters based in chapters 3 through 6, and 8 are based on 
empirical findings. But theoretical chapters are dominant compared with empirical ones. 
Again this does not mean that I consider theoretical work more important. If theoretical work 
is not backed up with empirical work it has little value. This is equally true the other way 
around. Empirical work should be based on theory. Theoretical modelling is easier though, a 
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brain and sometimes a computer suffice. There is no need to find (proxy) data and figure out 
what they really mean. 

I have focused more on dynamic than on static models. This does subscribe my view 
that dynamic models are generally far more informative. Numerical work dominates 
analytical work. Many models are too complicated to obtain analytical solutions. This effect 
is shown in the dominance of numerical work.  

 

2.7 Conclusions 

The great advantage of integrated modelling is that multi-disciplinary knowledge is structured 
consistently. Integrated models help to describe the logical consequence of assumptions, data 
and the described knowledge of processes. Thus, models can explore the behaviour of 
complex systems more reliably than mental models, provided the assumptions are well-
understood. A model should be aimed at incorporating decision variables at the level of the 
policymaker for whom the model is developed. This means that modelling should focus on 
the questions policy makers have, may have or should have depending on the stage of the 
problem in the political cycle. In the recognition phase a model is a learning device that 
creates insight into the problem. Models used in the policy formulation stage must explicitly 
be able to evaluate the effect of potential policies and must be directed at the power of the 
policy maker. To prevent misconceived use of their model, modellers must be well aware of 
their implicit assumptions and make these transparent. Uncertainties play a key role and must 
be communicated to decision makers.  

Finally, very often the environmental problem is composed of several subproblems 
that raise different research questions. A set of multiple models geared to these specific 
questions generally creates more insight into the problem and provides more incentive for 
creative solutions than one comprehensive model. 
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Chapter 3  
Harvesting and conservation in a predator-prey system* 
 

3.1 Introduction 

The subject of harvesting in predator-prey systems has been of interest to economists and 
ecologists for some time now. Most research has focused attention on optimal exploitation, 
guided entirely by profits from harvesting. The present study emphasizes that the ecosystem 
offers more than the exploitation of a species. This is expressed through a non-use value, 
which is indirectly influenced by harvesting.  

Clark (1976), Hannesson (1983), Ragozin and Brown (1985), and Ströbele and 
Wacker (1995) derive golden rules for optimal steady-state harvesting in a multi-species 
context. In addition, Ragozin and Brown (1985) study the approach path towards the optimal 
steady state. Semmler and Sieveking (1994) show that an optimal constant harvesting effort 
can result in a trajectory that does not reach equilibrium but oscillates over time. Except for 
Tu and William (1992), who consider the stability of an ecosystem for predator control 
programs in combination with harvesting of prey, no attention has been given to nature 
protection policies in multi-species systems. Olson and Roy (1996) have studied extinction in 
a discrete single-species model in which the harvest as well as the stock is considered 
valuable. The present study is the first that combines harvesting and conservation of different 
but ecologically related species.  

The present paper seeks to find optimal exploitation strategies for a predator-prey 
system, but differs in three respects from the previous studies. First, we investigate the 
possible extinction of the non-harvested species. Prey is harvested while predators are 
protected. More specifically, in contrast to other studies, we explicitly value the existence of a 
species, in this case the predator. Although the predator species is itself not harvested, 
incorporating its existence value is necessary because it is indirectly affected by the 
harvesting of its food. Secondly, the ecosystem model is based on a more realistic 
specification of predation than the familiar Lotka-Volterra type. In particular, it includes 
search and handling of prey by predators in order to derive the ecosystem dynamics. A critical 
review of different types of predator-prey relations is found in Berryman (1992) and Yodzis 
(1994). Thirdly, a very complete analysis of possible optimal harvest regimes is given. The 
paper investigates for which economic and ecological parameters the predator will survive. 

Although the formal model analyzed will be fairly general, it is motivated by a 
specific conflict between shellfisheries and the conservation of bird species in many European 
estuaries, such as the Dutch Wadden Sea (Atkinson et al. 2003, Ens 2003). Therefore, we will 
mostly refer to birds and shellfish in this paper. Nevertheless, the model can be used to 
describe general predator-prey ecosystems and even herbivore-plant systems, as long as their 
interactions obey what biologists refer to as a Holling type II functional response (Yodzis 
1989, and Section 3.2.1).  

This paper is an endeavor to theoretically investigate the balance between exploitation 
and nature conservation. This balance is reflected in the social welfare function. The social 
welfare function consists of two terms. One expresses the income generated by harvesting 
prey. The other represents conservation benefits derived from the presence of a certain 

                                                 
*Also published as J. Hoekstra and J.C.J.M van den Bergh (2005), Harvesting and conservation in a predator-
prey system, Journal of Economic Dynamics and Control 29, 1097-1120. We would like to thank the biologists 
Jaap van der Meer, Katja Philippart, Bruno Ens and Peter Herman for their comments on the ecological model.  
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amount of predators in the ecosystem. Predators serve as a proxy for the nature values of the 
ecosystem. We derive the optimal harvest rate that maximizes the social welfare function. An 
optimal trajectory approaches either a fixed steady state or an optimal cyclic state (Ragozin 
and Brown 1985). The optimal harvest trajectory is divided into two parts: an end state and 
the approach path. We find the optimal end state(s) and give necessary conditions for its 
(their) existence. In addition, we present a qualitative analysis of the approach path towards 
the end state. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 3.2 describes the ecosystem model 
and analyses its behavior. Optimal harvesting is examined in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 provides 
a qualitative analysis of the approach paths to the end state. Section 3.5 concludes. 
 

3.2 The ecosystem model 

3.2.1 Model description 
The ecosystem model describes the interactive dynamics between predators (birds) and prey 
(shellfish). The net growth rate of birds is described by equation (1). The first term expresses 
growth, which depends on the birth rate, r. The second term expresses the mortality rate 
expressed as life expectancy that linearly depends on energy intake. 

�
�

�
�
�

� −=−=
reb

Be
rB

b
B

e
Be

rB
dt
dB 00 1 ,        (1) 

where B : the number of birds; r : the birth rate of birds; 0e : the reference energy intake 

rate per bird; e : the total energy intake rate; and b : the reference life expectancy ( b
1  is the 

reference mortality rate). Equation (1) is the logistic equation (Yodzis 1989) and 
0e

reb
 is 

called the carrying capacity. 
The energy intake depends linearly on the amount of shellfish eaten. It is given by: 
cde = ,           (2) 

where c denotes the energy content of a shellfish and d  the number of shellfish depleted. 
The depletion depends on the time a bird needs to search for shellfish and on the amount 

of time it needs to break open the shellfish and swallow its contents. The search time 
decreases as the number of shellfish becomes larger. This is expressed by the following 
equation: 

hSz
BS

hSz
B

d
+

=
+

= ,         (3) 

where S : the number of shellfish; z : the search time coefficient and h : the handling time 
(per bird per shellfish). This equation is known as Holling's disc equation or a type II 
functional response (Yodzis 1989). Equation (3) shows that the amount of food intake per 
bird is asymptotically limited. Hence, the mortality rate has a lower limit because it depends 
on food intake. 

Shellfish die due to being eaten by birds, being harvested by fishers or because of 
other factors such as lack of food, cold winters etc. Biologists call the process of larvae 
turning into new adult shellfish, recruitment. Shellfish recruitment does not depend on stock 
size. Measurements in the Wadden Sea e.g. do not show a strong relationship between 
recruitment and the adult stock size of shellfish (Beukema 1993, van der Meer 1997). Some 
of the reasons are that larvae arrive in the area by wind driven and tidal currents. Sometimes 
adult shellfish cannibalize larvae and good settlement spots become scarcer as the stock size 
increases. Their survival depends on a number of factors such as the seabottom 
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characteristics, food supply, temperature and preying fish. These factors are too complex to be 
included in our model. The number of shellfish is given by: 

yd
a
S

q
dt
dS −−−= ,          (4) 

where q denotes the shellfish recruit rate, a  the average shellfish age ( a
1  is the mortality 

rate), if not eaten by birds or fished, and y  the shellfish harvest rate. 

Substituting equations (2) and (3) in (1) and (4) and creating the parameter 
0e

rcb
K = , 

results in the following predator-prey system: 

a
S
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dt
dS S −
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−−=−= ),(        (5) 

and 
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dt
dB B 1),( .        (6) 

The definition of ),( BSf S  and ),( BSf B  are introduced for notational simplification. 
Furthermore, results that are expressed in ),( BSf S  and ),( BSf B  are more general and 
apply to any predator-prey system in which prey is harvested.  

The parameter K  shows the time a bird needs to eat (find and handle) a unit of shellfish 
in equilibrium. If a bird needs more time, due to a long search time ( Sz ) because of low 
stock sizes of shellfish, the numbers of birds will decrease. If it needs less time, due to high 
shellfish numbers, the numbers of birds will increase. 

Because we assume shellfish is the only food birds eat, the mass of birds can not 
increase more than the mass of eaten shellfish. Hence, 
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with mB, the average mass of a bird and mS, the average mass of a shellfish. 

For a sufficiently small numbers of shellfish, 
hK

z
S

−
≤ , this condition is true because 
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1  is negative. For sufficiently large numbers of shellfish, 
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3.3 Ecosystem behavior under fixed harvest rates 

The behavior of non-linear systems can be characterized by standard equilibrium, stability 
and bifurcation analysis (Strogatz 1994). Stability analysis in predator-prey models has 
received widespread attention, in the case of Lotka-Volterra type models, e.g. May (1972). 
Brauer and Soudack (1979) studied the behavior of a general predator-prey system (which 
includes Lotka-Volterra models and the model in this paper), where the predator is harvested 
at a constant rate. Dai and Tang (1998) examine a more specific model in which predators and 
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prey are harvested. These studies show that, depending on parameter values a stable 
equilibrium, a limit cycle or a homoclinic* orbit is possible. 

The ecosystem described here has two equilibrium points ( 0=
•
S , 0=

•
B ): 

ahK
Kz

KyqBe )(
)(1 −

−−= , 
hK

z
Se −

=1        (7) 

and 
02 =eB , ayqSe )(2 −= .        (8) 
Note that, in the first equilibrium, the number of shellfish does not depend on the 

harvest rate, y . Extra harvesting takes food away from birds therefore the ecosystem can 
sustain fewer birds. This is typical for a predator-prey system with a Holling type II functional 
response to describe the predator’s dependency of prey.  

In the second equilibrium, birds have become extinct. As long as 
hK

z
ayq

−
>− )( , 

the existence of the first equilibrium is guaranteed. Fishers can fish and a certain bird 
population size can be sustained.  

Figure 3.1 shows the phase diagram of the system. It contains an example trajectory, 
the S- and B-isoclines, and the direction of the system's vector field. The B-isocline, 

( 0=
dt
dB

), is given by 1eS
hK

z
S =

−
=  and by 0=B . The number of shellfish does not change 

on the S-isocline ( 0=
dt
dS

), which is given by 
S
hSz

a
S

yqB
)( +

�
�

�
�
�

� −−= . From the isoclines a 

vector field is deduced that indicates the direction of the trajectories.  
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Figure 3.1: Phase diagram of the ecosystem under a fixed harvest rate. 

                                                 
* In a homoclinic orbit a seperatrix of a saddle point originates from that saddle point.  
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Note: An example trajectory of the simple predator-prey system is shown. The isoclines are 
shown in gray and the equilibrium points as black dots. The arrows denote the direction of 
the trajectories. 
 

The arrows show that a trajectory will either tend to, or originate from, or circle 
around the first equilibrium, ),( 11 ee BS . In Section 3.2.3 we prove that every trajectory 
approaches equilibrium. The second equilibrium (equation (8)) is a saddle point and can only 
be reached when the number of birds becomes zero. The S-isocline depends on the harvest 
rate. When fishing increases, the S-isocline moves down and the number of birds in 
equilibrium ( 1eB ) consequently declines. Figure 3.2 shows the case when the harvest rate 

becomes so large ( 
ahK

z
qy

)( −
−> ), that the isoclines do not intersect in the quadrant where 

S  and B  are positive. Then )0,( 2eS  is the only feasible equilibrium.  
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Se2 Se1

0

B
 =0

B
 =0

S
 =0

 
Figure 3.2: Phase diagram of the ecosystem under a high fixed harvest rate. 
Note: The harvest rate is so high that birds become extinct. The isoclines are shown in gray 
and the single equilibrium point as a black dot. The arrows denote the direction of the 
trajectories. 
 
 

3.4 Stability analysis 

From an analysis of the direction of the vector field, it follows immediately that )0,( 2eS is a 
saddle point. Equilibrium ),( 11 ee BS  is Lyapunov stable, when the real part of all the 
eigenvalues of the Jacobian, ),( 11 ee BSDf , are negative.  
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Lyapunov stability means that a trajectory will stay within a finite distance from the 
equilibrium whenever it comes close enough to that equilibrium. The eigenvalues of 

),( 11 ee BSDf  are: 

))(4(
2

1 2 DKzaKrzDD
aKz

++± ,        (9) 

with 0)()( 2 <−−−−= hzhKayqD .                (10) 
A negative real part of the eigenvalue means that the equilibrium is stable. Equation 

(10) shows D  is negative. From equation (9) we can see that the eigenvalue will have a 
negative real part if the square root term is smaller then D . That is the case when 0<+ dKz , 
which leads to 

 ayq
hK

z
)(

)(
−<

−
.                  (11) 

This condition is satisfied because 21 ee SS <  (Figure 3.1) so that the equilibrium is stable. 
When the eigenvalue is complex, the equilibrium is a stable focus. If the eigenvalue is 

real, ),( 11 ee BS  is a node. The eigenvalue is real if the square root term is positive. The square 

root term, )(42 DKzaKrzD ++ , is a parabola in D . For 
a

r
1< , it has no roots and is positive. 

Thus, the equilibrium is a node if the birth rate for birds is smaller than the additional 

mortality rate for shellfish. For 
a

r
1≥ , the parabola has two roots: 

namely, ))1((21 arararKzD −−=  and ))1((22 arararKzD +−−= . The eigenvalues are 

real, i.e. the square root term is positive, for 121
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and for 122
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ee S

hK
harararK

SDD
−

−−+
≥≤ . Hence, the system has a node if the 

two equilibria are either close together or far apart.  
We have shown that the system is locally stable by looking at the linearized system. 

We now prove that the system is also globally stable by showing that the system does not tend 
to a limit cycle. Using the Bendixson-Dulac criterion (Strogatz 1994), we can prove that the 
system does not have a limit cycle in phase space. If such a closed trajectory C  exists then 
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, with n  the outward normal on C . The dot product must equal zero because 

the trajectory follows C . Green's theorem 
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, with A , the surface enclosed by C . So, 

if we can find a function ),( BSg  for which the sign of the integrand is always positive or 
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always negative over at least A , then the surface integral must be unequal to zero. 

Consequently, this means C  is not a trajectory. Taking 
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This implies the system has no limit cycles for 0>B  and qy <max .  
By observing the vector field in Figure 3.2, it is clear that the equilibrium ),( 11 ee BS  

must be globally stable. The system is locally stable, so any trajectory starting at an initial 
point in a neighborhood Ω  of ),( 11 ee BS  will tend towards the equilibrium. Suppose that a 

trajectory starting at a point outside Ω  moves away from the equilibrium. Due to continuity 
of the system, a trajectory starting on the border of Ω  has to follow that border, which is 
impossible because it would imply the system has a limit cycle. Therefore ),( 11 ee BS must be a 
globally stable equilibrium. 

One can get a feel for how the system behaves under dynamic (non-fixed) harvest rates if 
one considers such a system to approach a moving target: namely, the changing equilibrium 
because it depends on y . 

The consequence of global stability is that harvesting will not irreversibly change the 
system. As long as birds are not made extinct, the system is able to recover. Once fishing is 
stopped, the system will return to its natural equilibrium. 
 

3.5 Optimal harvesting and ecosystem value 

3.5.1 Problem formulation and necessary conditions 
Suppose a governing body manages the fishery. Its objective is to optimally exploit the 
resource, while taking into account the social value of the state of the ecosystem. When birds 
are not socially valued, it could be advantageous to catch shellfish until birds are extinct. The 
reason is that, in these circumstances either more shellfish are caught or a competitor is 
eliminated and harvest can therefore proceed at the same rate but, given the higher shellfish 
stock, at lower costs. The main question here is: What are the implications of a social 
valuation of birds on optimal harvesting? In order to address this issue, we assume that the 
governing body strives to maximize the following social welfare function, in which the value 
of birds in the ecosystem and the profits (revenues minus costs) of fishing are added and 
discounted over time: 

tyScpyBveJ t

y
d ))()((max

0
�
∞

− −+= δ ,                 (13) 

where δ denotes the discount rate, )(Bv  the value assigned to the state of the ecosystem, p  
the price of a unit shellfish, and )(Sc  the cost of harvesting. 

The price of shellfish is set constant, as we assume the amount harvested in this 
particular area will have a negligible influence on the overall supply of shellfish on the 

market. The cost of harvesting is assumed to decrease with stock size, 0
)( ≤

∂
∂

S
Sc

, and the 

value of birds to increase with their stock size, 0
)( ≥

∂
∂

B
Bv

. We assume that the harvesting 
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costs are linear in y . The interpretation is that labor can be hired at constant cost and is 
needed proportionally to the harvest rate. Later, we will relax this assumption (see Section 
3.3.7). In addition, it is assumed that the existence of a fixed number of boats determines the 
maximum harvest rate ( maxy ). The value function of birds is assumed to be concave or 
S-shaped (see Figure 3.3). 

We apply Pontryagin's maximum principle (Kamien and Schwartz 1981). The current 
value Hamiltonian is: 

),()),(()()( BSfyBSfyScpyBvH BBSS λλ +−+−+= .               (14) 
The equations that form the necessary conditions for a solution are: 
• the maximum condition: 

max0   ,))((maxmax yyyScpH Syy
≤≤−− λ ,                (15) 

where, maxy  is the maximum harvest rate; 

• the familiar equations of motion for the state (5) and (6),  
• and the equations of motion for the co-state or shadow prices: 
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• and because 0≥S  and 0≥B , the transversality condition: 
0lim ≥

∞→ St
λ ,   0lim ≥

∞→ Bt
λ .                   (18) 

The Hamiltonian (14) depends linearly on y  with coefficient ))(( sScp λ−− . 
Consequently, its maximum value is reached for the extremes of y . Thus, one must fish as 
much as possible when the shadow price of shellfish is sufficiently low ( )(Scps −<λ ), and 
not fish at all when the shadow price is sufficiently high ( )(Scps −>λ ). Furthermore, when 

)(Scps −=λ , the harvest rate is undetermined. In this case, three solutions for y  are 
possible: namely, 0, maxy  or )(~ ty  the singular control that maintains the condition 

)(Scps −=λ .  
We assume there is a unique optimal path. After an initial period, the system will 

arrive at some end state. The optimal trajectory of the system will approach either an 
equilibrium or a cycle. We call this the end state. The approach path is the beginning of the 
optimal trajectory until the end state is reached. 

The remainder of this section is devoted to examining the end state. The following 
four end states are conceivable: 
1) No harvesting: 0=y  and sScp λ≤− )( . The end state is in equilibrium (see Section 

3.3.2). 
2) Maximum harvesting: maxyy =  and sScp λ≥− )( . The end state is in equilibrium (see 

Section 3.3.3). 
3) A singular state: )(~ tyy =  and sScp λ=− )(  (see Section 3.3.4). This can result in two 

sorts of singular equilibria: one in which birds survive (see Section 3.3.4.3), and one in 
which birds are extinct (see Section 3.3.4.4), or it can result in a limit cycle (see Section 
3.3.4.5). 
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4) A bang-bang cycle, i.e. an oscillation controlled by a harvest rate that flips back and forth 
between the maximum, zero and possibly a singular harvest rate: maxyy = , when 

sScp λ>− )( ; 0=y , when sScp λ<− )( ; and, )(~ tyy = , 0=y , or maxyy = , when 

sScp λ=− )( . (see Section 3.3.5) 
 

3.5.2  Case 1: No harvesting  
Not harvesting is optimal, when in the equilibrium ),( 11 ee BS , the total cost of fishing 

( SSc λ+)( ) exceeds the price of shellfish. This means that, at any harvest rate the loss in 
social value of birds would be greater than the net gain from fisheries.  
 

3.5.3 Case 2: Maximum harvesting  
The second possibility is to keep harvesting at the maximum level. In this case, the 

price of shellfish must exceed the total costs. If the maximum harvest level is relatively small 

(
)(max hKa

z
qy

−
−< , see equation (7)), then the system will asymptotically reach the 

equilibrium ),( 11 ee BS . But if 
)(max hKa

z
qy

−
−≥  then the system approaches the other 

equilibrium )0,( 2eS , in which birds are extinct. The condition SScp λ>− )(  and the 
transversality condition (18) imply that )(Scp > . Evidently, fishing must make a monetary 
profit. 

 

3.5.4 Case 3: The singular state 
3.5.4.1 General singular harvesting 
The third possibility is an end state in which the total system (state and co-state) is kept in a 
singular state. From the maximum condition (15), it follows that at this end state we have to 
satisfy: 

)(ScpS −=λ .                    (19) 

Substituting (19) and its derivative, )~( yf
S
c

S
S
c S

S −
∂
∂−=

∂
∂−=

••
λ , in (16) gives the following 

expression for Bλ  in the singular state,  

S
f

f
S
c

S
f

cp
B

S
S

B ∂
∂

��
�

�
��
�

�

∂
∂+

∂
∂−−= ))(( δλ ,                 (20) 

provided 0≠
∂

∂
S

f B

 (i.e. 0≠B ). We take the time derivative of expression (20) for Bλ  and 

substitute it, together with (19), in (17). This eliminates both shadow prices and we get the 
following expression that implicitly defines y~ , the harvest rate in the singular state: 
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                      (21) 
We have ignored a function's variable list so as not to further complicate the 

expression. Equation (21) means that we can find the singular harvest rate for every point in 
the phase diagram. Be aware, however, that max

~0 yy ≤≤ , and thus y~  may not be feasible for 
every value of S  and B .  
If a singular harvest rate is employed, an autonomous system results: 

),(~),( BSyBSf
dt
dS S −=                    (22) 

and 

),( BSf
dt
dB B= ,                   (23) 

with ),(~ BSy as the harvest rate, implicitly given by equation (21). The singular system 
indirectly depends on the cost of fishing and the value of birds. In the next subsections (3.4.2 - 
3.4.5), we consider various possibilities for a singular end state. These are: an equilibrium 
with coexistence of birds and shellfish; an equilibrium without birds; or, a limit cycle. In 
equilibrium, ),(~

ee BSy  is constant. Therefore, the equilibria of the singular system must be 
equal to the equilibria under fixed harvest rates, as studied in Section 3.3 (see equations (7) 
and (8)). In Section 3.3.4.5 we investigate the possibility that the singular system has a limit 
cycle, which means that ),(~ BSy  in the end state is not constant. 
 
3.5.4.2 Singular equilibrium harvesting  
In this subsection we restrict ourselves to singular harvesting in equilibrium. From equation 
(22) and (23), it follows, that in equilibrium, 0~ ==− BS fyf . Substitution of this in (21) 
gives: 
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∂−= )())(()(0 δδ  .             (24) 

Equation (24) is the golden rule of an optimal equilibrium. Clark (1976) and Ströbele 
and Wacker (1995) find two symmetric golden rules (one for each species) for the optimal 
harvesting of two interacting species, when both species are harvested. Ragozin and Brown 
(1985) have generalized those results for harvesting n interacting species (n symmetric 
equations). The difference with our result in equation (24) springs from the fact that in our 
case we attach value to the number of predators remaining in the ecosystem instead of those 
harvested. Furthermore, the social welfare function depends on a species (birds) that is not 
harvested and therefore can not be directly controlled. 

First, we will interpret (24) in a general way. In Section 3.3.4.3 and 3.3.4.4 we 
examine equation (24) more specifically with regard to the described ecosystem. 

Equation (24) can be satisfied in many ways. Either the two main terms are non-zero 
and of equal size, or either (25) or (26), and (27) hold. First, however, we discuss the 
equilibrium when a combination of the following terms are zero: 
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∂
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.                   (27) 

Note that 0≠
∂

∂
S

f B

. Equation (25) is the standard golden rule for the harvesting of a single 

species (Clark 1976). It reflects the direct change in profit due to a change in the equilibrium 
shellfish stock, when birds are kept constant. The terms in (25) express the impact of a change 
in shellfish stock on social welfare through three channels: 
• more interest on extra income from catching one unit more fish, δ)( cp − ;  

• less future income through stock effects, i.e. less future harvesting, 
S
f

cp
S

∂
∂−− )( ;  

• an increased cost of future harvesting due to stock effects, Sf
S
c

∂
∂

.  

Note that, only if (25) is satisfied (and thus also (27) holds), can the optimal harvest rate in the 
present multi-species context equal the optimal harvest rate in the single species context. 
Expression (27) shows the indirect effect of a change in shellfish stock on social welfare that 
occurs via changes in the number of birds. A change in the number of shellfish changes the 

number of birds by a factor 
S

f B

∂
∂

. This results in a change of the value of birds by 
B
v

∂
∂

. In 

addition, a change in bird numbers means a change in natural predation, so that the shellfish 

stock changes (by 
B
f S

∂
∂

). This is translated into value terms through the net benefit of extra 

fish to fisheries, ( cp − ). When (25) is satisfied, no direct gains can be made by a change in 
shellfish stock. Then (27) must hold too, so that neither can any gains be made through a 
change in bird numbers.  

Secondly, equation (24) is satisfied when both (27) and an even more elementary 
golden rule, equation (26), hold. This means there are no marginal net benefits due to a 
change in bird stock (27), because the marginal growth rate for birds exactly matches the 
discount rate. In other words, changing the harvest rate does not lead to extra net benefits 
because benefits (more value of more birds) cancel out against cost (the opportunity cost of 
waiting, i.e. the discount rate). 

Third, to better understand (24) as a whole (both main terms are non-zero), one can 
use (20) to express equation (24) in terms of the shadow price for birds. This leads to the 
following recursive expression in Bλ : 
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δ
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1 . 

The shadow price of birds represents the marginal social benefit (or cost) of a marginal 
change in the number of birds. In simple terms, this is the price of an extra bird in the 
ecosystem. In equilibrium, it is equal to the discounted sum of three elements:  

• a change in the direct value of birds, 
B
v

∂
∂

;  
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• a change in net revenues of harvesting due to a change in the equilibrium shellfish stock, 

B
f

cp
S

∂
∂− )( ;  

• a change in the number of birds due to a change in the number of offspring, valued against 

the shadow price, B

B

B
f λ
∂
∂

. 

 
3.5.4.3 Equilibrium harvesting when S=Se1 
Any equilibrium is located on the B-isocline , so that either 1eSS =  or 0=B . First, we 
consider an equilibrium on 1eSS = . In the next Section (3.3.4.4), we will analyze an 
equilibrium on 0=B . From now on, our analysis is less general. We will explicitly use the 
growth functions from the ecological model, equations (5) and (6), to determine the location 
of the singular equilibrium of the harvested ecosystem. To find the optimal number of birds in 
equilibrium, we take the derivatives of ),( 1 ee

S BSf  and ),( 1 ee
B BSf  with respect to S  and 

B , and substitute these together with the equilibrium value of 1eS  (equation (7)), in (24). This 
gives us the following implicit solution for eB  that allows for a graphical interpretation. 
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where 
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and 
ahK

Kz
qK

a
KS

qKB e

)(
1

0 −
−=−=  is the number of birds in the natural (non-harvest) 

equilibrium.  
Figure 3.3 represents equation (28). The Right Hand Side (RHS) of equation (28) is a 

hyperbolic function shown in black. It can be one of two different forms depending on the 
sign of the second RHS term. We call the RHS type I when the second RHS term is positive 
and type II when it is negative. The Left Hand Side (LHS) of equation (28), the marginal 
value of birds, is shown in gray. We consider two possible forms of the bird-value function: 
namely, an S-shaped and a concave function. The intersection point of a black and a gray 
curve defines a solution for equation (28). That is the singular equilibrium value of B .  
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Figure 3.3: Graphical representation of possible solutions to equation (28).  
Note: The black curves denote the RHS of (28) for two types of hyperbolic functions. The gray 
curves denote the LHS of (28) for a concave and for an S-shaped bird-value function. 
 

We call the solution a type I equilibrium when the RHS is of type I, meaning: 
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and a type II equilibrium when the RHS is of type II, meaning: 
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A type I (II) system means that if the system is in an optimal equilibrium with birds extinct, 
S  is smaller (larger) than 1eS . For further discussion, see Section 3.3.4.4, where singular 
equilibria on the S-axis are discussed. 

From the graph in Figure 3.3 and from the condition 00 BBe << , we can deduce the 
following conditions for the solutions of equation (24) or (28). There can be 0,1 or 2 type I 
equilibria. The minimum of the LHS (gray) must be smaller than the maximum of the type I 
RHS (black), or the two curves will not intersect. Therefore, a necessary condition for the 
existence of a type I equilibrium is: 
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The RHS of (31) equals the RHS of (28) for 0B , its minimum value. If )(Bv  is concave, then 

B
v

B
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This can be seen from Figure 3.3. 
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When the RHS is of type II, up to 3 equilibria may exist. A necessary condition for a 
type II equilibrium is: 
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For a concave )(Bv , no more than one equilibrium exists and (33) is also a sufficient 
condition. If )(Bv  is S-shaped, up to three equilibria may exist. Equation (34) gives a 
necessary condition for the existence of more than one equilibrium: 
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We are looking for possible end states. Not every singular equilibrium is a possible 
end state. According to the transversality condition (18), the shadow price of birds needs to be 
positive for an optimal end state. Let us consider the singular end state on the B-isocline. 
Substituting 1eSS =  and equation (20) in 0>Bλ  leads to: 
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This equation defines the minimum number of birds on a singular trajectory for which the 
shadow price is positive, i.e. a lower bound to the number of birds in a singular coexistence 
end state. The denominator is positive. Hence, the number of birds in an equilibrium of type I 
will satisfy (35). If the equilibrium is of type II, we can combine equation (24) with (35) to 
derive the following necessary condition that ensures the type II equilibrium is optimal: 
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3.5.4.4 Equilibrium harvesting when B=0 
Now, we consider the singular end state to be an equilibrium on the S-axis. Of course, the 

system must be able to reach this state, so 
a

S
qy e1

max −≥  (see equation (8)). Since 

0=
∂

∂
S
Sf B )0,(

, the condition to derive equation (21) is not satisfied. For a singular 

equilibrium on the S-axis, we must have )0,(~
e

S Sfy =  (see equation (22)). Given that the 

system is in equilibrium, it follows from (19) that 0=Sλ� . Substituting 0=Sλ� , equation (19) 
and 0=B  in equation (16) eliminates Sλ  and results in: 
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Again we have the well-known golden rule for harvesting in a single species ecosystem 
(Clark 1976). This makes sense because birds are extinct, so they do not influence the amount 
of shellfish in the end state. Equation (37) implicitly defines the number of shellfish in the 
singular equilibrium.  
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Substituting 
K
B

Sf e
S 0)0,( =  and 

aS
Sf e

S 1)0,(
−=

∂
∂

in (37), then the Left Hand Size 

(LHS) of (37) increases monotonically as S  increases. Hence, no more than one solution is 
defined by (37). If, for some S , the LHS of (37) is greater than zero, consequently eSS >  . 
Note that, for a type I equilibrium, the LHS of (37) is greater than zero at 1eS  and thus the 
optimum when birds are extinct is smaller than 1eS . For a type II system, the equilibrium lies 

to the right of 1eS  and is not attainable unless birds are eliminated first. Strictly, following the 
continuous mathematics of our model, birds can only be eliminated asymptotically. So, 
theoretically birds can not be eliminated in finite time. Therefore, only in a type I system, 
extinction of birds is a possibility 

Now we can interpret the two types of equilibria in Section 3.3.4.3. A type I 
equilibrium exists if, in the absence of birds, fishers would prefer to fish at a shellfish stock 
level less than 1eS . In contrast, a type II equilibrium exists if fishers would prefer to fish at a 
stock level higher than 1eS , in the absence of birds. In each case, birds are a nuisance to 
fishers. In a type I equilibrium, birds decrease the catch because they eat shellfish that fishers 
would like to have caught. In a type II equilibrium, the birds increase the fishing costs by 
depleting the shellfish stock. 

 
3.5.4.5 Singular cyclical harvesting 
Semmler and Sieveking (1994) show that optimal constant harvesting may push a predator-
prey system into cyclical behavior, whereas without harvesting the system would reach 
equilibrium. This does not hold for the system studied here. As shown in Section 3.3 constant 
harvesting causes the ecosystem to reach an equilibrium. From the dynamic optimization 
literature, (e.g. Brock and Scheinkman (1977), Benhabib and Nishimura (1979, Dockner and 
Feichtinger (1991) and Wirl (1995)), it is known that a non-steady singular control can cause 
an optimal path to take the form of a limit cycle. Suppose such a limit cycle exists, then it is 
necessary to establish whether the associated singular control )(~ ty  is feasible, meaning that 

max)(~0 yty ≤≤ . The trace condition (Brock and Scheinkman 1977) can be applied to rule out 
limit cycles. Otherwise, the Hopf bifurcation theorem (Benhabib and Nishimura 1979, 
Dockner and Feichtinger 1991, Wirl 1995) can be used to show that limit cycles are possible 
for certain combinations of parameter values. Both methods require the Jacobian of the 
singular system. The Jacobian must have purely imaginary eigenvalues for the Hopf-
bifurcation. Because the system equations (22) and (23) consist of second-order partial 
derivatives of ),( BSf S  and ),( BSf B , determining eigenvalues is a cumbersome and tedious 
task. Therefore, we use a less traditional approach to determine the possibility of a limit cycle 
as the end state. 

We can exclude limit cycles when qy ≤max . This follows from the stability analysis of 
the original system (equation (12)). In order to have a limit cycle qty ≥)(  for some t .  

Moreover, a limit cycle will follow a closed orbit around an equilibrium. Suppose the 
equilibrium exists, then we can use the transversality conditions (18) to determine the 
manifold on which an optimal limit cycle must circle. On this manifold, the shadow prices are 
strictly positive. From equation (19), it follows that a profit must be made from the fishery 
throughout the singular limit cycle, and thus 0SS ≥ , with pSc =)( 0 . Furthermore, an extra 
condition for the existence of an optimal singular limit cycle can be derived from the 
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knowledge that the shadow price of birds must be strictly positive along the limit cycle. Using 

(20), 0>Bλ  and 0
),( >

∂
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BSf B

, we find that 
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At the B-isocline, equation (38) transforms to (35), which tells us the minimum value of B , 
for which Bλ  is positive. Because the limit cycle circles around eB , it will intersect 1eSS =  
below the equilibrium, eB , and above the minimum for which 0>Bλ . Therefore, also eB  
must lie in the manifold where Bλ  is positive. So, in order for the system to have an optimal 
singular limit cycle, it must have a singular equilibrium with positive Bλ . This means the 
equilibrium is either of type I, or that when it is of type II, equation (36) must hold. 
 

3.5.5 Case 4: A bang-bang cycle 
The last conceivable end state is a bang-bang cycle in which )(ty continuously switches 
between maxy , 0 , and )(~ ty . Alternatively, a bang-bang control can move the system closer 
and closer to some point. We discuss this in Section 3.5, when we examine approach paths. 

Typically, a cycle will cross the B-isocline because, for every harvest rate, bird 
numbers increase to the right of it and decrease to the left of it. Figure 3.4 illustrates a typical 
bang-bang cycle. 

S

B

B0

Se2 Se1

0

 
Figure 3.4: Phase diagram of a bang-bang cycle. 
Note: The cycle is caused by alternating between maximum harvesting and not harvesting. 
The isoclines of the harvested and non-harvested system are shown in gray. The equilibria of 
both systems are denoted by a black dot. At the intersection of the two trajectories, the harvest 
rate is switched. Thus, neither the harvest nor the non-harvest equilibrium is ever reached 
and the bang-bang control is repeated forever. 
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The phase diagram in Figure 3.5 shows that, when harvesting is stopped, the shellfish stock 
size increases while the bird population size keeps on decreasing. Only after a while, when 

1eSS = , will bird numbers increase again. Also when the fishers start fishing to the right of 
the B-isocline ( 1eSS > ), bird numbers will increase in spite of fishing until the number of 
shellfish is 1eS . The simplest bang-bang cycle consists of two branches as in Figure 3.5: one 
on which is harvested and the number of shellfish declines, and another on which no fishing 
takes place and shellfish and birds recuperate. 
 

3.5.6 The influence of the discount rate and costs 
The discount rate plays a pivotal role in establishing the singular solutions of the system. 

Suppose we have a maximum harvest rate at which birds can become extinct: 
a

S
qy e1

max −> . 

Then, for a large enough δ , equation (21) is satisfied, but not (31) so that we can have an end 
state in which birds are extinct. For a slightly smaller δ , (31) is satisfied, and (32) (just one 
equilibrium on 1eSS = ) is not satisfied. Then the system has between one and three 
equilibria, one on the S-axis and none, one or two on the B-isocline. A limit cycle is also 
possible, provided y qmax > . If δ  again becomes slightly smaller, then (32) is satisfied too 
and no more than two equilibria remain, one at 0=B  and one at 1eSS = . For a sufficiently 
small enough δ and shellfish mortality (33), the system can have an optimal type II 
equilibrium, in which birds surely survive. This illustrates the importance of the discount rate. 
The costs at 1eSS = can also serve as bifurcation parameter. Given the right cost function, 
every type of singular state is possible. This is relevant because fishers will try to reduce 
fishing costs, which will lead to new optimal end states. If the reduction leads to an increase 
in the marginal cost of fishing, the system will lose its type II equilibrium but it will gain a 
type I equilibrium and an equilibrium in which birds are extinct. For low enough costs at 

1eSS = , the singular system has only one type I equilibrium. For even lower costs, birds will 
become extinct. 

This illustrates that the incentive of cost reduction can push the system to a different 
type of equilibrium. Equation (24) shows that through cost reduction the optimal number of 
birds, and consequently the optimal harvest rate, may go up or down, depending on how 
marginal costs change. In special circumstances for instance when the harvesting costs 
decrease in a type I system, but the marginal harvesting costs remain constant, a 
counterintuitive result of cost reduction is: lower optimal harvest rates, resulting in lower 
fishing revenues and possibly lower profits. In this case, policy makers would have a very 
difficult task, provided they realize what is happening. They would have to reward the higher 
efficiency of fishers by setting higher quota that reduce the income fishers can realize. Of 
course, the optimum value of the social welfare function increases when costs are reduced. 
 

3.5.7 Costs as a non-linear function of harvesting 
Until now, we have assumed costs to increase linearly with the harvest rate. Suppose, 
however, that the cost function is non-linear in y : ),( ySc  instead of ySc )( . In this case, the 
maximum of the Hamiltonian is not necessarily at one of the extremes ( maxyy =  or 0=y ). 
Instead, an interior solution may exist. The maximum condition becomes 
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ySc
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y
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    0 , which replaces equation (19). The analysis of the optimal end 
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state is restricted to analysis of the singular state, leading to the same results for the equilibria 

and cycles, as derived in the previous sections, but with )(Sc  substituted by 
y

ySc
∂

∂ ),(
. 

Assuming, furthermore, that the Hamiltonian is concave in S , B and y , the necessary 
conditions are also sufficient (Kamien and Schwartz 1981). The optimal solution, the 
approach path and the end state are given by applying the singular harvest rate. 

 

3.6 Qualitative analysis of approach paths 

The optimal harvest rate on the approach path (as elsewhere) is either bang-bang or singular. 
We will qualitatively describe how the system reacts under bang-bang control and it will 
automatically become clear when and how the singular control must be applied. We make use 
of the theory of variable structure systems (Costa et al. 2000) to describe the behavior of the 
ecosystem under bang-bang control. The optimal harvested ecosystem can be considered to 
consist of three subsystems: one in which maxyy = , one in which 0=y ; and, one in which 

),(~ BSyy =  (singular, equation (21)). These subsystems correspond to different regions in 
the phase diagram. A switching line separates the regions of maximum harvesting and no 
harvesting. The switching line is the projection on the ),( BS -phase plane of the points where 
the optimal trajectory of the four-dimensional state/co-state system (equations (5), (6), (16) 
and (17)) intersects the singular manifold, sScp λ=− )( . 

Each subsystem has its own equilibrium points. The position of the switching line will 
determine if the equilibrium of a subsystem is located in the region where that subsystem is 
active. That means the equilibrium can be reached. If an equilibrium of a subsystem can be 
reached, it is called 'real'. If it can not be reached it is called 'virtual'. On one side of the 
switching line, sScp λ<− )( , so that no fishing occurs. On the other side, sScp λ>− )(  so 
that fishing occurs at the maximum rate. When as in Figure 3.5 the switching line is located 
such that the equilibrium of the harvested system lies in the region in which no harvest 
occurs, then the harvest equilibrium can not be reached. It is a virtual equilibrium, as opposed 
to the unharvested equilibrium, which is a real equilibrium because it can be reached. This 
system is an example of case 1 (Section 3.3.2), where in the end state no shellfish are 
harvested. 

Suppose one of the equilibria is real and the other(s) is (are) virtual. Then the real 
equilibrium will be reached (see Figure 3.5). When all equilibria are real, one will be reached 
depending on the initial state (see Figure 3.6). The end state will either be case 1 or case 2 
(Section 3.3.2, 3.3.3). Maximum or no harvesting will take place in the end state. If all 
equilibria are virtual equilibria, the system will experience bang-bang control (see Figure 3.7 
and 3.6) until a state is reached where the singular harvest rate must be applied. A bang-bang 
cycle is a special case where two virtual equilibria exist and the bang-bang control must be 
applied infinitely. Generally, the system will end in equilibrium with a singular harvest rate. 
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Figure 3.5: Phase diagram of a system with bang-bang control.  
Note: The system has one virtual and one real equilibrium. The fat gray curves denote the 
isoclines of the harvested and non-harvested system. The thin line is the switching line. A 
trajectory will approach the real equilibrium. 
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Figure 3.6: Phase diagram of a system with bang-bang control.  
Note: The system has real two real equilibria. Three trajectories are shown. Depending on 
the initial condition the trajectory approaches the harvest or non-harvest equilibrium. The 
thin line is the switching line. 
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Figure 3.7: Phase diagram of a type II system with bang-bang control.  
Note: The system has two virtual equilibria and approaches a point (the singular equilibrium) 
on the B-isocline. The fat gray curves denote the isoclines of the harvested and non-harvested 
system. The thin line is the switching line. 
 

Suppose the trajectory on both sides of the switching line is directed towards the 
switching line and thus towards the other region. This is best seen in Figure 3.8, but it also 
happens in Figure 3.7. The system will arrive at the switching line and will not be able to 
leave, therefore it must slide along it. In effect, this means that the singular harvest rate is 
applied and the system follows a singular trajectory, because the system moves along a path 
on which sScp λ=− )( . Thus, in this case, (part of) the switching line is a singular trajectory. 
It has turned out to be difficult to prove or disprove whether in fact the switching line must be 
a singular trajectory. Figure 3.7 shows an example of a single type II equilibrium. A more 
complex switching line and resulting system behavior is possible if the system has several 
singular equilibria. An example is given in Figure 3.8, which shows a type I system. If we 
assume that the optimal trajectory ends in a singular equilibrium on the B-isocline then the 
switching line crosses or at least touches the B-isocline at the equilibrium. The examples in 
Figures 3.5 to 3.8 show that an end state is an equilibrium at the singular, the maximum or the 
minimum harvest rate. But in special cases, the approach path never reaches equilibrium. This 
means the end state is a limit cycle either singular or bang-bang Figure 3.4). 
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Figure 3.8: Phase diagram of a type I system with bang-bang control. 
Note: The system has real two virtual equilibrium and approaches one of the singular 
equilibria, depending on the initial condition. The fat gray curves denote the isoclines of the 
harvested and non-harvested system. The thin black line is the switching line. Close to the 
singular equilibrium, the system cannot cross the switching line and must follow it under 
singular control.  
 
From Figures 3.6-3.8, we can conclude that not only the system parameters determine the end 
state but also the initial conditions play an important role. Intuitively this is clear, for 
example, if in the initial state the number of birds is very small, the discount rate large and the 
recovery of bird numbers slow, it would be advantageous to harvest maximally and not wait 
for the recovery of birds. However, if in the same system bird numbers were high, a much 
lower harvest rate could be optimal. 
 

3.7 Conclusion  

This article has shown that several types of optimal harvesting solutions are possible in a 
predator-prey system when conservation of the predator species is considered valuable. The 
type of solution depends on economic parameters e.g. the maximum harvest rate, the discount 
rate, and the cost of fishing, as well as on ecological parameters such as the predator's search 
and handling time of prey. The final optimal harvest rate can be constant, resulting in an 
equilibrium, either with or without the predator species. After an initial period the system 
reaches the end state. The end state can be one of three possibilities: not fishing, fishing 
maximally, or fishing at a singular harvest rate. The necessary conditions for each possible 
singular end state were derived in Section 3.3. For some combinations of parameters, several 
end states can exist. In that case, the initial conditions will determine which end state is 
optimal.  

The article illustrates the approach paths towards the end states. The approach path 
towards an equilibrium end state will usually consist of some period of bang-bang control 
followed by a singular harvest rate. Several possibilities are shown graphically. However, 
when costs do not depend linearly on the harvest rate, the Hamiltonian has an interior 
maximum. Then the optimal solution is given by applying the singular harvest rate. In that 
case the conditions stated in Section 3.3.7 formulate when birds can survive. 

The optimum end state may not be stable over time. Fishers have an incentive to lower 
costs, because this will seem to increase their income. The regulator will encourage this 
because it is beneficial to society. The social welfare function does indeed increase with lower 
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costs. However, what happens to the socially optimal harvest rate depends also on how the 
marginal cost at the equilibrium ( 1eS ) changes. If the optimal harvest rate decreases and 
lowers the fisher's income, tension between regulator and fishers will arise. Fishers will feel 
that increasing efficiency is punished. 

Evidently, the results provide incomplete information for policy design. For example, 
the introduction of measures involves the administration of stock levels, harvest rate and so 
on. Moreover, then the measures have to be enforced. All this comes with a cost that we have 
ignored in specifying our welfare function and subsequently in defining the optimal state. For 
example, it may be much more costly to ensure a cyclical harvest rate than to maintain a 
constant harvest rate. 

The most important general conclusion to ensure harvesting and conservation is that 
birds will surely survive if the system has a type II equilibrium. This means (equation 30): 
1. the absolute marginal cost of harvesting at Se1 is large, 
2. the cost of harvesting at Se1 is small, 
3. the discount rate is small, 
4. prey has a low additional mortality rate, 
5. the pristine state carries many predators, 
6. predators can quickly deplete prey in equilibrium, i.e. predators eat many prey, 
and (equation 33), 
7. the marginal value for birds at either B=0 or B=B0 is small. 

An example of a value function consistent with the latter condition is an S-shaped 
function with the sharp increase after 0 or an asymptotic function that is close to its 
maximum in the pristine state. However, because of (36),  

8. the marginal value of birds at B=0 or B=B0 or the cost of harvesting at Se1 should not be 
too small. 

 
Note that in the case of a type I system, birds are not necessarily doomed. But, assuming that 
fishers attach no value to birds, it is then critical for society not to wait too long with 
regulations because if the system deteriorates too far a birdless end state will be optimal. 
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Chapter 4  
Tax or quota to conserve birds in a predator-prey system? 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Migratory birds such as oystercatchers reside in the Dutch Wadden Sea during winter. The 
birds feed on cockles and mussels. Fishers harvest these shellfish. If fishers harvest too much, 
birds will starve. Obviously, this causes a conflict between fishers’ profits and conservation of 
birds. Authorities look for management strategies that balance exploitation and conservation. 
This management problem is not unique for the Dutch Wadden Sea. Estuaries like the Wash 
in the UK and the Baie de Somme in France experience similar conflicts between 
conservation of migratory birds and shellfisheries (Atkinson, et al. 2003, Ens 2003). This 
paper uses data of the Dutch Wadden Sea as an illustration to describe the effect of 
management strategies such as taxes and quota on the social welfare and profits of fishers. 

Hoekstra and van den Bergh (2005), chapter 3 in this thesis, have developed a 
theoretical model of the bio-economic system of birds, shellfish and fishers. The model 
allowed them to formulated conditions for socially optimal harvest rates. In this paper we 
search for, and analyse tax levels and quota that will coerce fishers, who do not care for birds, 
to fish according to, or close to the social optimum.  

It is shown that neither taxes nor quota can bring about the social optimum when 
fishers’ behaviour is rational and shellfish recruitment is constant. The implementation of a 
tax will result in either extinction of birds or a closing of the fishery. Implementation of a 
quota can bring about coexistence of a profitable fishery and a sustainable bird population but 
not at the socially optimal level.  

Taxes are superior to quota when more realism is added to the model by assuming 
stochastic recruitment of shellfish and boundedly rational behaviour of fishers. Because of the 
added complexity of the model, analytical results cannot be derived. Therefore, the effect of 
taxes and quota on the social welfare, the bird population and fishers’ profits is simulated 
numerically. 

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 describes the model. Section 4.3 
discusses values for the parameters. Section 4.4 shows the behaviour of the system. Section 
4.5 describes the socially optimal harvest and shows the sensitivity of the solution for some 
economic and ecological variables. Section 4.6 discusses theoretical tax and quota levels with 
rational fishers. Section 4.7 introduces boundedly rational fishers. Section 4.8 discusses the 
implication of tax and quota for boundedly rational fishers. First, when shellfish recruitment 
is deterministic and secondly when it is stochastic. In section 4.9 the effect of tax and quota 
are shown based simulations. Section 4.10 concludes. 

 

4.2 The model 

The model follows Hoekstra and van den Bergh (2005). It is based on two principles. Firstly, 
the amount of shellfish that birds eat depends on the shellfish density. The higher the density, 
the less time a bird needs to search for shellfish. Secondly, the fewer shellfish a bird eats the 
higher his mortality rate. A bird starves if it does not eat enough shellfish. 

Equation (1) describes the net growth rate of shellfish. Recruitment adds to the stock. 
The other terms, harvesting, depletion by birds, and additional mortality decrease the stock. 
Additional mortality is assumed linear with stock size. Depletion by birds is based on a so-
called Holling type II functional response (Yodzis 1989, Hoekstra and van den Bergh 2005), 
which takes into account search and handling time. 
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Furthermore, shellfish recruitment does not depend on stock size. Based on the 
expertise and instigation of marine biologists involved in an encompassing project on 
shellfisheries, it was decided explicitly not to incorporate a stock/recruitment relationship. 
The motivation is that the available measurements do not show a clear relationship (Beukema 
1993). Some of the reasons are that currents transport larvae from elsewhere, adult cockles 
cannibalise larvae and good settlement spots become scarcer as the stock size increases. 

Equation (2) describes the net growth rate of birds. It depends on new-borns quantified 
by the birth rate coefficient and mortality that increases as a bird’s intake rate increases. 
Hoekstra and van den Bergh (2005) give a more detailed explanation. 

Equation (1) and (2) together define the dynamics of the system. 
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where 
B: the number of birds; 
S: the number of shellfish; 
y: the shellfish harvest rate, y ≤ ymax; 
q: the shellfish recruit rate; 
a: the average shellfish life expectancy ( a

1  is the mortality rate), if not eaten by birds or 

fished; 
z: the search time coefficient; 
h: the handling time (per bird per shellfish); 
r: the birth rate coefficient of birds; 
K: equilibrium process time, the time a bird needs to process (find and handle) a shellfish 

in equilibrium. 
 
Recruitment is known to vary greatly over the years. For reasons of simplicity and to keep in 
line with the analysis of Hoekstra and van den Bergh (2005), recruitment will at first be 
considered as constant. Later, also a version of the model with stochastic recruitment is 
simulated and analysed. 

The social welfare function consists of the fishers’ profits and the non-use value 
assigned to birds in the ecosystem. The function is expressed by the following formula: 
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where 
δ :  the discount rate; 

)(Bv : the value assigned to the state of the ecosystem, expressed through the number 
of birds; 

p :  the price of a unit shellfish; 
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)(Sc :  the cost of harvesting. 
 
Hoekstra and van den Bergh (2005) formulate conditions for the harvest rate that maximises 
J. Generally, the authorities cannot control or dictate the fishers’ harvest rates. Thus, the 
authorities’ objective is to coerce fishers to choose the harvest rate that maximises the social 
welfare function. Fishers will try to maximise their personal profit, which does not necessarily 
coincide with social welfare. An externality of fishing is the starvation of birds. Furthermore, 
in general open access of fishing grounds will lead to inefficient overexploitation of the 
shellfish (Dasgupta and Heal, 1979). The regulating authority has two means to influence a 
fisher’s behaviour. He can set quota, which means a fisher is not allowed to harvest more than 
q shellfish per year. Or he can impose a tax, which means a fisher’s cost increases by T 
monetary units, e.g. Euros, per harvested shellfish. 

As in Hoekstra and van den Bergh (2005) it is assumed that the value of birds 
increases monotonically with their numbers. The value function for birds chosen here is 
described by the following concave function, 

  
)1()( kBeVBv −

∞ −= . 
 

For an infinite amount of birds the value of birds asymptotically approaches a maximum, V�. 
Assume that for a reference amount of birds, B0, the value function equals V0. Then the 
parameter k can be expressed in terms of B0, V0 and V�. Hence, formula (4) gives the value 
function. 
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where 
V� :  the value for an infinite amount of birds 
V0 :  the value for B0 birds 
B0 :  a reference amount of birds e.g. the average in the pristine condition. 
 
The costs of fishing decreases as the density increases. The following shape for the cost 
function is assumed. 
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where 
c: the fishing cost coefficient. 
 
Fishers will try to maximise their profits from fishing. This means fishers maximise J, 
equation (3), in which v(B) = 0. 

 

4.3 Parameter values 

The parameter values are chosen such that the modelled bird resembles an oystercatcher and 
the modelled shellfish resembles a cockle in the Dutch Wadden Sea. The modelled area in 
which the birds forage on shellfish is 10 by 10 kilometres. The recruit rate of adult cockles 
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varies greatly over the years. A rough estimate of the number of adult cockles that recruit is 
100 per m2 per year (Beukema 1982, Beukema, 1993, Hoekstra and Ens). The net birth rate of 
oystercatchers is about 0.1 per year (Goss-Custard, et al., 1995; Stillmann, et al., 2001). The 
time an oystercatcher needs to open the shell of a cockle and eat the contents are 
approximately 50 seconds (Zwarts, et al., 1996b). Van der Meer and Ens (1997) estimated the 
search rate of cockle feeding oystercatchers at 0.0007 m2/s, z is the reciprocal. 
Oysterchatchers feed on mudflats at low tide. The tide is not incorporated in this model. A 
mudflat is approximately submerged half of the time. Therefore we double the time, z, a bird 
needs to search a square meter. The average lifetime of a cockle without being eaten by an 
oystercatcher, a, is estimated at 4 years. K is the time a bird needs to process one shellfish in 
equilibrium. An oystercatcher needs about 110 cockles per day to survive (Zwarts, et al., 
1996a). Because an oystercatcher can only feed at low tide, the birds must actually eat those 
cockles in half a day. Furthermore, the birds have a digestive bottleneck (Kersten and Visser 
1996), which means the time in which they feed is even further reduced by approximately a 
factor 2. Finally, oystercatchers interfere when feeding which means that again they loose 
about half the time they have for foraging. Therefore, K is estimated to be the reciprocal of 
110 cockles per 3 hours.table 4.1 summarises the values of the ecological parameters. The 
parameters (q and z) that have a spatial dimension [m2] are multiplied by 108, the surface of 
the modelled area. 

 
Table 4.1. Ecological parameter values and units. 
q 
[S/year] 

a 
[year] 

z 
[B*year] 

h 
[year*B/S] 

r 
[1/year] 

K 
[year*B/S] 

1e10 4 9060 1.5e-6 0.1 3.11e-6 
 

The price of shellfish can vary greatly over the years. The price of cockles is assumed 
to be 2.5 Euro/kg flesh (van Wijk et al., 2001). The wet flesh content of a cockle is about 2.5 
grams. Hence, the price of a cockle, p is estimated at 0.625 eurocents. The interwad website* 
reports that cockle fishers are able to harvest at densities as low as 30 cockles per square 
metre. Presumably, techniques to fish at these densities would not have been developed if it 
were not profitable for at least high prices of shellfish. Furthermore, one must realise that in 
reality shellfish are not homogeneously distributed over the area. They form banks with high 
densities. Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that harvesting at an overall density of 
30/m2 is still profitable at a price of 2.5 Euro/kg. This means the cost coefficient, c equals 
18.75 million Euros. The discount rate is set at 5% per year. 

No direct data or valuation studies are available to estimate the parameters of the value 
function explicitly. Blaeij et al. (2006) performed a stated choice experiment to estimate that 
Dutch citizens were willing to pay 50 euro for more birds in the Dutch Wadden Sea. At a 
discount rate of 5% per year this amounts to about 21 eurocents per month†. The values of the 
value function parameters are rougly estimated by the following reasoning. Suppose every 
Dutch inhabitant (16 million) is willing to spend 25 eurocents per month for an infinite 
amount of birds and 90% of that for 30000 birds (approximately the pristine equilibrium). 
This is slightly more than the Dutch citizens are willing to pay for more birds according to 
Blaij et al. Then B0 = 30000, V� = 4e6 and V0 = 3.6e6 euro per month. This estimate does not 
take the difference between visitors and non-visitors of the Wadden Sea into account nor does 

                                                 
* http://www.waddenzee.nl 
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it allow for the value that for instance, German tourists attribute to birds in the Wadden Sea 
ecosystem. 

Table 4.2 summarises the values of the economic parameters. A sensitivity test is 
performed that examines how different values for V0 and V� affect the optimal tax and quota 
levels. 

 
Table 4.2. Economic parameter values and units. 
c 
[Euro] 

p 
[Euro/S] 

δ  
[%] 

B0 

[B] 
V0 

[Euro/year] 
V∞ 

[Euro/year] 
18.75e6 0.00625 5 30000 4.32e7 4.8e7 

 
 

4.4 Ecosystem behaviour under deterministic and stochastic recruitment 

After an adjustment period the system when fished at a constant harvest rate, y, reaches 
equilibrium. The equilibrium, (Be,Se), in which birds are not extinct can be determined 

analytically ( ,0 , 0 ==
dt
dS

dt
dB

see Hoekstra and van den Bergh (2005)) 
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For the parameters from section 4.3, this means the pristine system (y = 0) is associated with 
the equilibrium Bp = 26762 and Sp = 5.6e9. Note that Sp = Se , the equilibrium shellfish density 
does not depend on the harvest rate. Figure 4.1 shows how the pristine system converges to 
the equilibrium for four different initial conditions. 
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Figure 4.1. Four trajectories showing how the pristine ecosystem converges to the 
equilibrium denoted by the dot at the intersection of the B- and S-isocline. 

 
The following figures (2 and 3) show sensitivities of the system for K, equilibrium 

process time and q, recruitment of shellfish. The sensitivity for K was simulated with two 
values of K, 2.5e-6 and 4.0e-6. The bird population in equilibrium is 19337 and 36376 
respectively. The result is shown in figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2. Two trajectories showing how the pristine ecosystem converges to the equilibrium 
denoted by the dot at the intersection of the B- and S-isocline for two values of K. 

 
Figure 4.3 shows the sensitivity of the ecosystem for two values of shellfish 

recruitment. The values of q are 5e9 and 1.5e10 shellfish per year respectively. The most 
obvious effect of a change in K or q is the shift in equilibrium. 

The smaller value of q can also be interpreted as harvesting with a constant harvest 
rate. So, harvesting with a constant rate will lower the number of birds whereas the number of 
shellfish in equilibrium remains the same. 
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Figure 4.3. Two trajectories showing how the pristine ecosystem converges to the equilibrium 
denoted by the dot at the intersection of the B- and S-isocline for two values of q. 

 
To keep in line with Hoekstra and van den Bergh (2005) recruitment has been 

assumed constant, so far. A more realistic assumption is that shellfish recruitment is 
stochastic. Figure 4.4 shows the behaviour of the ecosystem model for a stochastic q. 
Recruitment is constant one year and changes randomly every next year. Annual recruitment 
is assumed homogeneously distributed between 0 and 100 m-2. The simulation starts at the 
deterministic equilibrium, (Be,Sp) and lasts for 100 years. Random recruitment has a relatively 
small influence on birds compared with shellfish due to their longevity. Many shellfish do not 
survive more than one year so that annual recruitment for a large part defines the shellfish 
population. The average bird population has decreased somewhat compared with the 
deterministic simulation. In years when recruitment is low birds starve and because they 
reproduce slowly they have on average not recovered completely before a new period of low 
shellfish recruitment starts. Thus, predation is less on average. As a result the average 
shellfish population increases compared to the deterministic situation. 
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Figure 4.4. A trajectory showing the behaviour of the ecosystem model during 100 years. 
Recruitment is stochastic, q is randomly distributed between 0 and 100 m-2. The white square 
shows the average populations of shellfish and birds over time. 

 

4.5 Socially optimal bird population 

This section describes the socially optimal bird population based on the analysis of Hoekstra 
and van den Bergh (2005) and the parameter values of section 4.3. The sensitivity of the 
optimal bird population for ecological and economic variables such as the discount rate, the 
price of shellfish, and shellfish recruit rate is also shown. 
Suppose that there is a non-trivial optimal equilibrium end state in which fishers will fish and 
birds are not extinct. Hoekstra and van den Bergh (2005) have determined necessary 
conditions for the optimal equilibrium, (Be, Sp) and consequently for the optimal harvest rate 
(equation (6)). The optimal bird population is implicitly given by: 
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From equation (4) and (5) follows 
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Substitution of equations (9) and (10) in equation (8) and the default parameter values, 

shown intable 4.1 andtable 4.2, give a unique solution for the bird population, Be =16455. 
Figure 4.5 is a graphical representation of the solution.  

Several curves for different parameters show the sensitivity of the solution to the 
discount rate and for the choice of V0 and V� in the value function. The fat grey curves show 
the marginal value of birds (equation (9)) for three different parameter sets. One function i.e. 
parameter set follows the same rationale as the default function, but now for a smaller value 
of birds, 10 cents per month per inhabitant instead of 25 cents for an infinite amount of birds. 
This results in V0 = 1.44e6 and V� = 1.6e6. The other function is one where people value an 
infinite amount of birds somewhat more than in the default value function, but the value of Bo 
birds is 75% instead of 90% of the value of an infinite amount of birds. This results in V0 = 
3.0e6 and V� = 3.6e6. 

The fat black curve denotes the right-hand-side of equation (8). The thin black curves 
show alternative values for the discount rate. The optimal bird population is found at the 
intersection i.e. the solution of equations (8) and (9). 
 

Figure 4.5. Graphical representation of the optimal bird population for several values of the 
discount rate. The grey curves denote the marginal value for birds for three different values of 
B0, V0 and V�. The units for V0 and V∞ are in Euro/month. The black curves represent the 
RHS of equation (8) for different values of the discount rate. The optimal bird population is 
defined at the intersection of a black and grey curve 

 
 
In order for the solution of equation (8) to be an optimum one more condition has to 

be satisfied (Hoekstra and van den Bergh 2005, equation 36): 
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Basically, this equation says that if the value of having a bird in the ecosystem for a 

day is larger than the value of the shellfish that a bird consumes during a day, it is worth 
conserving the bird by not fishing his meal. Equation (11) implies that the intersection is only 
an optimal equilibrium if the marginal bird value at the intersection is larger than 77.92 Euro. 
This happens to be the value of the RHS when the discount rate is zero (see equation (8)). 
Thus, if birds are valued according to the light grey value function (V0 = 1.44e6, V∞ = 1.6e6) 
the optimum is not defined at the intersection i.e. through equation (8). At that intersection, 
birds are worth less than the shellfish they eat. If equation (11) is not satisfied then the 
optimum will be to maintain fishing at the maximum level, which will eventually result in the 
extinction of birds. 

If equation (11) is satisfied, figure 4.5 shows that a larger discount rate results in a 
smaller optimal bird population. Figure 4.6 shows the sensitivity of the optimal bird 
population for changes in K. A black horizontal line through the curves denotes the minimum 
marginal value of birds (equation (11)) for which an optimum can exists with birds non-
extinct. It depends on K, because the equilibrium shellfish population and thus the fishing 
costs at equilibrium depend on K. For the low valuation of birds (V0 = 1.44e6, V∞ = 1.6e6) the 
optimum is a state in which birds are extinct, for all investigated values of K. 
 

Figure 4.6. Graphical representation of the optimal bird population for several values of K. 
The grey curves denote the marginal value for birds for three different values of B0, V0 and 
V� (the same as in figure 4.5). The black curves represent the RHS of equation (8) for 
different values of K. The optimal bird population is defined at the intersection of a black and 
grey curve. The horizontal lines denote the minimum marginal value of birds (equation (11) 
for which an optimum with birds exists 

 
When the value of K increases, the pristine equilibrium value increases too and so 

does the optimal bird value. This is easily understood because for higher K, the equilibrium 
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shellfish density decreases and thus the fishing costs increase. At the same time the benefits of 
shellfish as bird food increases because more birds can live of the amount of shellfish. 

Recruitment, q, is an important ecological parameter and it is difficult to estimate 
because of its large variance. Figure 4.7 shows the sensitivity of the optimal bird population 
for recruitment. As in figure 4.6 the grey lines denote three marginal value functions of birds. 
The black curves denote the RHS of equation (8) for several values of q. The black horizontal 
line denotes the minimum marginal value of birds in optimal equilibrium (equation (11)). Just 
like in figure 4.5, its value is constant (77.92) because Sp does not depend on recruitment 
(equation (7)). Figure 4.7 shows that the lower recruitment the lower the optimal bird 
population. For high recruitment values, we see that the intersection, i.e. the solution of 
equation (8), is at a marginal bird value below the minimum set by equation (11). As a 
consequence, bird will be fished to extinction for such a high value of recruitment. For very 
low recruitment, 25 m-2, we have a so-called type I equilibrium (Hoekstra and van den Bergh 
2005) that can have two solutions. It is easily seen that one of the solutions can be 
disregarded. The intersection is at B=1364 and B=3790. The other solution is impossible 
because the pristine equilibrium does not contain that many birds. There is no positive 
harvesting rate that could bring about this solution. 

 

Figure 4.7. Graphical representation of the optimal bird population for several values of q. 
The grey curves denote the marginal value for birds for three different values of B0, V0 and V� 
(the same as in figure 4.5). The black curves represent the RHS of equation (8) for different 
values of q. The optimal bird population is defined at the intersection of a black and grey 
curve. The horizontal lines denote the minimum marginal value of birds (equation (11) for 
which an optimum with birds exists. 

 
The sensitivity of the optimal bird population for the market price of shellfish, p, is 

shown in figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8. Graphical representation of the optimal bird population for several values of p. 
The grey curves denote the marginal value for birds for three different values of B0, V0 and V� 
(the same as in figure 4.5). The black curves represent the RHS of equation (8) for different 
values of p. The optimal bird population is defined at the intersection of a black and grey 
curve. The horizontal lines denote the minimum marginal value of birds (equation (11) for 
which an optimum with birds exists 

 
For higher prices, fewer birds survive in the optimum. For very high prices for 

shellfish, birds become extinct unless they are highly valued. For very low prices and a high 
valuation of birds the optimum bird population exceeds the pristine equilibrium, which means 
that not fishing is the optimal strategy.  
 

4.6 The effect of tax and quota on rational fishers 

Assume fishers do not care for birds. Then, fishers’ commercially optimal harvest rate will 
differ from the socially optimal harvest rate, which does take the value of birds into account. 
The task of the authorities is to find a way to coerce fishers to fish according to the socially 
optimal harvest rate. 

Two widely used instruments at their disposal are quota and landing taxes. Imposing 
quota sets a maximum to the annual catch. Imposing taxes on the catch of a fisher changes the 
profits he receives for his catch. One could argue that profit maximising fishers impose an 
externality on society through starving birds. Therefore, theoretically it should not be the 
caught shellfish that are taxed but the resulting dead (or non-existing) birds. However as one 
can imagine, it will be a daunting task to tax a fisher for a bird that was never born or died 
cause of his catch. Moreover, extra complications arise because in reality stocks of birds are 
constantly fluctuating due to unpredictable driving forces such as the weather, diseases and 
recruitment of shellfish. Helfand (1999) discusses the advantages and disadvantages of quota 
and taxes. Taxes are often cited as having efficiency advantages. When not only efficiency 
but also distributional effects are considered quota tend to be favourable. Either taxes or quota 
can be more efficient depending on the type of uncertainty about the demand (marginal 
benefits) and externality costs (Weitzman 1974).  
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In the fishers’ optimal end state birds and shellfish do not coexist if their maximum 
harvest rate is sufficiently high. The explanation is given later in this section. There we show 
that a zero tax will result in an end state in which birds are extinct. Suppose the policymaker 
imposes a tax, T. The policymaker’s intention is that this tax will coerce the fishers to choose 
their harvest rate to be equal to the socially optimal harvest rate. The social optimum is the 
equilibrium (Be,Sp) given by equation (8). The fishers’ optimum is also given by that equation 
but now, because fishers do not value birds, the value function for birds becomes  
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For sufficiently high taxes, the equilibrium of type II can exist. However, a necessary 
condition for the equilibrium to be optimal is 0)( <−− TScp p  (equation (11) combined with 

(12)). The condition means fishers make a loss while fishing at the equilibrium. Hence, they 
will not fish and no tax T will induce fishers to harvest according to the social optimum. 
Consequently, also in the case without tax (T = 0), the fishers’ optimum end state cannot be 
an equilibrium in which birds and shellfish coexist. 

Next, suppose an annual quota is introduced. Suppose fishers, fish with a constant 
harvest rate over the year. Then the quota can be set at a level at which the fishers will harvest 
with the socially optimal rate that maintains the socially optimal population of birds. Hence, 
this is the perfect instrument from the perspective of social welfare. Unfortunately, fishers 
may decide not to fish with a constant harvest rate during the entire year. Fishers could decide 
to apply the maximum harvest rate in the beginning of the year and stop when the quota is 
fished. The rest of the year the ecosystem recovers and the following year the cycle starts all 
over again. Obviously, this is not the social optimal equilibrium because that is a steady state 
at (Be,Sp).  

 

4.7 Alternative assumptions on the behaviour of fishers; bounded rationality 

The previous section has shown that neither taxes nor quota can coerce a rational fisher to fish 
according to the socially optimal harvest rate. Now, we assume that fishers’ behaviour is 
based on bounded rationality. This is reasonable considering that it is difficult to establish the 
rational harvest rate. Perhaps measures as tax and quota could coerce boundedly rational 
fishers to fish according to the socially optimal harvest rate. This is what we are investigating 
in the next sections. 

We assume that fishers behave according to bounded rationality expressed by the 
following heuristic: fish maximally if you make a profit, do not fish if you make a loss*. Thus, 
 
                                                 
* this resembles the optimal bang-bang strategies in optimal control problems with a linear Hamiltonian as in this 
system (Hoekstra and van den Bergh 2005) 
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The maximum harvest rate ymax is the determined by a fixed number of boats that is active in 
the fishery.  

The motivation for this heuristic is that fishers fish as much as they can when they 
make a profit because fishing less would mean leaving shellfish for birds or other fishers. 
Remember recruitment does not depend on the adult stock level in the ecosystem. Thus, non-
harvested shellfish do not add to the stock by reproduction. Furthermore, fishers do not want 
to make a loss. Hence, they refrain from fishing when the shellfish density is below the 
profitable density. The profitable density, Spd is defined as the shellfish population at which 
C(Spd) = p. The arguments against this heuristic may be: 

• fishing with a lower harvest rate than the maximum could cause a higher shellfish 
density and consequently lower fishing costs.  

• The loss a fisher makes when he fishes when S < Spd may be recuperated later 
because the bird population decreases quicker which could result in higher shellfish 
densities and thus lower costs later. 

 
The heuristic results in an equilibrium in which birds are extinct. The system, equation (1) 
and (2) combined with the boundedly rational behaviour can be described as a variable 
structure system (Costa et al. 2000, Hoekstra and van den Bergh 2005). The system consists 
of two subsystems that correspond to two regions in the phase diagram: one where no 
shellfish are fished, and one where the maximum harvest rate is applied. The switching line, S 
= Spd separates the two regions. When the shellfish density is above Spd and ymax is applied the 
shellfish density will, depending on the value of ymax either reach Spd or equilibrium at Se2, 
assuming ymax is large enough to eradicate birds. ayqSe )( max2 −=  (Hoekstra and van den 
Bergh 2005, equation 8). At Se2 birds are extinct. When a trajectory reaches the switching line 
at Spd two things can happen.  

First, suppose the switching line intersects the S-isocline. At the switching line the 
system is undefined. However, above the intersection, applying whatever harvest rate at the 
switching line would move the system immediately back at the switching line. Hence, in 
effect a singular harvest rate, ypd is applied that keeps the shellfish density at Spd. The singular 
harvest rate must be the total of recruitment, depletion by birds and additional mortality and 
follows from equation (1). 
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At the intersection the singular harvest rate becomes the maximum harvest rate. A trajectory 
at this point will move in the region where the maximum harvest rate is applied. Below the 
intersection, the switching line behaves as a true switching line and the system changes from 
the one subsystem (no harvest) in the other subsystem (maximum harvest rate) as it moves 
into the associated region of the phase diagram. Consequently, the system will reach 
equilibrium in ( Se2, 0).  

Second, when the isocline and the switching line do not intersect, the singular harvest 
rate is applied and finally equilibrium is reached at (Spd, 0). Figure 4.9 clarifies the system 
behaviour for three different values of ymax. One value where the switching line and the 
isocline do not intersect, one where they do intersect and the last value which, is too small to 
reach the profitable shellfish density. 
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Figure 4.9. The behaviour of the system under bounded rationality for three different values 
of ymax 
 

4.8 The effect of taxes and quota under bounded rationality for deterministic and 
stochastic recruitment 

Section 4.6 has demonstrated that taxes and quota cannot coerce rational profit maximising 
fishers to fish according to the social optimum. Now that a heuristic is introduced for fishers’ 
behaviour, the effect of taxes and quota is again discussed. First we discuss the effect of taxes 
and quota in a system with constant, i.e. deterministic recruitment. Later we discuss taxes and 
quota in a system with stochastic recruitment. 
 

4.9 Tax, deterministic recruitment 

The tax is assumed to be per harvested shellfish, which is added to the fishing costs. Thus, 
fishers fish whenever C(S) + T < p. The profitable density, Spd, (re)defined by 

pTSC pd =+)(           (14) 

is higher than in the untaxed situation. Nevertheless, as is shown in figure 4.9, birds will 
become extinct. Hence, taxes alone will not work as a policy to accomplish coexistence of a 
profitable fishery with a bird population when recruitment is constant.  
 

4.10 Quota, deterministic recruitment 

Quota is the annual allowable catch. Once the quota is reached harvesting is stopped until the 
next year. Because fishers fish either at the maximum harvest rate or not at all, the system will 
go through successive periods of decline and recovery. Obviously, the system is not at the 
optimal equilibrium. Thus, boundedly rational fishers who behave according to the above-
mentioned heuristic cannot be coerced by taxes or quota to fish at the social welfare optimum. 
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However, quota can make a system possible where a profitable fishery coexists with a 
sustainable bird population. Figure 4.10 shows the behaviour of the system when a quota is 
applied. The simulations shown in figure 4.10 indicate that a quota can be chosen such that 
the average bird population equals the optimal bird population.  

 
 

Figure 4.10. Phase diagram of the deterministic system under bounded rationality for two 
different quota. The white squares denote the average birds and shellfish population. 

 

4.11 Tax, stochastic recruitment 

Now, what happens if a tax is employed in an environment where shellfish recruitment is 
stochastic? The same mechanism applies as in the deterministic case. Fishers will fish 
maximally until the profitable density (equation (14) is reached. Then they will fish to keep 
the shellfish density at this level (equation (13a)). As equation (13a) shows, ypd depends on q, 
which is stochastic and thus changes over time. Often the fluctuations in recruitment are 
compensated by associated fluctuations in harvest rate so that the shellfish density is kept 
constant, at Spd. If Spd is smaller than Sp then the bird population decreases. For extreme 
recruitment levels, the associated harvest rate is not possible because ypd is limited by ymax and 
cannot be negative. Often the combination of harvesting and recruitment will leave to little 
food for birds, which causes the bird population to decrease. But at times when recruitment is 
greater than what can be harvested and is eaten by birds, the bird population can recuperate. 
Whether a sustainable bird population is possible depends on ymax and the profitable shellfish 
density, i.e. tax. Figure 4.11 shows the phase diagram of the system with a tax level for which 
birds can sustain. 
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Figure 4.11. Phase diagram of the system under bounded rationality, with stochastic 
recruitment and a tax of 0.23 eurocents. The white square denotes the average birds and 
shellfish population. 
 

In a simulation similar to the one in figure 4.11, but without taxes, birds become 
extinct. Thus, taxes can prevent birds from becoming extinct while allowing a profitable 
fishery in a system with stochastic recruitment. 
 

4.12 Quota, stochastic recruitment 

When recruitment is stochastic, quota have the effect that shellfish densities can become very 
low in years with low recruitment and relatively many birds. In those years the profitable 
density limits the harvesting of shellfish, not the quota. Because the profitable density is lower 
without tax (and with quota) it means that lower shellfish densities are reached than in the 
system with tax. In contrast, in years with high stock levels, quota can be limiting whereas 
taxes are not. This leads to potentially higher shellfish densities and also more birds for the 
system with quota compared with the system with taxes. Figure 4.12 shows the behaviour of 
the system when a quota is applied. 
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Figure 4.12. Phase diagram of the system under bounded rationality, with stochastic 
recruitment and a quota of 6.0e9 shellfish per year. The white square denotes the average 
bird and shellfish population over time. 

 
Comparing figures 11 and 12 shows that taxes dampen the erratic behaviour of the system, 
whereas quotas increase the variance of the system.  

 

4.13 Simulating the effect of quota and taxes 

In the previous sections it has been established that neither quota nor taxes are measures that 
can direct the bio-economic system towards the ideal state in which social welfare is 
maximised. In the system defined by equation (1) and (2) with deterministic recruitment, q, 
and boundedly rational fishers, taxes will inevitably lead to the extinction of birds. Quota 
however, can make coexistence of a sustainable bird population and a profitable fishery 
possible in the deterministic system. In the stochastic system it has been shown (figure 4.11 
and 4.12) that quota as well as taxes can prevent the extinction of birds.  

In the following subsections several scenarios are simulated to investigate the effect of 
increasing levels of quota and taxes. An estimate of the level of taxes and quota that maximise 
social welfare is made. The difference in maximum social welfare between the two 
instruments is examined. The scenarios are simulated for 600 years starting in the pristine 
equilibrium of the deterministic system. The average over a period of 300 years is taken to 
assure that the result of a specific realization of the stochastic system does not dominate the 
average. These averages of key variables such as bird population and annual fishing profits 
are shown intable 4.3 and 4. After 300 years the system presumably has reached some sort of 
stable state.  

The simulations show, not surprisingly, that the bird population decreases and the 
fishing profits increase, as the quota increase. The average annual harvest is slightly less than 
the quota because in some years the shellfish density is less than the profitable density. As 
quota increase this happens more frequently. Somewhere between a quota of 2e9 and 4e9, we 
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find the maximum social welfare at around 41 million euro. Even though similar values of 
social welfare exist at quota of 2e9 and at 4e9, the standard deviation increases with the quota. 
Of course, the distribution of social welfare between fishing profits and ecosystem value is 
also different because fishing profits increase with quota. 

 
Table 3. Simulation results for several quota. Results are averaged over the last 300 years. 
The quota and annual harvest is expressed in billion shellfish, annual profits and annual 
social welfare in million euro. The standard deviation is shown between brackets.  

Quota Birds Annual 
harvest 

Annual 
profits 

Annual social 
welfare 

0* 21781 (4560) 0 0 38.4 (3.26) 
1 19263 (4084) 0.96 (0.2) 3.2 (1.8) 39.7 (4.0) 
2 16722 (3610) 1.9 (0.5) 6.3 (3.6) 40.5 (5.3) 
3 14298 (3176) 2.8 (0.7) 9.3 (5.3) 40.8 (6.7) 
4 11911 (2773) 3.7 (1.0) 12.2 (7.0) 40.5 (8.3) 
5 9534 (2361) 4.6 (1.2) 15.0 (8.8) 39.6 (10.0) 
7 4811 (1350) 6.4 (1.4) 21.2 (12.3) 35.8 (13.0) 
9**  1419 (849) 7.6 (2.5) 23.2 (16.2) 28.1 (16.5) 
*equivalent with the pristine system 
**equivalent with open access, the quota equals the annual fishing capacity 
 

When taxes increase, obviously the bird population increases too and the annual 
harvest decreases. Tax revenues do not increase with increasing taxes because the annual 
harvest is decreasing. Social welfare reaches its maximum at a tax level between 0.3 and 0.4 
eurocents. This is about 50% of the price. Around the social welfare maximum, tax revenues 
are much larger than fishing profits. The standard deviation in social welfare decreases with 
tax. 
 
Table 4. Simulation results for several taxes. Results are averaged over the last 300 years. 
The tax is expressed in eurocent per shellfish. Annual harvest is expressed in billion shellfish, 
annual profits and annual social welfare in million euro. The standard deviation is shown 
between brackets.  

Tax Birds Annual 
harvest Annual profits Annual tax 

revenues 
Annual social 
welfare 

0* 1419 (849) 7.6 (2.5) 23.2 (16.2) 0 28.1 (16.5) 
0.1 2758 (1046) 7.0 (3.2) 15.6 (12.6) 7.0 (3.2) 31.7 (15.3) 
0.2 5787 (1130) 6.4 (3.1) 8.2 (8.4) 12.7 (6.3) 38.0 (13.9) 
0.29** 10828 (1153) 4.8 (3.5) 2.75 (4.0) 12.7 (11.1) 42.5 (14.4) 
0.35 14608 (1889) 3.5 (3.3) 0.78 (1.6) 12.1 (11.8) 45.0 (13.2) 
0.4 17642 (3016) 2.2 (2.9) 0.14 (0.4) 8.7 (11.7) 44.1 (12.2) 
0.5 21470 (4542) 0.23 (0.9) 1E-3 (1E-4) 1.2 (4.4) 39.4 (5.0) 
0.625***  21781 (4560) 0 0 0 38.4 (3.26) 
*equivalent with open access, the tax does not constrain the fishers 
**the associated profitable density is the pristine density in the deterministic system 
***equivalent with the pristine system, the tax equals the revenues and thus prevents fishers 
from fishing 
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4.14 Conclusions 

In the deterministic ecosystem, quotas are necessary to obtain coexistence between a 
profitable fishery and a sustainable bird population, whether the fishers are rational or 
boundedly rational.  

Nonetheless, most ecological systems are stochastic. The effect of taxes versus quota 
on fisheries in a stochastic ecosystem has been discussed extensively in the literature (e.g. 
Danielsson 2002, Jensen and Vestergaard 2003). Weitzman (2002) shows that taxes are a 
favourable instrument to manage a stochastic fish stock. These models differ substantially 
from the model discussed here. The most important difference is that these models describe 
the behaviour of a single-species. Consequently, there is less feedback in their dynamics. In 
addition, they assume maximisation of expected fishery profits and omit the non-use value of 
nature conservation. Furthermore, fishers are considered to behave rationally whereas in our 
model we also investigate boundedly rational behaviour. And finally, recruitment does 
depend on stock size, whereas it is independent of this in our model. Even though there are 
considerable differences, we reach a similar conclusion. Taxes are preferable in the stochastic 
ecosystem if the goal is maximisation of social welfare.  

To quote Weitzman (2002) ‘It is not control of the harvest flow that is socially 
desirable per se, but control of the escapement stock’. In our model the escapement stock is 
also the key variable because the shellfish that are left in the ecosystem determine (partly) 
how many birds survive. In Weitzman’s model taxes completely control the escapement 
stock. In our model taxes partly control the escapement stock. Fishers will stop fishing when 
the profitable density is reached but birds will keep on eating, thus further reducing the stock. 
Nevertheless, the fact that taxes better control the stock is the reason why also in the model 
presented here taxes are the preferred instrument to maximise social welfare. 

In the stochastic system with boundedly rational fishers taxes are the preferred 
instrument to maximise social welfare. The best tax results in higher average bird populations 
and higher average annual harvests than the best quota. Even though taxes lead to higher 
social welfare, also quota can coerce fishers to fish according to a strategy that conserves 
birds in a stochastic ecosystem with boundedly rational fishers. The best tax leads to a 
somewhat higher social welfare than the best quota but the variance in social welfare is higher 
resulting from higher variance in fishing profits. Note that the best tax is about 50% of the 
price of shellfish. Thus, most of the exploitation profits show up as tax revenues. This will 
undoubtedly make it difficult to obtain support from fishers to implement a tax as the 
regulatory instrument.  
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Chapter 5  
A spatial temporal model of the interaction of shellfish and birds 
in marine ecosystems* 
 

5.1 Introduction 

The study of management of renewable resources has a long-standing tradition. Fisheries for 
example have been studied extensively since the fifties. Most of the early studies focus on 
single-species and single-user systems with just one management goal, usually profit 
maximisation. For these types of systems, analytical solutions can sometimes be found (Clark, 
1976). Obviously, the importance of species interactions such as predator-prey relations or 
competition (see e.g. May et al., 1979) are important for the dynamic behaviour of the system 
and make it difficult to find the optimal control. Therefore, numerical modelling and 
simulation have become necessary to study management strategies in complex ecosystems.  

A natural resource that is complex and difficult to manage, is a coastal zone or an 
estuary with shellfisheries in which protected birds prey on shellfish. The Dutch Wadden Sea 
is such an ecosystem, where fishermen harvest cockles Cerastoderma edule and mussels 
Mytilus edulis (Smit et al., 1998; Kamermans and Smaal, 2002; Ens, 2003). Furthermore, 
these shellfish serve as prey for bird species such as oystercatchers Haematopus ostralegus 
and common eiders Somateria mollissima. Both of which need to be conserved due to Dutch 
and European environmental law. Several other European estuaries such as the Bury Inlet and 
the Wash in the UK, the Ooster- and Westerschelde in the Netherlands, the Baie de Somme in 
France and the German and Danish parts of the Wadden Sea, are similar areas with birds and 
shellfish where the balance between exploitation and conservation is sought (Bell et al., 2001; 
Stillmann et al., 2001; Atkinson et al., 2003; Ens et al., 2004; Goss-Custard et al., 2004). 

This paper describes a conceptual model of a bird/shellfish ecosystem with spatial 
dynamics. The model incorporates multiple species (two predator species (birds) and two prey 
species (shellfish) divided into two age classes) and multiple users (two fisheries and a public 
authority). Stillmann et al. (2001) examine a similar system of a shellfishery and its effect on 
the oystercatcher population. They developed an individual based model of foraging 
behaviour of the oystercatcher, for the Exe estuary and the Bury inlet in the UK. The model 
presented here is not as detailed when it comes to oystercatcher behaviour and calibration to a 
particular estuary, but incorporates an extra bird and shellfish species and can investigate the 
effect of mussel and cockle fisheries simultaneously. 

This paper concentrates on the behaviour and sensitivities of the ecosystem model and 
does not investigate fishery policies yet. Fishery policies can only be analysed if the 
underlying ecosystem model is well understood. This paper is about understanding the 
ecosystem model and its behaviour. For that purpose, we simulate the “pristine” ecosystem 
(no fishing) and undertake a sensitivity study. Future work will build on the insights gained 
here and focus on fishing policies. 

The model is built with the aid of a cellular automata program called Cormas†. 
Programs like Cormas allow the easy introduction of spatial relationships between variables. 
We use Cormas to solve a system of differential equations that describe the feeding and 
migrating behaviour of birds. Alonso and Solé (2000) have used a similar approach to study 

                                                 
* Also appeared as chapter 9 in J.C.J. M. van den Bergh, J. Hoekstra, R. Imeson, P.A.L.D. Nunes and A.T. de 
Blaeij (2006),  Bioeconomic Modelling and Valuation of Exploited Marine Ecosystems, Springer, Dordrecht.  
Co-author: Bruno J. Ens 
† Information about Cormas can be found on the internet at: http://www.cirad.fr/indexeng.htm 
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rainforest dynamics. Olson and Sequeira (1995) give a review of similar types of ecosystem 
modelling. 

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. In section 5.2, an extended 
description of the model is given. Section 5.3 motivates the choice of parameter values. 
Section 5.4 describes the dynamic behaviour of the model. Section 5.5 provides a sensitivity 
analysis. Section 5.6 draws attention to the effect of stochastic recruitment. Finally, 
conclusions are drawn in section 5.7.  
 

5.2 Model description 

The model simulates the population dynamics and spatial distribution of birds and shellfish 
species. Birds prey on shellfish. If the shellfish stock is too low, birds will starve and die. 
Each year new birds are born and new shellfish are recruited. Shellfish are eaten by birds (and 
fished by humans). Adult shellfish are immobile and stay at the location where they settled as 
larvae. Birds move around, searching for food. 

The model simulates the stock size of each species in the ecosystem in space and time. 
Time is divided into discrete time steps. Space is divided in gridcells. At each time step, the 
stock size of each species is computed in each gridcell.  

Figure 5.1 shows schematically the simulation area. The area is divided into cells. 
Each cell has certain habitat characteristics and contains birds and shellfish. Birds feed in a 
cell, depending amongst others on the shellfish density in that cell. Birds can move freely 
from one cell to another. Shellfish are immobile. Due to the tide, each gridcell, depending on 
its depth, will be submerged during part of the day. Depending on the characteristics of a cell, 
it can be a more or less suitable environment for shellfish.  
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Mussel 
Suitability 
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Movement 
of birds 

    Depth (part of the day above water)  
 
Figure 5.1. A simulation grid.  
Note: Stock levels of each species are simulated in each gridcell. Each cell has certain 
characteristics such as depth and suitability for shellfish recruitment, birds can move freely 
from one cell to another.  
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The area is bounded, meaning that birds do not leave the grid. Birds remain in the 
area, but they do move from one cell to another. Time is divided into two periods: winter (210 
days, approximately September-April) and summer (the rest of the year). In winter, the birds 
stay in the modelled area (the grid). In summer, most birds migrate to other areas to breed. 
Parents and offspring return the next winter. Because birds are situated in the modelled area 
only during winter, the winter period is computed for daily time steps for which food intake, 
starvation and migration between gridcells are simulated whereas the summer period is 
computed in one time step only. In this single time step, recruitment of shellfish and birth of 
new birds are modelled for the entire summer period.  

The model consists of two types of birds (parameterised so as to resemble oystercatchers 
and common eiders) and two types of shellfish (parameterised so as to resemble mussels and 
cockles). The shellfish are divided into two cohorts, juveniles and adults. Five processes 
control the change in stock size of shellfish: 
• food intake by birds, 
• additional mortality, 
• recruitment of juveniles and 
• ageing (and growth) of adults, 
• fishing. 
The change in stock size of birds in a gridcell is controlled by three processes: 
• birth, 
• death (starvation), 
• emigration from, and immigration to a gridcell. 
Each of these processes depends on the stock size of shellfish and birds. Starvation and 
migration depend on food intake by birds. Birds can feed on alternative prey and the mass of 
shellfish declines during winter. When birds do not eat enough they either die or go away. A 
schematic overview of the model is shown in Figure 5.2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2. Schematic outline of the model processes within one gridcell. 
Note: Processes in grey take place during the summer period, in one time step. Other 
processes take place during all other time steps, in the winter period. Arrows pointing 
towards a box denote an increase of the value of that state variable, arrows pointing outward 
denote a decrease. Dashed arrows show that starvation and migration are influenced by food 
intake. 
 
Mathematically the system is described by the following differential equations. 
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for every predator j and every prey i, of every age class m, in every gridcell x,  
where, 
nim (x,t), [#]:   the number of prey i of age class m in cell x, at time t, 
p j(x,t), [#]:   the number of predator j in cell x, at time t, 
Rim (x,t,nim), [#/summer]: the recruitment (juveniles) or ageing (adults) of prey i, age class 

m, in cell x, during summer, 
Mim (nim), [#/s]:  additional mortality rate of prey i, age class m, in cell x, 

),,,(
~

klimj pntxW , [#/s]: the rate at which predator j eats prey i, age class m, in cell x, 

with prey density nl and predator density pk 
Fim (x,t), [#/summer]: the number of prey i, age class m, fished in cell x, during 

summer, 
Bj (t,pj), [#/summer]:  the number of new-born predators j in cell x, during summer, 
Sj (x,t,nl, pk), [#/s]:  the starvation rate of predators j in cell x,  
Ej (x,t,nl, pk), [#/s]:  the emigration rate of predator j from cell x, 
Ij (x,t,nl, pk), [#/s]:  the immigration rate of predator j to cell x.  
 
Here the notation nlm and pk indicate that a function depends on every prey, including each 
age class, and every predator respectively. Further y indicates that the function depends on 
every gridcell but x. The unit in which each variable is expressed is given between square 
brackets. For notational convenience and clarity, the functions' variable lists are partly omitted 
in the list of descriptions and in the following. 

For computational convenience, ageing is modelled as a form of recruiting, from one 
age class into the next. The function Ri1 (x,t,ni1) is the net effect of the gains of juveniles 
through recruitment and the loss of juveniles through ageing into adults. Consequently Ri2 

(x,t,ni1) are those juveniles that become adults. The recruitment of adults per definition equals 
the survival of the juveniles. The model solves numerically the coupled differential equations 
(1) and (2) by using a fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme. The following paragraphs describe 
in detail the processes, denoted by capitals. These control the dynamics of the ecosystem. 
 

5.2.1 Food intake by birds 
Feeding by birds directly links the stock levels of the predator and prey through depletion of 
shellfish on one hand and starvation and movement of birds on the other. If a bird can not find 
enough food it will either starve or move away to another gridcell.  

Feeding depends on two factors: 1) whether a shellfish species is a suitable prey, and 
2) the time it takes a bird to find and eat a shellfish. The diet, meaning the prey species that 
will be eaten, depend on prey densities that change over time. A bird's diet is determined by 
Charnov's model (Charnov, 1976). According to this model a predator will add a certain prey 
to its diet if this increases the predator’s intake rate, measured in energy per time. This means 
that prey with a relatively high energy content and relatively low handling time are eaten.  
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The average intake rate per bird as a function of both the densities of prey and 
predators, known as the generalized functional response (van der Meer and Ens 1997) is given 
by Beddington's equation (Beddington 1975). It is adjusted for multiple prey species as in 
(Charnov 1976). Two extra factors are included. One to take into account that birds may feed 
only during daylight hours and a second one to account for the tide. Some species feed during 
the time the gridcell is under water while other species feed while the cell is above water. The 
following formula expresses the intake rate: 
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where,  
Wj(x,nim, pj), [kg/s]: intake rate of predators of species j in cell x, 

mlm(t), [kg]:  mass of prey species l, age class m, at time t 
ja , [m2/s]:  search coefficient of predator of species j, 

hlmj, [s]:  handling time of predator j of prey l, age class m, 
qj, [m2]:  interference area of predator j, 
A, [m2]:  surface of a gridcell that is covered with shellfish beds 

)(xd j , [1]:  part of the tidal period that predator j can catch prey in cell x,  

Lj, [1]:   part of the day during which predator j feeds (e.g. daylight hours). 
 
The intake rate is expressed in ash-free dry mass (AFDM) per second. We assume mass is 
proportional to energy content. Here the notation lm indicates that only those prey species, l 
and age classes, m are incorporated in formula (3) that are part of a predator's diet. The diet 
i.e. all l,m, is in turn established by formula (3). Prey are ranked according to their 
mass/handling time ratio and subsequently added to the diet as long as the intake rate 
according to formula (3) increases. The result is that those prey are incorporated in the diet 
that maximise the predator’s intake rate. Beddington's equation (3) gives the rate of potential 
food intake for a bird species. This sets the maximum amount a bird can eat in one day. It is 
assumed that birds eat during daylight hours only, hence the factor Lj. Furthermore only part 
of the tidal cycle (day) can be used to feed because some birds dive for their food while others 
feed on dry mudflats. The factor dj expresses this. 

Birds eat only so much per day. So, their daily intake has a maximum that is the 
minimum of jnecW ,  and jW , expressed in kg per second. jnecW ,  is the daily intake a bird needs, 

in order not to starve. Furthermore, birds will not feed on shellfish when the intake rate is 
below some minimum, Wmin. Whenever the intake rate becomes less than Wmin, birds will feed 
on alternative prey. In the case of oystercatchers, these prey are found upshore or on inland 
fields.  

The total daily intake is allocated over the prey species in the predator's diet, 
proportional to the mass of each prey species present in the gridcell. This defines 

),,,(
~

jlmimj pntxW , the rate at which predator j eats prey i of age class m. 

 

5.2.2 Seasonal decline in shellfish condition 
The intake rate of birds depends on the mass of shellfish. During winter the mass of shellfish 
decreases. This decrease is more or less linear for both cockles (Klepper 1989) and mussels 
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(Goss-Custard et al. 2001). Therefore, we also assume that the mass of shellfish decreases 
linearly over winter. 

tbmtm imimlm −= 0)(  
where 
m0im: the mass of prey species i, age class m, at the start of winter 
bim: the mass decline coefficient of prey species i, age class m 
 

5.2.3 Additional mortality of shellfish 
Apart from being eaten by birds or fished by humans, other factors cause shellfish to die e.g. 
diseases, food shortage, storms, ice winters or being preyed upon by animals not explicitly 
modelled. This additional mortality is assumed linearly dependent on stock size for adult 
shellfish. It is expressed as: 

),()( txnknM imimimim = ,         (4) 
where 
kim, [1/s]: additional mortality coefficient. 
 
Bell et al. 2001) suggest that additional mortality may not be proportional to stock levels and 
in fact may compensate for mortality from predation. We choose to keep the additional 
mortality coefficient constant so that unknown varying additional mortality does not obscure 
the effect of predation. A fixed additional mortality rate for cockles of 1% per month was 
used by Rappoldt et al. (2004) in a model of oystercatchers preying on cockles. This model 
predicted quite well the cockle stocks remaining at the end of winter for both the Dutch 
Wadden Sea and the Oosterschelde (Rappoldt et al., 2003a; Rappoldt et al., 2003b; Ens et al., 
2004). The additional mortality of juvenile shellfish is taken care of in the ageing process. Not 
all juveniles become adults. 
 

5.2.4 Recruitment of shellfish 
Recruitment of shellfish occurs during the summer period (one time step). The number of 
juvenile recruits that settle in a gridcell depends on the suitability (e.g. bottom characteristics) 
of that particular gridcell. Recruitment also depends on a random factor that expresses 
exogenous effects such as harsh winters in the year preceding recruitment, which may greatly 
influence subsequent recruitment (Beukema, 1982, Beukema and Dekker, 2004). Here, these 
random effects are mostly ignored. Hence, X is set at 1. The following equation denotes 
recruitment. 

XtcxsntxR iiii )()(),,( 111 = ,         (5) 
where 

),,( 11 ii ntxR , [#/s]:  recruitment rate of juvenile prey of species i in cell x, 
)(xsi , [1]: suitability of gridcell x, for species i (a number in the interval 

(0,1)), 
)(1 tci , [#/summer/m2] juvenile recruitment coefficient of species i, 

X, [1]: exogenous effect coefficient, stochast with average 1 and a 
lognormal probability distribution function. 

In the winter period shellfish do not recruit. 
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5.2.5 Ageing of shellfish 
The existing juvenile stock turns into adults at the end of each year, in the summer period. 
Not all juveniles achieve adulthood. This mortality in the summer period is expressed through 
the recruitment rate of adults. The following equation expresses ageing of shellfish. 

),()(),( 1222 txntcntR iiii = ,          (6) 
where 

),( 22 ii ntR , [#/s]: recruitment of adults of species i in cell x, per unit of time, 
)(2 tci , [1]:  adult recruitment coefficient of species i (i.e. juvenile survival).  

In the winter period shellfish do not age. 
 

5.2.6 Fishing 
Fishing takes place during the summer period. During this time step, shellfish is withdrawn 
from the stock, depending on e.g. shellfish densities but foremost on the fishing scenario that 
is employed. Several fishing scenarios can be implemented.  
For this study, only the Nature scenario is used. In this scenario, fishing is not allowed 
anywhere at any time. 
 

5.2.7 Recruitment of birds 
Every summer period new birds are born. The survival of new-borns is expressed through a 
recruitment coefficient. The birds return to the gridcell they left last winter. The surviving 
new-borns return to the same gridcell as their parents. There is no evidence that offspring of 
migratory oystercatchers and common eiders actually do return to the same spot as their 
parents, but because birds quickly disperse over the grid, we see no harm in modelling it in 
this way. The birth rate includes additional mortality. It is a net growth rate that includes 
everything except starvation and migration. The birth rate of birds is expressed by the 
following equation, (7) 
 

),()(),( txptrptB jjjj = ,         (7) 

where 
rj(t), [1/s]: the recruitment coefficient of predator species j. 
 
For both oystercatchers (Goss-Custard et al. 1996) and common eiders (Swennen 2002) there 
is evidence that production of fledglings is density dependent at the scale of the local breeding 
population or the breeding colony, meaning that parameter rj is a function of pj. However, 
populations of both oystercatchers and common eiders have increased, because they occupied 
new breeding space: oystercatchers moved inland (Goss-Custard 1996) and common eiders 
founded new colonies on each of the Wadden Sea islands (Swennen 1991). In the model we 
effectively describe the overall recruitment of birds belonging to different colonies or local 
breeding areas that overwinter in the same area instead of the recruitment within one colony 
or breeding area. Because it is not clear how we should describe rj dependence of pj in this 
case, we choose to keep the recruitment function (equation (7)) without this effect. It would 
involve at least one extra parameter for which we do not have good estimates. Furthermore, in 
Section 5.5 of this paper we show that the overall population dynamics are not very sensitive 
to the value of rj. Finally, in the winter period no birds are born.  
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5.2.8 Starvation of birds 
Birds have a chance of dying when during a time step their intake rate of shellfish is too low. 
A bird has a maximum probability of dying ( fj ) when its intake rate is zero. The probability 
of starvation is supposed to decreases proportionally until it is zero when the intake rate is 
Wnec,j, the necessary and the maximum daily intake. Birds need Wnec,j to survive. If a gridcell 
cannot provide every bird with the food it needs, some birds will die. The number of starving 
birds is proportional to the lack of available food. The following formula expresses the 
starvation rate: 
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where 
fj , [1/s]: the probability that predator j will starve during a unit of time when no food is 

available, 
jnecW , , [kg/s]: the minimum daily intake rate necessary for predator j, to survive 

Walt,j , [kg/s]: the daily intake rate of predator j that can be achieved by foraging on 
alternative prey 

 
Walt denotes the potential intake of alternative prey and is considered constant. Birds will first 
feed on shellfish. If this is not enough for survival they can then feed on alternative prey for at 
most Walt. Figure 5.3 shows the effect of the alternative prey on the starvation probability 
graphically. 
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Figure 
5.3. Starvation, the probability that a bird starves to death during a time unit increases 
linearly when its food supply is less than its daily need. 
Note: The grey line depicts the starvation probability when there is an alternative source of 
food. The black line depicts the starvation probability when only shellfish are available as 
food source. 
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5.2.9 Emigration of birds 
Birds prefer gridcells where they can find their daily food rather quickly. They remain in cells 
where food is abundant and emigrate with higher probability if their intake rate becomes 
lower. When a bird can not find any food, it will surely emigrate. If the intake rate is higher 
than zero, the emigration probability decreases proportionally with the potential intake rate. 
At some point, which we indicate as the emigration threshold intake rate, a bird considers the 
intake rate high enough and it remains at that site. The emigration rule is a variant of the 
delayed departure rule (Blaine and DeAngelis 1997). The following formula expresses the 
emigration rate: 
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where 
je , [1/s]: the probability that predator j will emigrate during a unit of time in which no 

food is available, 
jemiW , , [kg/s]: the minimum daily intake rate necessary for predator j, to remain at its 

location. 
 
The graph in Figure 5.4 depicts equation (9). 
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Figure 5.4. Emigration, the probability that a bird emigrates during a time unit increases 
linearly when its intake rate is less than satisfying. 
 
The emigration rule works out slightly different for common eiders compared to 
oystercatchers, because we assume that common eiders do not suffer from interference, 
whereas oystercatchers do (see later). When the shellfish density is decreased to a certain 
level, common eiders will leave and will continue to emigrate from that cell during the rest of 
the winter because the shellfish density and thus the intake rate, will only decrease further. 
The intake rate of oystercatchers does not only depend on shellfish density, but is also 
negatively influenced by the density of conspecifics through interference. When the shellfish 
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density has decreased to the emigration threshold level, some birds will leave. Therefore, in 
the next period, the remaining birds are bothered less by interference. So, although the 
shellfish density has decreased, the intake rate may increase and the remaining birds may stay 
for one or more periods. 
 

5.2.10 Immigration 
We assume that birds can move to each gridcell within a day i.e. a time step. A bird that 
emigrates from a gridcell will move randomly to one of the other gridcells. According to 
Lande (1987) and, King and With (2002), only the amount of habitat matters and not the 
spatial structure in case of random dispersal. Here, that means that it does not matter where a 
cell is located and who its neighbours are as long as its habitat parameters (depth and 
recruitment suitability) are maintained. 

No other nearby feeding grounds are considered. In winter, all birds remain in the 
modelled area. So, the total number of birds (summed over all cells) that immigrate is equal to 
the total number of birds that emigrate. Moreover, the immigration to a gridcell is the sum of 
the emigration to that cell from all other cells.  
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where 
N, [#]: the number of gridcells. 
 

5.3 Parameter Values 

The time step of the simulation is 2 days. The spatial grid has a 10x10 resolution, each 
gridcell measures 1 km2 (1x1 km). That is, it represents a surface of which 1 km² is covered 
with shellfish beds. In the real world only a few percent of the tidal and subtidal areas is 
covered with shellfish beds (Ens et al. 2004), but it is only this area that concerns us here. 
Depth increases from east to west. It is represented by the part of the tidal cycle that a gridcell 
is above water. This value is set at zero for the first 2 km (deep water) and from then on 
increases linearly from 0 to 1 at the east side. The suitability for mussels increases linearly 
from 0 at the north side to 1 at the south side, and the suitability for cockles decreases linearly 
from 1 at the north to 0 in the south. Due to the random dispersal of birds it does not matter 
where in the grid each cell is located. For reasons of easier interpretation, the habitat 
parameters are increasing linearly along each side of the grid. 

Recruitment per cell is kept constant over time, for analytical purposes. Physically, 
this is interpreted as the absence of external effects. The initial conditions are chosen as 
follows. At the start of the simulation, birds and adult shellfish are distributed homogeneously 
over the grid; birds with a density of 0.001 per square meter and adult shellfish with a density 
of 37.5/m2. Initial juvenile shellfish distribution is governed by the suitability of the gridcell, 
according to si(x)*100/m2.  

The parameter values in the model are shown in tables 5.1 and 5.2, one for the 
predators (birds) and one for the prey (shellfish). 
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Table 5.1. Parameter values for the birds 
 r  

year-1 
a  
m2/s 

q  
m2 

L 
% 

Wnec  
kg/s 

Walt 
kg/s 

Wmin 
kg/s 

Wemi  

kg/s 
f  
day-1 

e 
day-1 

Oystercatcher 
juv. cockle 
adult cockle 
juv. mussel 
adult mussel 

0.1  
0.0015 
0.003 
0.002 
0.005 

 
500 
500 
500 
2000 

100 0.5e-6 0.25e-
6 

0.6e-6 2e-6 0.1 1 

Common eider 
juv. cockle 
adult cockle 
juv. mussel 
adult mussel 

0.1  
0.0015 
0.003 
0.002 
0.005 

0 100 2e-6 1e-6 2.4e-6 8e-6 0.1 1 

 
 
Table 5.2. Parameter values for the shellfish and shellfish-dependent bird parameters 
 m0  

kg 
b 
kg/s 

c1 

year-1m-2
 

c2 
% 

k 
s-1 

hOC  
 s 

heider 

 s 
Juv. mussel 50e-6 1.38e-12 100  - - 25 5 
Adult mussel 600e-6 16.52e-12 - 75 5e-9 75 15 
Juv. cockle 35e-6 0.96e-12 100  - - 15 5 
Adult cockle 400e-6 11.02e-12 - 75 5e-9 50 10 
 
In the following paragraphs, we motivate the choice of parameter values. 
 

5.3.1 Oystercatcher mortality and production of chicks (r) 
Goss-Custard et al. (1995a) assembled all available information on production of chicks and 
mortality of oystercatchers in Europe. On the basis of this information Goss-Custard et al. 
(1995b) constructed parameters for their modelling of the population dynamics of the 
oystercatcher. Annual mortality of adults is estimated at 0.09 for Atlantic birds and 0.04 for 
Continental birds. About every seven winters the Continental birds experience a severe winter 
and mortality is much higher, between 0.1 – 0.2. Mortality of juveniles and immatures is 
higher than mortality of adults, so 0.1 seems a reasonable estimate of annual mortality rate in 
our model, where we do not distinguish between age classes and populations. In a stable 
population, the mortality is compensated by the production of chicks. 

From accumulated data on clutch size, egg mortality, chick mortality and juvenile 
survival it is possible to calculate that each breeding pair produces between 0.21 and 0.44 
chicks that survive the first winter. This is between 0.11 and 0.22 chicks per adult. If 80% of 
the oystercatchers breed (a high estimate), this amounts to 0.08-0.17 surviving chicks per 
oystercatcher. If 50% of the oystercatchers breed (a low estimate), this amounts to 0.05-0.11 
surviving chicks per oystercatcher. 

Thus, both from mortality estimates and from chick production figures a recruitment 
rate of 0.1 seems reasonable. 
 

5.3.2 Common eider mortality and production of chicks (r) 
Swennen (1991) provides information on the population dynamics of common eiders for the 
Vlieland colony, which is the oldest and the largest colony in the Dutch Wadden Sea. Annual 
survival of female breeders is 0.95. The age at first breeding lies between 3 and 4 years, as 
37% of the females first breeds at three years of age and the remainder at the age of four 
years. Survival of ducklings to recruitment age is 0.5. From this, Swennen calculates that each 
female should fledge a brood of 0.25 per year for population stability. This is 0.125 fledgling 
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per adult common eider when the sex ratio is 1. At the time of his calculation, the population 
seemed stable, but the population of adult nonbreeders was assumed zero. 

(Christensen and Noer 2001) provide data for a Danish colony. Clutch size is 4.33 
eggs/nest, 91.5% hatching success and adult annual survival of 0.87. The cumulative 
percentage of females that breeds increases with age: 14%, 45%, 77% and 100% at age of 
two, three, four and five years respectively. Based on these data we choose a value of 0.1 for r  
 

5.3.3 Oystercatcher food consumption and feeding time (Wnec, Walt, Wmin, L) 
According to the review by Zwarts et al. (1996c) the daily energy needs of free-living 
oystercatchers (E in kJ per day) depend on body mass (M in g) in the following way: 

489.1061.0 ME =  
This is only true for birds which do not change weight and which live under thermo-neutral 
conditions. Kersten and Piersma (1987) state that extra costs for thermoregulation are 
incurred when the ambient temperature (T in °C) drops below 10 °C. For each degree Celsius 
below this point the bird needs an extra 30 kJ per day. Thus: 

)10(30061.0 489.1 TME −+=  
when T < 10 °C  

When birds increase in weight, they require extra energy, whilst they require less 
energy when they are losing weight. According to Kersten and Piersma (1987) 1 g increase in 
body mass requires an extra food consumption of 1.2 g AFDM of food. Similarly, losing 1 g 
body mass means that the birds have to eat 1.2 g AFDM less food. The digestive efficiency of 
oystercatchers is estimated at 85% (Kersten and Piersma, 1987, Speakman, 1987, Kersten and 
Visser, 1996, Zwarts and Blomert, 1996). According to a review by Zwarts et al. (1996b), the 
energy content of 1 g AFDM corresponds to between 22 and 22.5 kJ for marine invertebrates 
(and the pellets used by Kersten and Piersma 1987). This means that a gross intake of 1 g 
AFDM corresponds to 19 kJ metabolizable energy. Thus, a change in body mass of 1 g 
requires or yields 22.8 kJ, depending on the direction of the change. Thus, when temperatures 
are below 10 °C and the birds change weight d in g per day: 

dTME 8.22)10(30061.0 489.1 +−+=   
when T < 10 °C and 0≠d   

The gross daily food intake (G) is measured in g AFDM per day and can be calculated 
from E as follows: 

19/EG =   
This leads to an estimation of daily food over the year as indicated in Table 5.3. 
 
Table 5.3. Daily food consumption of an oystercatcher in the Dutch Wadden Sea. 

  Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
Temperature 
 (ºC) 2 2 5 8 12 15 17 17 14 8 5 3 
body weight  
(g) 607 621 575 566 539 530 535 549 546 555 593 610 
basic consumption 
 (g AFDW/day) 45 46 41 40 37 37 37 39 38 39 43 45 
Thermoregulation 
 (g AFDW/day) 13 13 8 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 8 11 
weight change 
 (g AFDW/day) 0 1 -2 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
total daily consumption  
(g AFDW) 57 59 47 43 36 36 37 39 38 43 53 57 
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Thus, the total daily food consumption varies between 36 gram AFDM and 59 gram AFDM 
in the course of the year. For Wnec this is, expressed in kg/s: between 4.2E-07 and 6.9E-07. 
According to (Zwarts et al. 1996a) oystercatchers need 5 hours feeding per day to obtain their 
maximum daily energy needs at the average year-round rate of 2 mg AFDM/s feeding. This 
results in Wnec,oy = 4.2E-7 kg/s. We choose 5E-7 kg/s for the winter period. Oystercatchers can 
find alternative food sources on the mud flats during low tide and in the fields during high 
tide. Stillmann et al. (2000) report intake rates of 0.67 mg/s AFDM upshore and 0.53 mg/s in 
the fields. Therefore we take Wmin, the minimum intake rate at which oystercatchers start 
feeding on alternative prey at 0.6E-6 kg/s. Studies show (e.g. (Goss-Custard et al. 2004) that 
when shellfish are scarce oystercatchers feed for some 50% on alternative prey. Therefore we 
choose Walt,oy = 2.5E-7, which is half of Wnec,oy. 

Oystercatchers feed regularly during the night. Hulscher (1996) has reviewed the 
available data on the feeding behaviour during the night and found some indication that intake 
rates are lower during the night than during the day. Some observations suggest that intake 
rates are lower during the night, but field observations covering the entire low water period 
indicate little difference between the intake rates during the day and during the night. In the 
most comprehensive and sophisticated study to date, Sitters (2000) shows differences between 
birds employing different feeding techniques. However, the general conclusion is that intake 
rates between day and night are roughly similar. In winter, energy needs are high and a 
digestive bottleneck prevents the birds meeting their daily energy needs during daylight only 
(Zwarts et al. 1996c). Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that oystercatchers feed during 
both day and night, i.e. Loy = 100%. 

 

5.3.4 Common eider food consumption and feeding time (Wnec, Walt, Wmin, L) 
The best estimate of the food consumption of free-living common eider ducks has been made 
by (Nehls 1995). In a subsequent paper, Nehls et al. (1997) provide an estimate of the daily 
food consumption (in terms of AFDM) of the common eiders in the Wadden Sea throughout 
the year (see Table 5.4). 
 
Table 5.4. Daily food consumption of a common eider.  
 Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
Total daily 
consumption 
 [g AFDM] 

 
180 

 
180 

 
180 

 
170 

 
170 

 
150 

 
130 

 
130 

 
130 

 
150 

 
170 

 
180 

Source: Nehls et al. (1997) 
 
Thus, the total daily food consumption varies between 130 gram AFDM and 180 gram 
AFDM. For Wnec, this is expressed in kg/s: between 1.5E-06 and 2.1E-06. We assume that 
their daily need is at the high end of their average daily consumption. So, we choose 2E-7 
kg/s for the winter period. 

Common eiders switch to less preferred alternative food sources when cockles and 
mussels are scarce. Common eiders can feed on crabs, with a high risk of parasitism, or move 
to deeper water, where they can feed on the shellfish Spisula subtruncata (Swennen 1976; 
Camphuysen et al. 2002). We assume that like oystercatchers, common eiders feed for some 
50% on alternative prey when shelfish are scarce. Therefore we choose Walt,ei = 2.5E-7. 
Furthermore, we assume that common eiders switch to alternative prey at a value for Wmin,ei = 
2.4E-6. 

Nehls (1995) found that common eiders are partly active during the night. From 
January to March 17% of all dives was made during the night, but on occasion 50% of all 
dives occurred during the night. Therefore we take Lei=100%. 
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5.3.5 Handling time of oystercatchers (h) 
Zwarts et al. (1996b) review all published studies on feeding behaviour of oystercatchers, and 
provide relationships between handling time and prey size for all prey species. Handling time 
depends on prey type, prey size and the way the prey is opened (Table 5.5). 
 
Table 5.5. Handling times (s) for different species and sizes of prey. 

  Mussel Mussel Mussel Cockle Cockle 

  ventral dorsal stab hammer stab 

a 0.712 0.443 0.975 0.054 0.053 

b 1.313 1.432 1.081 1.945 1.846 

Size L (mm)           

10 15 12 12 5 4 

20 36 32 25 18 13 

30 62 58 39 40 28 

40 90 87 53 71 48 

50 121 120 67 109 73 
Source: (Zwarts et al. 1996b). 
Note: Handling time h=aLb (handling time, h in s and prey length, L in mm). 
 
Norris and Johnstone (1998) estimate handling times of 50 s for large cockles and 15 to 20 s 
for the smallest size classes. Triplet et al. (1999) measure a handling time of 14 s for cockles 
23 mm in size. Given this variability, handling times of 15, 25, 50 and 75 s for juvenile 
respectively adult cockles and mussels fall within the range of observations. 
 

5.3.6 Handling time of common eiders (h) 
Common eiders swallow the prey whole, so handling times are shorter compared to 
oystercatchers, which spend a lot of time opening the prey and cutting the flesh loose from the 
shell. Nehls (1995) has published information on the handling times of common eiders 
feeding on large mussels in the wild (Table 5.6). 
 
Table 5.6. Handling (s) of common eiders feeding on large mussels. 
 June/July August/ September November/March 
"Swimming" 7.8 14.4 22.0 
Diving 12.8 12.8 16.1 
Source: Table 5.1 and 5.2 in (Nehls 1995).  
 
Unpublished personal field observations of common eiders feeding on cockles indicate that 
swallowing of cockles takes only a few seconds. We roughly estimate the handling times for 
juveniles cockles and mussels, to be 5 seconds and those of adult cockles to be 10 seconds 
and 15 seconds for adult mussels. 
 

5.3.7 Functional response of oystercatchers (a, q) 
Van der Meer and Ens (1997) estimated the parameters of the Beddington functional response 
equation for cockle and mussel feeding oystercatchers based on the literature They arrive at a 
= 0.0007 m2/s, q = 1000 m2. Rappoldt et al. 2004) estimate a value of 0.00086 m2/s for a in 
the Holling disc equation which ignores interference. Stillmann et al. (2000) find much larger 
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values. They observed a search speed and a search path width. If we multiply these values for 
search speed and search path width, we arrive at a value for a of about 0.009 m2/s. Norris and 
Johnstone (1998) using an equation given by Zwarts and Blomert (1992) find values varying 
between 0.001 and 0.005 depending on the size of the shellfish. We base the value for a on 
Norris and Johnstone (1998) because using those values mean that oystercatchers experience 
little interference when the predator density is less then 100, which coincides with the 
observations shown in Stillmann et al. (2002). 

Interference among mussel feeding oystercatchers is stronger than interference among 
cockle feeding oystercatchers (Ens and Cayford 1996). Here, we assume that the interference 
of mussel feeding oysterchatcers is twice the value estimated by Van der Meer and Ens 
(1997) and interference of cockle feeding oystercatchers is half of this. These values are such 
that the intake rate of oystercatchers matches the observations of Stillmann et al. (2002) more 
or less. The intake rates are shown in Figure 5.5. 
 

5.3.8 Functional response of common eiders (a, q) 
No published information exists on the functional response of common eiders or on 
interference. To date, the only evidence for interference comes from a study of Nehls and 
Ketzenberg (2002) who show that fewer birds fed on a preferred mussel bed when the total 
population increased. However, since common eiders often feed in large tight flocks, it is 
assumed that interference is so small that it can be ignored. Hence, q = 0 m2. Furthermore, we 
assume that common eiders search as quickly and efficiently as oystercatchers. Therefore the 
same values for a apply as for oystercatchers. This is a rough guess, but a better estimate is 
not available yet and by taking the same values as for oystercatchers we are better able to 
study the effect of those parameters, which we do know to be different. 
 

5.3.9 Starvation (f) 
Oystercatchers and common eiders have energy reserves in winter, which carry them through 
periods during which they cannot feed. Hulscher (1989) calculated the expected survival of 
oystercatchers during a frost period based on the measured weight distribution and the known 
energetics of the birds. The first birds would have died after three days and virtually none 
would have survived more than 10 days without food. Such a mortality curve cannot be 
achieved with a constant daily mortality rate for birds that do not feed. However, a mortality 
rate of 0.1 is a reasonable approximation. After 3 days without food, 27% would have died 
(which is too high) and after 10 days, 65% (which is too low). 

Common eiders have a lower mass-specific metabolic rate. So, they can probably 
survive a little longer without food for a same proportion of extra reserves. But for the 
common eider, a mortality rate of 0.1 also seems a reasonable estimate. 
 

5.3.10 Shellfish mass decrease (b) 
According to Goss-Custard et al. (2001) the overwinter decrease in flesh mass (AFDM) of 
mussels 45 mm long is 62.5 mg/month ,i.e. a decreases by about 50% per winter. (Norris and 
Johnstone 1998) measure a 49.3% decrease in flesh mass of cockles during winter in the 
Burry Inlet. Similar declines are reported by Klepper (1989) and (Zwarts 1991). In line with 
the literature, we choose a 50% decrease of shellfish mass during winter. This leads to the 
values in table 5.2. 
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5.3.11 Additional mortality (k) 
Rappoldt et al. (2004) estimate additional mortality of shellfish to be 1% per month. Thus k is 
set at 5e-9 per second, assuming exponential decrease (equation (4)) for cockles as well as 
mussels. To account for the fact that in the model all additional mortality takes place during 
210 days of winter instead of 365 days per year, k is rounded above i.e. the ceiling of 

3600*24*30
)99.0ln(

. 

 
According to these parameter values, an oystercatcher needs 43.2 grams AFDM of shellfish 
meat per day, which are 108 adult cockles at the start of winter. An oystercatcher can find and 
eat this amount in less than 2 hours, when 10 oystercatchers occupy an area of 104 m2 with a 
cockle density of 50 per m2 (see equation (3)). The intake rate for oystercatchers is shown in 
Figure 5.5, for several prey densities at the start of winter. This is the intake rate while the 
bird is feeding, when the tide is out. 
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Figure 5.5. Graphical representation of the generalised functional response of the 
oystercatcher.  
Note: The intake rate is plotted against the density of conspecifics for several densities of 
adult prey; a) cockle density: 0 per m2 and mussel density: 500 per m2, b) cockle density: 0 
per m2 and mussel density: 100 per m2, c) cockle density: 100 per m2 and mussel density: 100 
per m2, d) cockle density: 100 per m2 and mussel density: 0 per m2, e) cockle density: 500 per 
m2 and mussel density: 0 per m2.  
 
Triplet et al. (1999) measured an average feeding rate of 5.7 cockles per 5 minutes in the Baie 
de Somme. The average oystercatcher density was 165/ha, the average cockle density was 
1200/ha and their average size 23 mm. Assuming those cockles had a AFDM of 150 mg, the 
intake rate of the oystercatchers was 2.85 mg/s. The Beddington formulation (equation 3) 
combined with the parameter values in tables 5.1 and 5.2 estimates a intake rate of 2.85 mg/s as 
well for these values for densities and mass. 

The interference area for common eiders is 0, thus in effect common eiders have a 
Holling type II functional response (Yodzis 1989). It does not matter how many common 
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eiders occupy a gridcell, their intake rate will remain the same. Table 5.7 shows intake rates 
for the same prey densities as used in Figure 5.5. A common eider needs 173 grams AFDM 
shellfish meat per day, which equals 288 adult mussels at the start of winter. In an area with a 
mussel density of 50 per m2, a common eider can find and eat those in less than one hour and 
a half.  
 
Table 5.7. Intake rates of common eiders, for different densities of adult cockles and adult 
mussels (The same shellfish densities are used as in Figure 5.5). 
 a b c d e 
cockles [/m2] 
mussels [/m2] 

0 
500 

0 
100 

100 
100 

100 
0 

500 
0 

W [mg/s] 38.3 35.3 36.2 30 36 
 
Common eiders dive for prey, so they only eat on intertidal flats when these are covered with 
water. Oystercatchers feed on exposed mudflats. Thus, the two birds compete for food in 
those areas that are dry during a certain period of the tide and are sufficiently submerged in 
another period.  

In our model, adult cockles and mussels have the same mass/handling time ratio for 
common eiders as well as oystercatchers. As the mussels are quicker to find and heavier, 
common eiders prefer mussels over cockles. When the cockle density is sufficiently high 
(about 60%) compared to the mussel density cockles are added to the common eider´s diet. 
For oystercatchers it is more complicated because of interference. With few competing birds, 
oystercatchers prefer mussels because they are quicker to find. However, with many 
competitors, oystercatchers will prefer cockles because interference is lower. 
 

5.4 System behaviour 

The model is simulated on a hypothetical 10x10 grid. The geography and spatial 
heterogeneity of the model world do not resemble a real world ecosystem. However, 
differences in depth, and suitability for recruitment are characteristics of any real world 
system. The geography, a square along which sides, depth and suitability for shellfish 
recruitment increase linearly, is chosen to interpret the population dynamics of the ecosystem 
model easily. Annual recruitment of shellfish is taken constant. This is not realistic. 
Recruitment varies randomly over the years. For the sake of studying the internal dynamics of 
the system, we choose to exclude this stochastic external driving force. In Section 5.5, the 
stochastic behaviour of the model is illustrated when random recruitment is applied.  

The ecosystem produces a certain amount of adult shellfish each year. This amount is 
described by variables such as recruitment, mortality and the mass of shellfish. With this 
annual production of shellfish, an average number of birds can be sustained. The feeding 
strategy of the two bird species represented by parameters such as a, h and Wemi, create the 
dynamics and the composition of the equilibrium. Depending on the parameter values, birds 
either efficiently eat the new supply each year, resulting in a constant number of birds and 
shellfish at the start of winter, or the ecosystem experiences an ongoing over- and 
undershooting of the sustainable stock levels. When shellfish stock levels are high, bird 
numbers will grow. When they are low bird numbers decrease. When the size of the bird 
population has grown above the sustainable number, birds eventually will add (more) juvenile 
shellfish to their diet. Therefore, less adult shellfish are available the next year, resulting in a 
fast collapse of shellfish and bird numbers. Bird species can switch to less preferred 
alternative food sources when cockles and mussels are scarce. The availability of alternative 
prey dampens the extreme collapse of both bird species. 
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Although one could say that birds live on annually produced shellfish, a sufficiently 
high stock level of shellfish is necessary because birds need a high enough density to find 
their daily meal. In this model, there is no stock-recruitment relation for shellfish. Thus, the 
shellfish stock level is not needed to produce offspring that can mature to become bird food. 

In the model, common eiders have a refuge for competition. On the west side of the 
grid, it is too deep for the oystercatcher to feed. Fishermen can fish in the deep cells, so when 
fishing is allowed common eiders lose their exclusive use. During the winter period, the 
population sizes of all animals decrease. Shellfish are eaten and some birds die of starvation. 
The following summer, stock sizes change suddenly due to new-borns and recruitment. This 
is seen in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6. 10-years time series of global stock levels of shellfish and birds.  
 
The saw-tooth like time series occurs because of the different length of the time step for 
summer and winter. The condensed time in summer (one time step) when shellfish recruit and 
birds get chicks, causes the upward jump in stock levels. 

In the following, the output data is annually sampled at the beginning of winter (the 
highest values) to smoothen the yearly decreases and sudden summer recoveries. The 
simulation shows that out of the irregular local dynamics a regular global behaviour emerges. 
Global stock levels vary almost periodically with periods of 20-25 years. Birds lag some five 
years behind compared to shellfish. Figure 5.7 shows the 300-year time series of the number 
of birds and shellfish. The oystercatcher population collapses a few years before the eider 
population. The system is characterised by periods of collapse and recovery. 
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Figure 5.7. 300-years time series of stock levels in numbers of shellfish and birds. 
Note: Stock levels are sampled at the start of winter. 
 
Locally, at the gridcell level, no semi-periodic behaviour can be seen (figures 5.8 and 5.9). 
The local behaviour is characterised by two periods, one of steady growth, which coincides 
for a large part with the global recovery period and one of chaotic behaviour, which starts 
before the collapse of the global system and ends when the global recovery begins. In cells 
with large bird populations, the chaotic behaviour starts earlier. In cells with small bird 
populations, the chaotic period may be absent. The period of growth is followed by a period 
of decline. Globally, the annually sampled system shows a semi-periodic behaviour with the 
period and amplitude depending on parameter values, as we will show later (see Figure 5.14). 
As can be seen from figures 5.8 and 5.9, the oystercatcher population is behaving chaotically 
much sooner than the common eider population, for some gridcells almost during the entire 
cycle. 
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Figure 5.8. The last 50-year time series of the local eider population in each cell and the 
global population. 
Note: The global population is denoted by the fat grey line. The values for the local 
population can be read from the primary y-axis, values for the global population can be read 
from the secondary y-axis. 
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Figure 5.9. The last 100-year time series of the local oystercatcher population in each cell 
and the global population. 
Note: The global population is denoted by the fat black line. The values for the local 
population can be read from the primary y-axis, values for the global population can be read 
from the secondary y-axis. 
 
According to findings of (Bascompte and Solé 1995, Jansen and de Roos 2000), space can 
stabilise the dynamics, meaning that although the dynamics can be chaotic, the overall 
deviation of a long term mean is relatively small and shifts towards other global attractors are 
more difficult in large areas. We see the same mechanism in our model. Local surpluses are 
compensated by local shortages elsewhere and potential fluctuations are smoothed by 
emigration of birds from other areas. The local behaviour is much more irregular than the 
global. 
 The global predation pressure and additional shellfish mortality are shown in figures 
5.10 and 5.11. On average some 20% of both the cockle and mussel population is eaten by 
oystercatchers. These values are within the range reported in field studies on oystercatchers 
(Zwarts and Drent 1981, Goss-Custard et al. 2001, Ens et al. 2004). Common eiders eat an 
other 20% of both shellfish species and some 13% dies of additional causes. In years of 
collapse up to 50% of the shellfish stock is eaten by common eiders. Oystercatchers can eat 
up to 35% of the shellfish stock. At times of collapse when the common eider population is at 
its peak eiders eat more of the shellfish stock than oystercatchers. In the beginning and most 
of the recovery period oystercatchers eat more shellfish than the common eiders 
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Figure 5.10. The mortality of adult cockles through predation by oystercatchers, common 
eiders or through additional causes. 
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Figure 5.11. The mortality of adult mussels through predation by oystercatchers, common 
eiders or through additional causes. 
 
The mortality of the oystercatcher is larger than that of the common eider in most years, but 
not as severe in the years of collapse (see Figure 5.12). Which explains the much faster 
collapse of the common eider population. Interference causes the difference between the two 
bird species. The common eider population can grow until there is not enough food to support 
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them and the population almost at once collapses. The oystercatchers on the other hand start 
to hinder each other at high densities causing many of them to starve before there is an actual 
food shortage. This dampens the collapse. 
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Figure 5.12. The mortality of birds through starvation. 
 

The amount of food that needs to be present in the ecosystem per individual so that it 
can survive, which Ens et al (2004) have called the Ecological food requirement, is higher 
than the amount the birds actually eat in the course of winter, which is called the 
physiological food requirement. Reviewing studies in British and French estuaries, Goss-
Custard et al. 2004 conclude that oystercatchers need 2.5 - 7.7 times as much shellfish mass at 
the start of winter than they actually eat. Rappoldt et al (2003a) and Rappoldt et al (2003b) 
found values of the ratio between ecological and physiological food requirement of 3 and 2.5 
for Wadden Sea and Oosterschelde respectively. Our finding fits that range. Figure 5.13 
shows the surplus fraction i.e. the amount of shellfish in mass the ecosystem provides divided 
by what birds physiologically need, in relation to bird mortality.  
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Figure 5.13. A scatterplot of bird mortality versus the surplus fraction of food in the 
ecosystem. 
 
Bird mortality is almost always between 0 and 10% except when the surplus fraction is lower 
than 2. For a higher surplus fraction than about 5 there is a decreasing mortality trend. When 
the data is examined in a time series it shows that the oystercatcher population start their 
collapse at about a surplus fraction of 2.5 and the common eider population collapses at a 
surplus fraction of about 2. 

The choice of parameter values is important. Slightly different values can have a great 
effect on the behaviour of the model. Figure 5.14 shows 5 common eider time series in which 
12 parameters are increased with 10% and another 11 parameters are decreased with 10%. 
These 5 simulation runs are the first 5 shown in Table 5.8. They illustrate that a slightly 
different set of parameter values (10% change) e.g. due to measurement errors, can make a 
significant difference. Slightly different parameter values can change the period and 
amplitude of the predator-prey cycle. Other parameter values can change the composition of 
the system. In the first run for instance, the common eider becomes extinct. It is also possible 
that the system dynamics change from being cyclic to approaching equilibrium. In the next 
section we will examine for which parameters the system is most sensitive. 
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Figure 5.14. Five 200-year time series of the global common eider population for parameter 
values that differ plus or minus 10% from the standard values (see Section 5.3). 
 

5.5 Sensitivity analysis 

The model has many parameters. Some parameters are more important than others. Some 
have a large influence on the system's behaviour and some hardly matter. It is not intuitively 
clear how model behaviour changes when one of the parameters is slightly altered. Therefore, 
a sensitivity analysis is applied to better understand the role different parameters play in the 
model. We consider a sensitivity analysis good modelling practise and important to 
understand the behaviour of a complicated model. 
 Apart from the physical parameters described in Section 5.2, the model has two 
computational parameters, namely the time step and grid size. These parameters are needed 
for the numerical solution of the model. The resolution in time and space of the model is of 
great importance to the numerical error in the simulation. The time step and grid size must be 
small and in balance with each other to avoid large errors. Otherwise, numerical noise drives 
the dynamics of the model. We used trial and error to find the time step and grid size that 
were accurate enough. The difference of the bird population levels between simulations on a 
10x10 and a 20x20 grid were negligible. However, the simulation on the 5x5 grid results in 
bird populations that fluctuate faster, with higher and lower extremes and a lower average 
than on the 10x10 grid. We obtained similar results for the time step. A time step of ten days 
instead of two or one day(s) similarly causes instabilities. A course resolution can cause 
instabilities. This is a well-known result from numerical mathematics but nonetheless 
important to note here. Numerical instability can easily be attributed to chaotic non-linear 
behaviour of the system under study.  

Following Beres and Hawkins (2001), a foldover Plackett-Burman design is used to 
find the sensitivities of the physical parameters. Cryer and Havens (1999) give another 
example of applying the Plackett-Burman design for a sensitivity analysis of an 
environmental model. A Plackett-Burman design is a fractional factorial design, which allows 
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detecting very efficiently the main effects of each parameter (Box et al., 1978). The main or 

first order effect is an estimate of 
p
X

∂
∂

 where X is the variable of interest and p is the 

parameter for which the sensitivity of X is tested. 
Simulations are executed with maximum and minimum values of each parameter that 

is included in the sensitivity analysis. Compared with a traditional one-at-a-time approach, in 
which only one parameter is varied per run, the effect of changing a parameter is estimated as 
the average over variations of the other parameters. Also, interaction between parameters 
(second and higher order effects) can be shown although they may be confounded with other 
2- or multiple parameter interactions (Box et al., 1978). 
 The design matrix (Table 5.8) shows 48 runs that have been simulated for a period of 
200 years. Each row of the matrix represents a simulation run. The signs indicate whether the 
high or the low extreme of a variable is used. The nature scenario is applied, in which there is 
no fishing. The model is simulated on the before mentioned 10x10 grid. Section 5.3 gives 
more details on the simulation grid and the choice of parameter values. The maximum and 
minimum values deviate plus and minus 10% from those given in Section 5.3. For each run 
the average bird population is computed over the last 150 years. After 50 years the system is 
expected to be stable (see Figure 5.7). 

The first order effect of a parameter on a variable is computed by subtracting the 
average of the variable when the parameter has its minimum value, from the average of the 
variable when it has its maximum value. This results in the average change when the 
parameter changes from its minimum to its maximum value. For example the main effect of 
adult mussel mass (mm2) on the common eider population is calculated as follows: -0 - 22953 
+ 19906 … /24 = 3459. The pluses and minuses are found in the adult mussel mass (mm2) 
column of Table 5.8. When we divide this number by the average common eider population 
over all 48 runs, we get 0.12, the number in Table 5.10. This number reflects the average 
relative change in the common eider population when the adult mussel mass changes from –
10% to +10% of the standard value. 

Tables 5.9 and 5.10 show the first order effect of the parameters for which the 
common eider and the oystercatcher population are the most sensitive respectively. The 
numbers give the average rate of change for the stock levels and variances when the 
parameter is changed from the minimum to the maximum. 

As expected the first order effects show that the bird populations are predominately 
sensitive to the presence of food in relation to how much they need. This is reflected through 
parameters such as the mass and mortality of shellfish and Wnec. However, especially the 
common eider is not overly sensitive to recruitment, cm1 and cc1. Adult shellfish are the main 
source of food. Presumably, it is more important how many recruits survive into adulthood 
reflected by the parameters cm2 and cc2, than are actually recruited. The oystercatcher is also 
sensitive to Wemi, which reflects how easily birds disperse over the area to find food. The 
oystercatcher population would decrease if birds would search for a better feeding area 
sooner, i.e. a greater Wemi. There must be a trade-off, however, between leaving a spot too 
soon (without being able to find a better feeding place) and staying too long (when elsewhere 
higher intake rates could be realised).  

The relatively high sensitivity of Wemi is rather unfortunate because it is a parameter 
that has not been measured in the field yet. Consequently, the errors in our estimates are 
probably large and may have serious influence on the simulation results. The high sensitivity 
of Wemi,oy in comparison with the sensitivities of search and handling time (a and h) shows 
that the macro feeding behaviour of a bird i.e. how to find the best musselbank, is more 
important than the micro behaviour i.e how quickly a mussel is processed. We have 
investigated the sensitivity for migration further. A simulation is conducted in which a bird 
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emigrates to neighbouring gridcells within a 2 km radius instead of to a random gridcell if its 
intake rate is less than Wemi. The global differences are very small. The cycles for the 
oystercatcher are somewhat smoother and the minimum population level is about 10000 
higher. 
 
Table 5.8. Plackett-Burman design matrix of the sensitivity analysis.  
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1 + + + + + - + - + + - - + + - - + - + - - - - 0 126185 
2 + + + + - + - + + - - + + - - + - + - - - - + 22953 86998 
3 + + + - + - + + - - + + - - + - + - - - - + + 19906 93520 
4 + + - + - + + - - + + - - + - + - - - - + + + 22842 75205 
5 + - + - + + - - + + - - + - + - - - - + + + + 27440 94214 
6 - + - + + - - + + - - + - + - - - - + + + + + 28851 76544 
7 + - + + - - + + - - + - + - - - - + + + + + - 22412 109354 
8 - + + - - + + - - + - + - - - - + + + + + - + 44538 73430 
9 + + - - + + - - + - + - - - - + + + + + - + - 31656 156159 
10 + - - + + - - + - + - - - - + + + + + - + - + 28824 139040 
11 - - + + - - + - + - - - - + + + + + - + - + + 30452 110972 
12 - + + - - + - + - - - - + + + + + - + - + + - 37761 154531 
13 + + - - + - + - - - - + + + + + - + - + + - - 26620 145105 
14 + - - + - + - - - - + + + + + - + - + + - - + 31062 117373 
15 - - + - + - - - - + + + + + - + - + + - - + + 38212 77915 
16 - + - + - - - - + + + + + - + - + + - - + + - 30431 107881 
17 + - + - - - - + + + + + - + - + + - - + + - - 28936 102402 
18 - + - - - - + + + + + - + - + + - - + + - - + 31303 102376 
19 + - - - - + + + + + - + - + + - - + + - - + - 26159 125983 
20 - - - - + + + + + - + - + + - - + + - - + - + 32036 83706 
21 - - - + + + + + - + - + + - - + + - - + - + - 40952 92215 
22 - - + + + + + - + - + + - - + + - - + - + - - 35519 138936 
23 - + + + + + - + - + + - - + + - - + - + - - 34905 129423 
24 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 22537 89658 
25 - - - - - + - + - - + + - - + + - + - + + + + 35318 109125 
26 - - - - + - + - - + + - - + + - + - + + + + - 31096 147863 
27 - - - + - + - - + + - - + + - + - + + + + - - 38012 136685 
28 - - + - + - - + + - - + + - + - + + + + - - - 34221 160481 
29 - + - + - - + + - - + + - + - + + + + - - - - 38273 122130 
30 + - + - - + + - - + + - + - + + + + - - - - - 27424 152705 
31 - + - - + + - - + + - + - + + + + - - - - - + 34211 110689 
32 + - - + + - - + + - + - + + + + - - - - - + - 26174 125694 
33 - - + + - - + + - + - + + + + - - - - - + - + 27534 77752 
34 - + + - - + + - + - + + + + - - - - - + - + - 28563 79839 
35 + + - - + + - + - + + + + - - - - - + - + - - 27839 61435 
36 + - - + + - + - + + + + - - - - - + - + - - + 0 67115 
37 - - + + - + - + + + + - - - - - + - + - - + + 33353 81198 
38 - + + - + - + + + + - - - - - + - + - - + + - 28820 106529 
39 + + - + - + + + + - - - - - + - + - - + + - - 24966 135506 
40 + - + - + + + + - - - - - + - + - - + + - - + 31981 102454 
41 - + - + + + + - - - - - + - + - - + + - - + + 35780 104646 
42 + - + + + + - - - - - + - + - - + + - - + + - 0 109136 
43 - + + + + - - - - - + - + - - + + - - + + - + 32786 99639 
44 + + + + - - - - - + - + - - + + - - + + - + - 27161 139160 
45 + + + - - - - - + - + - - + + - - + + - + - + 24449 111660 
46 + + - - - - - + - + - - + + - - + + - + - + + 20768 87314 
47 + - - - - - + - + - - + + - - + + - + - + + + 24640 92393 
48 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 35276 138485 

 
Note: Rows represent a simulation run, columns represent a parameter. ‘+’ denotes the 
maximum value is used, ‘-’ (also marked in grey) that the minimum value is used. The last 
two columns give the results (over last 150 years). 
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Finally, Table 5.9 on common eiders contains 8 oystercatcher parameters, whereas Table 
5.10 on oystercatchers contains only 7 common eider parameters, whose sensitivities are also 
generally smaller than the sensitivities of eiders to oystercatcher parameters. Thus, eiders 
seem more sensitive to oystercatchers, than oystercatchers are to eiders. Probably, this is 
related to the fact that oystercatcher populations decrease as a result of food shortage before 
eider populations do. 

 
Table 5.9. The results of the Plackett-Burman sensitivity analysis for the common eider 
population. 
Common eider 
W-nec,ei Necessary daily intake rate, below which a common eider will starve -0.36 
m-c2 Mass of an adult cockle at the start of winter 0.22 
W-min,ei Minimum intake rate, below which a common eider will feed on alternative prey 0.17 
c-m2 Summer survival of juvenile mussels 0.16 
m-m2 Mass of an adult mussel at the start of winter 0.12 
q-oy Interference area of oystercatchers 0.11 
c-c2 Summer survival of juvenile cockles 0.11 
h-ei,c2 Handling time of an adult cockle by a common eider -0.10 
a-oy Search coefficient of oystercatchers -0.07 
W-emi,ei Emigration intake rate, below which a common eider will emigrate -0.06 
W-min,oy Minimum intake rate, below which an oystercatcher will feed on alternative prey 0.05 
h-oy,c2 Handling time of an adult cockle by an oystercatcher 0.05 
r-ei Recruitment coefficient of common eiders -0.05 
k-m2 Additional mortality of adult mussels 0.04 
W-nec,oy Necessary daily intake rate, below which an oystercatcher will starve 0.04 
c-m1 Recruitment of (juvenile) mussels 0.03 
r-oy Recruitment coefficient of oystercatchers -0.02 
a-ei Search coefficient of common eiders 0.02 
h-ei,m2 Handling time of an adult mussel by a common eider -0.02 
c-c1 Recruitment of (juvenile) cockles 0.01 
W-emi,oy Emigration intake rate, below which an oystercatcher will emigrate 0.01 
h-oy,m2 Handling time of an adult mussel by an oystercatcher  0.01 
k-c2 Additional mortality of adult cockles 0.00 
Note: Each column shows the main effect of each parameter on the common eider population. 
The parameters are ranked according to their absolute importance. The values show the 
relative change when the parameter is changed by 10%. Negative sensitivities are marked in 
grey. 
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Table 5.10. The results of the Plackett-Burman sensitivity analysis for the oystercatcher 
population. 
Oystercatcher 
m-m2 Mass of an adult mussel at the start of winter 0.26 
W-nec,oy Necessary daily intake rate, below which an oystercatcher will starve -0.24 
m-c2 Mass of an adult cockle at the start of winter 0.14 
c-m2 Summer survival of juvenile mussels 0.12 
c-m1 Recruitment of (juvenile) mussels 0.12 
W-emi,oy Emigration intake rate, below which an oystercatcher will emigrate -0.10 
c-c1 Recruitment of (juvenile) cockles 0.09 
h-oy,m2 Handling time of an adult mussel by an oystercatcher  -0.06 
c-c2 Summer survival of juvenile cockles 0.06 
W-nec,ei Necessary daily intake rate, below which a common eider will starve 0.05 
W-emi,ei Emigration intake rate, below which a common eider will emigrate 0.04 
h-oy,c2 Handling time of an adult cockle by an oystercatcher  -0.03 
r-oy Recruitment coefficient of oystercatchers 0.03 
k-c2 Additional mortality of adult cockles -0.03 
q-oy Interference area of oystercatchers -0.02 
r-ei Recruitment coefficient of common eiders -0.02 
a-oy Search coefficient of oystercatchers 0.02 
h-ei,m2 Handling time of an adult mussel by an oystercatcher  0.02 
W-min,oy Minimum intake rate, below which an oystercatcher will feed on alternative prey -0.01 
W-min,ei Minimum intake rate, below which a common eider will feed on alternative prey 0.01 
h-ei,c2 Handling time of an adult mussel by a common eider  0.01 
a-ei Search coefficient of common eiders -0.01 
k-m2 Additional mortality of adult mussels -0.01 
Note: Each column shows the main effect of each parameter on the oystercatcher population. 
The parameters are ranked according to their absolute importance. The values show the 
relative change when the parameter is changed by 10%. Negative sensitivities are marked in 
grey. 
 

5.6 Stochastic recruitment 

The system is not very sensitive to recruitment. Nevertheless, recruitment does influence the 
behaviour of the ecosystem For the sake of the sensitivity analysis, they were taken constant 
but these parameters can vary greatly over the years. The model will be used to develop and 
analyse management scenarios. Because of the sensitivity for shellfish recruitment and the 
stochastic nature of recruitment, management scenarios should be analysed for robustness 
using stochastic recruitment, long time series and ideally evaluate several values for mean and 
variance. 

To illustrate the importance of stochastic recruitment, a simulation with random 
recruitment of shellfish is undertaken. Figure 5.15 shows the dynamics of the model when 
stochastic recruitment is used. 
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Figure 5.15. 200-years time series of stock levels of shellfish and birds. Recruitment of 
shellfish is stochastic.  
Note: The probability density of X is lognormal distributed with an average of 100 m-2 and a 
standard deviation of 100 m-2. 
 
Recruitment of shellfish often has a skewed probability density function. Many years will 
show relatively little recruitment and only in very few years recruitment is high. Therefore the 
value of the stochastic recruitment parameter X is taken from a lognormal distribution. Thus, 
there will be relatively many years with recruitment below average 
 Figure 5.15 shows that random recruitment causes the bird populations also to vary 
randomly but as expected at a much slower pace than the shellfish populations. The number 
of birds is strongly correlated to the number of birds in the year before. The good years do not 
add much to the food supply of birds because most of the extra shellfish die before they can 
be eaten. The bad years however hamper growth of the bird population by either causing extra 
starvation directly though lack of food or indirectly by causing searching inefficiencies. 

In a test run with higher variability (standard deviation, 200 m-2) the common eider 
population becomes extinct at some time. A few bad years in a time when the bird population 
is relatively high can cause a collapse from which recovery is not possible. The model 
obviously ignores that common eiders from other geographical areas may recolonise the area 
and also that birds may have fled to these areas before they become extinct. Nevertheless, it is 
shown that severe randomness can have a devastating effect on the bird population.  
 

5.7 Conclusions 

The paper describes and analyses a model of the interaction between two types of birds and 
two types of shellfish. The model simulates the movement of birds in space and the dynamics 
of the populations. It is not our aim to contribute with this model to our understanding of the 
population dynamics of this type of system. Our aim is to contribute to an understanding how 
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different shellfish fishery policies will affect the ecosystem and the economic profits of the 
fishermen. However, we can only use the model for scenario calculations once it has gained 
sufficient credibility. We also need a sufficient understanding of the dynamics of the model. 
Before we discuss the behaviour of the model, we will deal with the question to what extent 
the model succeeds in capturing the important features of the empirical study system. For the 
most part, we have characterised the model system via basic processes whose parameters can 
and have been measured. Consequently, the model can be considered as a book-keeping 
exercise of shellfish biomass and bird numbers. When there are no mistakes in the book-
keeping, the results should follow. However, we also deliberately ignored several well-known 
features of the ecology of both shellfish and birds. We will discuss the most prominent of 
these in turn. 
(1) We did not include a digestive bottleneck for the birds (Kersten and Visser 1996). When 

food is abundant, birds can collect food at a faster rate than they can digest, so they are 
forced to interrupt their food searching with digestive pauses. This process was not 
included as it operates at the scale of hours, whereas one day was a convenient time step 
for our simulations. The digestive bottleneck is a problem only when the birds have a 
limited feeding time. Thus, the possibility for the birds to maintain a positive energy 
balance is overestimated in gridcells with short feeding times. We suspect that this may 
affect the details, but not the overall working of the model. 

(2) We did not include emigration to different geographical areas in our model. Other 
estuaries or coastal zones could offer the birds a refuge when the mussel and cockle 
populations have crashed. In that case we expect an effect on the dynamics of the system, 
because birds would move to the refuge, instead of starve to death. This situation may 
apply to common eiders that have moved from the Wadden Sea to the North Sea coastal 
zone to feed on Spisula subtruncata, apparently in response to a shortage of their primary 
food (Camphuysen et al. 2002). 

(3) We did not include differences between individual birds in our model. For oystercatchers 
it is well known that individuals differ in prey selection (Sutherland et al. 1996), the rate 
at which they feed in the absence of interference (Goss-Custard and Durell 1988) and 
dominance (Ens and Cayford 1996). Explicit inclusion of individual differences requires 
that the model keeps track of each individual, which it currently does not do. Keeping 
track of individuals would greatly increase both the complexity of the model and the 
duration of the simulations. Implicitly, individual differences are incorporated by 
modelling emigration and starvation as probabilities that depend on the average intake rate 
of the individuals in the gridcell. Our feeling, which remains to be tested, is that this 
suffices for our purposes. 

(4) We did not include seasonal changes in climatic conditions in the model. The birds have 
higher energy needs during periods of cold weather and oystercatchers may find it 
difficult to feed when the mud flats are covered with ice. Our feeling, which remains to be 
tested, is that inclusion of seasonal changes in climate and climatic variability would 
increase the noise in the outcome, but would not dramatically alter the dynamics of the 
system.  

We only included stochasticity in recruitment of shellfish as an option in the model, 
yet it is known that recruitment of shellfish is highly erratic between years (Beukema 1982). 
Our rationale for this choice was that inclusion of stochasticity in recruitment from the start 
would have made it difficult, if not impossible, to comprehend the dynamics of the system 
and to carry out a sensitivity analysis. The constant recruitment case provided a baseline for 
studying the model. Nevertheless, an illustration of the effect of adding noise to the 
recruitment is shown. The behaviour of the system is characterised by predator-prey cycles 
with a period of 20 to 25 years. In order to calibrate and/or validate the model accurately, one 
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would need a data set of at least 40 years. Stochastic recruitment obscures the systems 
behaviour and prolongs the cycle (see Figure 5.15). Consequently, one would probably need 
more than 40 years of data. To date, the only data set on bivalve stocks that covers such a 
long period is the study of the benthic animals on the Balgzand area, which was initiated in 
1970 e.g. (Beukema 1982, 1993). However, the Balgzand area is only a small part of the 
entire Wadden Sea. Besides, our grid is a hypothetical area that does not exactly match a real 
world situation. Therefore, a validation can only be tentative. Nevertheless, predation pressure 
is of the correct order of magnitude and so is the ecological food requirement.  

A striking feature of the model is that it predicts occasional mass mortalities of the 
birds as a result of food shortage. In the real world, there is good evidence for mass mortality 
as a result of food shortage for both common eiders (Camphuysen et al 2002, Ens et al 2002, 
Ens et al 2004) and oystercatchers (Camphuysen et al 1996, Atkinson et al 2003). 

A sensitivity analysis shows that average population levels of birds are most sensitive 
to parameters that directly govern the amount of shellfish in the ecosystem in relation to what 
they need to survive. These are parameters such as the average mass and survival into 
adulthood of shellfish and Wnec., the daily intake a bird needs to survive. The efficiency with 
which birds choose to emigrate to better feeding grounds represented by Wemi, happens to be 
important. Unfortunately this is a parameter that is not measured accurately in the field. The 
sensitivity for Wemi shows that macro feeding behaviour is more important than micro feeding 
behaviour. A bird population can gain more by efficiently detecting the best mussel bed than 
by more efficiently depleting a mussel bed.  

Finally, when this model is used to analyse management options for the fisheries we 
obviously recommend to model recruitment of shellfish as a stochastic process. Recruitment 
of shellfish varies greatly over the years and since bird populations are very sensitive to the 
presence of shellfish in the ecosystem a great deal of variability in fishery profits and stock 
levels of birds is not accounted for when one uses constant average recruitment. 
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Chapter 6  
Scenario simulation and analysis of shellfishery policies by a 
multi-species spatial temporal model* 
 

6.1 Introduction 

The study of management of renewable resources has a long-standing tradition. Fisheries for 
example have been studied extensively since the fifties. Most of the early studies focus on 
single-species and single-user systems with just one management goal usually profit 
maximisation. For these types of systems, analytical solutions can sometimes be found (Clark 
1976). Obviously, the importance of species interactions such as predator-prey relations or 
competition (see e.g. (May et al. 1979)) are important for the dynamic behaviour of the 
system and make it difficult to find the optimal control. Extra complexity is added when 
systems have more than one user or the management aims to satisfy multiple criteria. For 
instance, the resource species must be maintained at a profitable level and endangered species 
must be protected. For example, Hoekstra and van den Bergh (2005) derive optimal fishing 
strategies when the nature conservation as well as the harvest of shellfish is valued. Bulte and 
van Kooten (2001) study a system in which a species that is harvested must also be 
conserved. Tu and Wilman (1992) describe a predator-prey system (wolf-moose) and 
investigate the effect of uncertainties in the populations on predator control programs. 
Furthermore, the effects of space e.g. fertile vs. non-fertile grounds, refugees and spatial 
interactions such as migration, further complicates matters (Sanchirico and Wilen 1999, 
Dieckmann et al. 2000). Consequently, most realistic models of managed ecosystems are so 
complex that they cannot be solved analytically. Therefore, numerical modelling and 
simulation are regularly being used to study management strategies in complex ecosystems. 

The Dutch Wadden Sea is such a complex ecosystem. Fishers harvest cockles and 
mussels and these shellfish serve as prey for bird species such as oystercatchers and common 
eiders (Ens 2003). Both need to be conserved due to Dutch and European environmental law. 
Recently, the mechanical cockle fisheries have been forced to close motivated by 
environmental protection. Hand gathering of cockles is still allowed. Several other European 
estuaries are similar areas with natural resources where the balance between exploitation and 
conservation is sought. Examples are the Bury Inlet (Bell et al. 2001) and the Menai Strait in 
the UK (Caldow et al. 2003, Caldow et al. 2004), the Oosterschelde (Ens et al. 2004) and 
Westerschelde (Rappoldt and Ens 2005) in the Netherlands, the Baie de Somme in France and 
the German Wadden Sea (Herlyn and Millat 2000).  

This paper develops a spatial model of such an ecosystem with complex spatial 
dynamics (Hoekstra and Ens 2006). The model incorporates multiple species, two predator 
species (birds) and two prey species (shellfish) subdivided into several size classes, and 
multiple users, namely a mussel fishery, a cockle fishery and a public authority. The model is 
used to simulate different management strategies to evaluate the effect on two management 
goals, namely: exploitation of fishing grounds and bird conservation. 

Stillmann et al. (2001) examine a similar system of a shellfishery and its effect on the 
oystercatcher population. They developed a detailed individual-based model of oystercatcher's 
foraging behaviour using parameter estimates from extensive field studies in the Exe estuary 
and the Bury inlet in the UK, as well as the massive literature on the ecology of the 
oystercatcher (Blomert et al. 1996, Goss-Custard 1996). The model was used to investigate 

                                                 
* Co-author: Bruno J. Ens. 
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alternative shellfish management policies for the Burry Inlet (West et al. 2003) and the Menai 
Strait (Caldow et al. 2004).  

The model presented here is not as detailed when it comes to oystercatcher behaviour 
and calibration to a particular estuary, but incorporates an extra bird species and investigates 
the effect of mussel and cockle fisheries simultaneously. Thus, the system that we model 
includes two shellfish species, two shellfish fishers, each of which may be further divided into 
mechanized fishing and hand gathering, and two predators of large shellfish, which may feed 
in both tidal and subtidal areas. 

First we describe how the ecology and the behaviour of fishers are modelled. Next, a 
few management strategies are described. Subsequently the scenarios are simulated and the 
results analysed. 
 

6.2 Model description 

6.2.1 Ecology 
An extensive description of the ecological model as well as an analysis of that model’s 
behaviour can be found in (Hoekstra and Ens 2006). We extend the model by including 
explicit fishing scenarios. A brief description of the ecological part follows here. The model 
simulates the population dynamics and spatial distribution of birds and shellfish species. Birds 
prey on shellfish. When the shellfish stock is too low birds will starve and die. Each year new 
birds are born and new shellfish are recruited. Shellfish are eaten by birds and fished by 
humans. Birds move around, searching for food. 

Figure 6.1 shows in a schematic way the simulation area. The area is a divided into 
cells. Each cell has certain habitat characteristics and contains birds and shellfish. Birds feed 
in a cell, depending among others on the shellfish density in that cell. Birds can move freely 
from one cell to another. Shellfish are immobile. Due to the tide, each gridcell, depending on 
its depth, will be submerged during part of the day. Depending on the characteristics of a cell, 
it can be a more or less suitable environment for shellfish. In some of the fishing scenarios, 
some areas (cells) are closed for fishing. Other cells are designated to be a culture lot for 
mussel fishing.  
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Figure 6.1. An example of the simulation grid. Stock levels of each species are simulated in 
each gridcell. Each cell has certain characteristics such as depth and suitability for shellfish 
recruitment ,or are designated as culture lot or closed for fishing. Birds can move freely from 
one cell to another. 
 

The area is bounded, meaning that birds do not leave the grid. Birds remain in the 
area, but they do move from one cell to another. Time is divided into two periods: winter (210 
days, approximately September-April) and summer (the rest of the year). In winter, the birds 
stay in the modelled area (the grid). In summer, most birds move elsewhere to breed. Thus, in 
the model there is no bird predation on the shellfish stocks during the summer period. This is 
a simplification. Although the majority of oystercatchers and common eiders leave to breed 
elsewhere, a minority remains to breed in the Wadden Sea. In addition, small numbers of 
nonbreeding immature birds spend the summer on the wintering grounds. Parents and 
offspring return the next winter. Because birds are situated in the modelled area only during 
winter, the winter period is computed for daily time steps for which food intake, starvation 
and migration between gridcells are simulated whereas the summer period is computed in one 
time step only. In this single time step, fishing, recruitment of shellfish and birth of new birds 
are modelled for the entire summer period.  

The model consists of two types of birds (oystercatchers and eiders) and two types of 
shellfish (mussels and cockles). The shellfish are divided into age classes, small and large 
cockles and small, medium sized and large mussels. Five processes control the change in 
stock size of shellfish in a given grid cell: 

• food intake by birds, 
• fishing,  
• additional mortality, 
• recruitment of juveniles/small size, 
• ageing   
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Furthermore, shellfish mass declines during winter. The change in the number of birds in a 
grid cell is controlled by three processes: 

• birth, 
• death (as a result of starvation), 
• emigration from, and immigration to a gridcell. 

 
Feeding by birds directly links the stock levels of the predator and prey through depletion of 
shellfish on one hand and starvation and movement of birds on the other. If a bird cannot find 
enough food in a cell, it will either starve or move away. Feeding depends on two factors: (1) 
whether a shellfish species is a suitable prey, and (2) the time it takes a bird to find and eat a 
shellfish. According to (Charnov 1976), a predator will add a certain prey to its diet if this 
increases the predator’s intake rate, measured in energy per time. This means prey with a 
relatively high energy content and relatively low handling time are eaten. The average intake 
rate per bird as a function of the density of prey as well as the density of conspecifics, known 
as the functional response is given by Beddington's equation (Beddington 1975). Two extra 
factors are included. One to take into account that birds feed only during daylight hours and a 
second one to account for the tide. Some species feed during the time the grid cell is under 
water while other species feed while the cell is above water. 

 

6.2.2 Fisheries 
Dijkema (1997) and Ens et al. (2004) provide detailed descriptions on how the various types 
of fishery on cockles and mussels currently operate or operated in the past. Fishing for 
cockles can occur by hand or with the use of large boats operating suction dredges. Hand 
gatherers use a rake, which they pull through the mud when the mud is covered in shallow 
water. Suction dredges suck the mussels from the mud during high tide. Large cockles fetch a 
higher price than small cockles. Therefore, we assume that juvenile cockles are too small to 
be profitably fished. In the model, cockle fishers fish for large cockles in cells where the large 
cockle density is large enough to make a profit. This is characterised by a constant parameter, 
the profitable cockle density. If the cockle density is smaller than the profitable density, 
fishers will not fish for cockles. For suction dredging, an estimate of 25 cockles/m2 seems 
reasonable for large and profitable cockles (Stillmann et al. 1996). Since suction dredging 
does not occur in a systematic fashion, the fishing tracks increasingly overlap in the course of 
fishing (Stillmann et al. 1996, Ens et al. 2004). This means that the minimum density needed 
to start fishing is also the density at which fishing is stopped. In contrast, hand gatherers need 
much higher densities before they can profitably start fishing, but aerial photographs suggest 
that they can fish in a systematic fashion, meaning that remaining cockle densities are close to 
zero. The minimum density at which hand gatherers can start fishing for large and profitable 
cockles can be estimated at 250 cockles/m2.  

Fishers know the location of rich cockle beds, because they survey the area in the 
summer time before the fishing season opens and even though cockles live buried in the mud, 
rich beds can be recognized from the high densities of oystercatchers. In the model we 
therefore assume that fishers are aware of the shellfish densities in each cell. The cell with the 
highest density is fished first. Next the cell is fished with the second highest density etc. Boats 
must be able to enter the fishing area. Furthermore, cockles grow better the longer they are 
submerged with water during high tide and large cockles are the most profitable. Thus fishing 
occurs only in gridcells with sufficient depth i.e. they are above water more than 25% of the 
time.  

Hand gatherers can only operate in areas that are sufficiently exposed. We assume that 
they do not visit areas with exposure times less than 10%. Mussel culture lots are not fished 
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for cockles. Furthermore fishing occurs only in grid cells that are designated as open for 
fisheries. Fishers stop fishing when their quota is reached. The quota may be a constant or 
depend on time or shellfish density (e.g. as in food reservation). There is a maximum amount 
of cockles that can be fished during the season due to limited time and the limited capacity of 
fishing vessels. For the mechanical cockle fishing the maximum capacity is assumed 1.5e6 kg 
AFDW cockles, which is 7.5 times the annual recruit rate. For hand gatherers we presume it is 
0.4e6 kg AFDW cockles. Given that their profitable density is 250/m2, hand gatherers either 
do not fish or completely clean just one gridcell. In the 200-year open access simulation 
mechanical cockle fisher reached their maximum capacity 13 times. Hand gatherers reached it 
20 times. 

Recently, cockle fishermen in the Netherlands have started to experiment with cockle 
cultures. Only part of the cockles of high density beds are fished in the hope that the reduction 
in density will increase growth of the remaining cockles, and the fished cockles are 
transplanted to areas currently without cockles, but with good growing conditions. According 
to (Bult et al. 2004b) this system has the potential to increase the yield to the fishermen while 
at the same time decreasing environmental impact. We have not incorporated cockle cultures 
in the model because cockle cultures are currently in an experimental stage and not much data 
is available. 

Collecting wild mussels by hand or with dredges no longer occurs on a commercial 
basis in the Wadden Sea. Instead, young mussels are fished from wild beds and transported to 
culture lots, where they are left to grow to consumption size. The dredging for mussel seed is 
very similar to the dredging of cockles, except that mussels dredges scrape the mussels from 
the surface and lift them on board, instead of sucking them from the sediment (Dijkema 
1997). They fish for small mussels in deep grid cells where the juvenile mussel density is high 
enough (64 /m2). This value is based on profitable density of 0.1 kg mussels/m2 
(Craeymeersch et al. 2005), assuming 20% fresh meat per mussel and an AFDW of 16%. 
Large and medium sized mussels can also be targeted as seed mussels, but a mixture of 
different sizes classes is not very attractive to the mussel farmers. In the model we assume 
that mussel fishermen preferentially fish on the wild stocks in grid cells with the highest 
density. 

According to Bult et al. (2004) the mortality of mussels on culture lots is 80% of the 
mortality on wild beds and mussels on culture lots grow 1.7 times as fast. This is not strictly 
modelled. However, we allow for birds being chased away from culture lots, which will 
evidently lower mortality in the culture lots. Mussels are dumped in the culture lots without 
losses. In effect this means without summer mortality which can account for the faster 
growth. Large and midsize mussels are caught as bycatch . The large mussels are brought to 
the market directly. The small and medium size mussels are dumped in culture lots according 
to the following procedure. First the medium size mussels are dumped in the culture lot with 
the highest density of medium size mussels until the maximum sow density is reached. Then 
in the lot with the second highest density medium sized mussels are dumper until the 
maximum sow density is reached and so on until all medium size mussels are dumped. 
Secondly, the small mussels are dumped in the lots with the highest density of small mussels 
in the same way. The effect is that culture lots will consist of predominantly one size mussels. 
The maximum sow density in a culture lot is estimated based on Bult et al. (2004a). They 
estimate the production of a culture lot of average quality at 250 musseltons per hectare. 
Assuming 50% mortality, 20% fresh meat per mussel and an AFDW of 16%, the maximum 
sow density becomes 0.175 kg AFDW per m2. Mussel seed, i.e. juveniles or small sized 
mussels grow into large, commercial size mussels in two years. The mussel culture lot is 
harvested for large mussels each year. 
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The capacity of the boats and the time during which fishing for mussel seed is allowed 
is limited. The maximum capacity is set at 1.5e6 kg AFDW of mussels. During the last 150 
years of open access simulation the maximum capacity was never fully used. 

In the Wadden Sea mussel culture lots are located in sublittoral areas only. In the 
model, the mussel culture lots are therefore located in the deep cells in the west. Ten percent 
of the area is designated culture lot. Their cell numbers are: 1,11, 21, 31, 41, 51, 61, 71, 81, 
91. Cells are numbered from left (west) to right (east), from top (north) to bottom (south). 
Common Eiders have been chased from mussel culture lots in the past. Thus, we included the 
option of chasing Eiders. Chasing Eiders successfully is difficult (Ross and Furness 2000, 
2002) and nothing is known of the effectiveness of chasing eiders from the subtidal culture 
lots. We therefore introduced a chase rate that measured the effectiveness in chasing eiders. A 
chase rate of x% means that a minimum of x% of the birds leave the culture lot every day. 
The default chase rate is set at 25%. Because there is no data to estimate the true value of the 
chase rate several simulations are performed with varying chase rate. 

According to Piersma et al. (2001) suction dredging cockles has a long-term negative 
impact on the bottom and this reduces recruitment of cockles. Fishing of mussels may also 
have a negative impact on recruitment at the fished site, since mussel larvae preferentially 
settle on or near old mussel beds. Accordingly, (Dare et al. 2004) present evidence that the 
current low recruitment of mussels in the Wash is the result of the overfishing of the wild 
beds. To model this phenomenon, we assumed a reduced shellfish recruitment in a fished cell 
that exponentially recovers to its originally value. After one year the recruit rate is at 50% of 
its original value and after 10 years it is back at 99.9%. To investigate the sensitivity of the 
recovery rate it is varied in several simulations. 
 

6.3 Fishing scenarios 

The behaviour of the ecosystem is analysed for nine fishing scenarios. The scenarios are 
described below. 
 
Nature  

Under the nature scenario, fishing is not allowed anywhere, at any time. This scenario 
represents the pristine system. It serves as a benchmark for other scenarios. 
 

Open access 
The open access scenario assumes no regulation of fishers at all. The ecosystem is fully 
exploited for shellfish by hand gatherers of cockles, cockle dredges and mussel farmers. 
The limitation in catch is given by the maximum fishing capacity due to limited amount of 
time and boats. Mussel farmers are also limited by the number of culture lots. They will 
not fish for more mussel seed than they can ‘sow’ in the culture lots.  
 

Total cockle Ban 
No hand gathering and no mechanized cockle fishing is allowed. Mussels are fished and 
harvested according to the open access scenario. 
 

Mechanized cockle ban 
Only hand gathering of cockles is allowed in an open access fashion. Mussels are fished 
and harvested according to the open access scenario. 
 

Mussel Ban 
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No mussel seed fishing is allowed and no mussel culture lots are cultivated. Cockles are 
fished according to the open access scenario. 
 

Hand gatherers 
Shellfisheries are banned with the exception of hand gatherers. They are allowed to fish 
5% of the large cockle stock 
 

Closed area 
In this scenario, certain designated gridcells are closed for fishing. They serve as a 
protected area. In this area, fishing is prohibited, for cockles as well as for mussel seed. In 
the other gridcells fishing will take place according to the open access scenario. This 
scenario is a spatial mix of the nature and the open access scenario. The closed cells are: 
3, 4, 5, 13, 14, 15, 24, 25, 26, 34, 35, 36, 65, 66, 67, 75, 76, 77, 86, 87, 88, 96, 97, 98. The 
cells are numbered from left (west) to right (east), from top (north) to bottom (south) 
 

Current policy 
In this policy mechanized cockle dredging is not allowed. Hand gathers are permitted to 
take maximally 5% of the large cockle stock. Furthermore, 24% of the littoral areas are 
permanently closed for all fisheries. There are no further restrictions for mussel seed 
fishers. 
 

Food reservation 
In this scenario an amount of shellfish is reserved for bird food and may not be fished. 
After fishing, a minimum amount of shellfish must remain. In effect, this is equal to 
annually changing quota whereby the quota depend on the stock sizes of shellfish. The 
food reservation is set at 1088640 kg AFDW mussel and cockles. Half of the reservation 
is for cockles and the other half for mussels. This amount of shellfish is equal to the 
necessary annual intake of 80000 oystercatchers and 10000 common eiders. This is 
somewhat less than the average bird population in the nature scenario. In the terminology 
of Ens et al. (2004) 1088640 kg AFDW of shellfish is the physiological requirement of 
those birds. What is needed to keep that amount of birds alive is the ecological 
requirement, which is according to Rappoldt et al. (2003a, 2003b), and Hoekstra and Ens 
(2006) 2.5-3 times the physiological requirement and could according to Goss-Custard et 
al. (2004) be as much as 7 times the physiological requirement. Food reservation is 
simulated for the physiological requirement and at several forms of the ecological 
requirement: normal, conservative, very conservative, very, very conservative and ultra 
conservative i.e. 3, 5, 7, 10, and 25 times the physiological requirement. 
 

Quota 
In the quota scenario, fishers are allowed to fish a certain quota of cockles and a quota of 
mussel seed. Fishers fish, first from the cell with the highest density, then from the cell 
with the next highest density and so on, until their quota is reached. Fishers fish only if the 
density is above the profitable level. They will keep on fishing until either the entire quota 
is fished or the density of every gridcell is below the profitable threshold. The quota are 
equally divided between mussel seeds including bycatch of larger mussels and large 
cockles, expressed in kg AFDW. The scenario is simulated for several quotas varying 
between zero; the nature scenario and 3.4 million kg AFDW; the open access scenario. 

 
Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis is performed on some variables that affect the fishing 
strategy. These are: the number of closed areas, quota, the degree of food reservation, the 
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degree of bottom disturbance, and the chase rate. In addition, we investigate to what extent 
the stochasticity of the system influences the results. This means whether a different 
realisation of the same stochastic process i.e. shellfish recruitment would result in very 
different outcomes. In general, the Current scenario is used to perform the sensitivity tests, 
but for quota and food reservation the specifically designed scenarios Quota and Food 
reservation are used respectively. 

 

6.4 Simulation results 

Graphs showing time series of the bird and shellfish populations can be seen in appendix 1. It 
shows that fishing reduces the variability. Through fishing, shellfish stocks cannot grow to 
large quantities. Therefore the possibility for bird populations to keep growing slowly while 
taking their food from the stock is reduced. This prevents the large collapse that occurs when 
the shellfish stock is finally depleted Such a collapse is prominent in the pristine Nature 
scenario. 

Table 6.1 shows a summery of the outcome of the simulations for each scenario. The 
following variables are shown: the average populations of oystercatchers and common eiders 
and the amount of cockles and large mussels that are fished. The catch of cockles is 
subdivided in the catch by hand gatherers and by mechanical suction dredges. The mussel 
catch is subdivided in the amount harvest from the culture lots and the catch from wild large 
sized mussels. The variables are averaged over the last 150 years of the simulation to avoid 
potential spin-up effects. 
 
Table 6.1. The bird populations and harvest for each type of shellfish, all expressed in 
numbers, for ten different scenarios. 

 Oyster-
catchers 

Common 
Eiders 

Cockles 
mechanic 

Cockles 
hand 

Mussels 
culture 

Mussels 
wild 

Nature 91255 22758 0 0 0 0 

Open Access 53258 1948 8.8e8 5.7e6 3.9e8 1.9e8 

Total cockle ban 63294 11294* 0 0 4.9e8 1.8e8 

Mechanical 
cockle ban 61452 12802 0 2.6e8 4.5e8 1.6e8 

Mussel ban 50391 11226 1.2e9 8.5e7 0 0 

Hand gatherers 78858 19016 0 5.4e8 0 0 

Closed areas 50804 10119 7.3e8 1.4e8 3.3e8 1.2e8 

Current 58278 14529 0 3.2e8 3.0e8 1.2e8 

Physiological 
requirement 54057 1143 9.7e8 1.8e7 4.3e8 2.1e8 

Conservative 
ecological 
requirement 

57257 2115 9.9e8 1.3e7 4.5e8 2.0e8 

*extinct in year 170 
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The common eider is much more affected by fishing than the oystercatcher. Oystercatchers 
decrease to some 60% of the natural population whereas the common eider population 
decreases to some 10%. Oystercatchers are somewhat more protected from the effect of the 
mussel and mechanical cockle fishers because they prefer to feed on the shallower parts of the 
ecosystem where the fishing boats cannot come. Hand gatherers fish also on the shallow tidal 
flats but their catch is relatively low. Birds are somewhat more affected by the cockle 
fisheries than by the mussel fisheries because the cockle fishery only removes shellfish from 
the ecosystem whereas the mussel fishery also increase the mussel production. This explains 
why the “Total cockle ban” scenario results in more birds than the “Mussel ban “scenario. 

A food reservation policy it is not effective to preserve birds. Even if a large number 
of the shellfish is left in the ecosystem based on a conservative estimate of the ecological 
requirement, the bird populations differ hardly from the open access scenario. But catches do 
increase. An explanation is found in bottom disturbance. If fishers fish in less gridcells due to 
the food reservation policy, recruitment of shellfish increases and this leads to higher catches 
because most of the extra production of the ecosystem apparently is taken by fishers. This 
effect is also seen for quota (see section Sensitivity). If quotas are not very restrictive they 
have no effect. Given that bottom disturbance is a feedback that negatively influences catch, it 
suggests that some regulation may be profitable for fishers as well as nature conservationists. 
Nevertheless, the simulations show that birds are best protected by banning a shellfishery or 
by creating closed areas, which does reduce catch.  

The fisheries negatively influence the catch of the other. If one of them is prohibited, 
the catch of the other fisheries increases. This is a combination of two effects, 1) if a 
shellfishery is banned more shellfish are left in the ecosystem to serve as food for birds so 
they do not need so much of the other shellfish which can be caught and 2) bird numbers will 
increase so more shellfish also of the other species serves as bird food, which reduces 
potential catch. The simulations show that first effect dominates. The bird populations will 
increase more when the cockle fishery is banned than when the mussel fishery is banned. 
Therefore the mechanical cockle fishers gain more by a ban of the mussel fishers than vice 
versa. Handgatherers can increase their catches almost 100-fold when the other fisheries are 
closed. It is quite clear that especially handgatherers gain by restriction of the other fisheries, 
notably the mechanical cockle fishery because much more cockles will be left for them to 
fish.  

Note that in the Total cockle ban scenario, common eiders become extinct after 170 
years. This is a result of the randomness of the ecosystem and it is discussed further in the 
next section.  
 

6.5 Sensitivity analysis 

Here we present the results of the sensitivity tests. Variables are changed one at the time to 
investigate their influence. 
 

6.5.1 Stochastic recruitment 
The Current scenario is simulated three times each with a different realisation of the random 
recruitment but drawn from the same probability distribution i.e. a different seed of the 
random generator. Figure 6.2 shows the results. Clearly, for some series of random shellfish 
recruitment, it is possible that the common eider population diminishes to almost zero. The 
difference in average oystercatcher population can be some 20000 birds between two 
simulations. So, care should be taken when we interpret the results of different scenarios. Part 
of the differences may be explained purely by chance. 
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Figure 6.2. Common eider and oystercatcher populations for three different realisations of 
random shellfish recruitment in the Current scenario. 
 

6.5.2 Quota 
Figure 6.3 shows bird numbers and catch as a function of quota. The Quota scenario is 
simulated for nine different values of the quota. Catch as shown in figure 6.3 consists of 
cockles and commercial size mussels expressed in kg AFDW that are taken out of the 
ecosystem. Thus, the possible maximum catch is not the same as the quota because quota 
relate partly to mussel seed, which is moved but is left in the system and do not relate to the 
cultivated mussels on the culture plots, which do leave the ecosystem. 

It can be seen that bird numbers decrease and the catches increase as the quota 
increases for quota up to1e6 kg AFDW. Then bird numbers no longer decrease and catches 
hardly increase. This is due to decreasing recruitment. From quota around 1e6 and higher the 
shellfish recruitment is about 60% of the recruitment in the Nature scenario. More fishing 
creates more bottom disturbance and consequently less recruitment, which results in less 
shellfish that can be caught. Apparently, bottom disturbance is a feedback that causes average 
catches to stabilise. At some point higher quota are useless because the ecosystem does not 
produce more shellfish that can be harvested. In the open access scenario, a quota of 1e-6 
would have been limiting only 11 times. Hence, quota must be rather restrictive to have any 
effect. 
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Figure 6.3. Average bird populations and catch for different quota 
 

6.5.3 Food reservation 
The food reservation scenario is simulated 6 times for increasingly more restrictive factors of 
the physiological requirement that need to remain in the ecosystem. Food reservation are 
similar to quota, in the sense that they limit the amount of shellfish fishers are allowed to 
catch, albeit that is it not a fixed quantity but one that varies over the years depending on the 
shellfish stock. As with the quota we see that food reservation has to be rather restrictive in 
order to have an effect. 
 
Table 6.2. Summery of the simulation results for several values of food reservation 
 Oyster-

catchers 
Common 
Eiders 

Cockles 
mechanic 

Cockles 
hand 

Mussels 
culture 

Mussels 
wild 

Physiological 
requirement 54057 1143 9.7e8 1.8e7 4.3e8 2.1e8 

Ecological 
requirement (3x) 56916 2242 9.3e8 6.2e6 4.3e8 1.9e8 

Conservative (5x) 54721 2588 1.0e9 2.2e7 4.5e8 1.9e8 

Very conservative 
(7x) 57257 2115 9.9e8 1.3e7 4.5e8 2.0e8 

Very, very 
conservative (10x) 57264 2343 9.4e8 5.2e6 4.3e8 1.9e8 

Ultra conservative 
(25x) 67601 2179 1.2e9 9.1e6 5.6e8 2.5e8 

 
Not even an ultra-conservative food reservation results in approximately the number 

of birds the food was reserved for (80000 oystercatchers and 10000 common eiders). Shellfish 
decrease about 50% in mass over the winter. Thus, the physiological requirement, which is 
based on the mass of shellfish in the beginning of the winter, is actually less than what the 
birds really need to survive. That explains part of the low bird number even for high factors of 
the physiological requirement. The other explanation is bottom disturbance. In the very, very 
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conservative case shellfish average annual recruitment is around 60% of the natural 
recruitment. That is the same as for the physiological requirement and the open access 
scenario. Even in the ultra-conservative ecological requirement, the average recruitment is 
below 75%. This shows that fishing through the bottom disturbance feedback causes a low 
production of shellfish, which cannot sustain a large number of birds. 
 

6.5.4 Bottom disturbance 
The effect of bottom disturbance is shown in table 6.3. The Current scenario is simulated four 
times without bottom disturbance and with recovery times, twice and halve the default value. 
 
Table 6.3. Summery of the simulation results for several values of bottom disturbance 

 Oyster-
catchers 

Common 
Eiders 

Cockles 
mechanic 

Cockles 
hand 

Mussels 
culture Mussels wild 

No bottom 
disturbance 74589 16016 0 1.9e8 8.2e8 1.5e8 

Halve bottom 
disturbance 64085 16558 0 3.6e8 6.2e8 1.6e8 

Default bottom 
disturbance 58278 14529 0 3.2e8 3.0e8 1.2e8 

Double bottom 
disturbance 80815 0* 0 1.8e8 1.5e8 1.0e8 
*(as of year 78 ) 
 
It is quite clear that when bottom disturbance is less the ecosystem produces more shellfish. 
This results in more birds and in greater catches. Very high bottom disturbance can result in 
the extinction of the common eider. Then the oystercatcher faces less competition and the 
population grows. 

Hand gatherers are in direct competition with oystercatchers and not so much with 
common eiders because the hand gatherers and the oystercatcher prefer shallow water 
whereas the eider prefers deep water. So if eiders become extinct and the oystercatcher 
population grows as a result, the cockle catches will decrease. 
 

6.5.5 Chase rate 
The effect of an increase in the chase rate in scenario Current is shown in figure 6.4. The 
Current scenario is simulated 5 times for different values of the chase rate (0, 10, 25, 50 and 
100%). Apparently, the fraction of common eiders that are chased away from the mussel 
culture lot has hardly any effect on the number of common eiders. They just go away and feed 
themselves elsewhere. However, it does have an influence on the oystercatcher population. It 
decreases because the eiders take a part of their food supply. Consequently, the decreased 
oystercatcher population eats fewer cockles so that the cockle gatherers can take more, and 
their catch increases. However, for a higher chase rate this effect disappears. Because of the 
higher predation pressure, in less and less gridcells there are sufficiently high densities where 
hand gatherers can fish profitably. Therefore, more cockles are left in the ecosystem allowing 
a higher oystercatcher population. There is not much of an effect of the chase rate on the 
mussel catch. Basically, the demand for mussel seed is lower because less room is available 
on the culture plots and therefore less large mussels are caught as bycatch.  
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Figure 6.4. Bird numbers and catch as a function of the chase rate 
 

6.5.6 Closed areas 
The Current scenario is simulated with different sizes of the closed area. The results are 
shown in table 6.4. 
 
Table 6.4. Summery of the simulation results for several sizes of the closed area. 
# closed cells Oyster-catchers Common Eiders Cockles 

hand 
Mussels 
culture 

Mussels 
wild 

0 54555 12993 1.0e5 2.8e5 1.0e5 
8 69601 13467 8.6e4 2.9e5 9.7e4 
16 67475 13582 1.4e5 2.8e5 9.9e4 
24 (Current) 58278 14529 1.3e5 2.3e5 8.7e4 
32 75225 11367 8.2e4 2.1e5 8.7e4 
100 (Nature) 91255 22758 0 0 0 
 
The effect is quite simple. A larger area where fishing is prohibited leaves more shellfish for 
birds because they are not fished away and because there is less bottom disturbance the 
ecosystem produces more shellfish. Fishers have lower catches because they cannot take that 
part of the profitable stock that is situated in the closed areas and furthermore the higher bird 
population will leave less for the fishers.  
 

6.6 Conclusions 

Until recently food reservation was a key instrument for the regulation of the cockle and 
mussel fisheries in the Dutch Waddensea. The model simulations show that food reservation 
does not help to sustain birds. Furthermore, the simulations show that quota, which are a 
comparable regulatory instrument as it controls the catches of the fishers must be stringent in 
order to have an effect.  
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The dredges of the fishing boats scrape the top layer of the bottom. This hampers the 
recruitment of shellfish. This bottom disturbance plays a key role. It provides a feedback that 
makes quota and food reservation blunt instruments. Through bottom disturbance, fishing 
decreases the productivity of the ecosystem. As a result, bird preservation is most successful 
through closure of the mechanised cockle fisheries and by creating nature reserves i.e. areas 
closed for fishing. This happens to be the current policy in the Dutch Waddensea. 
Furthermore, because of the bottom disturbance feedback, average catches could increase if 
catch restrictions are implemented.  

The cockle fisheries are a burden for the mussel fisheries and the other way around. If 
one of them is banned then the catch of the other increases. But the effect of one fishery on 
the other is not symmetrical. The mussel fishery could gain some 25% in catch when the 
cockle fishery would be banned whereas the cockle fishery could gain over 30% when the 
mussel fishery would be banned. 
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6.7 Appendix 1: Simulation graphs of each scenario 
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6.8 Appendix 2: Parameter values  

 
Table 6.A2.1. Parameter values for the birds 

 r  

[year-1] 

a  

[m2/s] 

q  

[m2] 

L 

[%] 

Wnec  

[kg/s] 

Walt 

[kg/s] 

Wmin 

[kg/s] 

Wemi  

[kg/s] 

f  

[day-1] 

e 

[day-1] 

Oystercatcher 

small cockle 

large cockle 

small mussel 

medium mussel 

large mussel 

0.1  

0.0015 

0.003 

0.002 

0.003 

0.005 

 

500 

500 

500 

1000 

2000 

100 0.5e-6 0.25e-6 0.6e-6 2e-6 0.1 1 

Common eider 

small cockle 

large cockle 

small mussel 

medium mussel 

large mussel 

0.1  

0.0015 

0.003 

0.002 

0.003 

0.005 

0 100 2e-6 1e-6 2.4e-6 8e-6 0.1 1 

 

Table 6.A2.2. Parameter values for the shellfish  

 
m0  

[kg] 

b 

[kg/s] 

c1 

[year-1m-2] 

c2 

[%] 

k 

[s-1] 

hOC  

 [s] 

heider 

 [s] 

small mussel 50e-6 1.38e-12 100  - - 25 5 

medium mussel 350e-6   75 5e-9 50 10 

large mussel 700e-6 16.52e-12 - 75 5e-9 75 15 

small cockle 35e-6 0.96e-12 100  - - 15 5 

large cockle 400e-6 11.02e-12 - 75 5e-9 50 10 
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Part III: Conflict 
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Chapter 7  
Effective choice in the single-shot Prisoner's Dilemma 
tournament* 

 

7.1 Introduction 

The Prisoner's Dilemma game has become a standard paradigm in the social sciences. The 
payoff matrix figure7.1 is an example of a Prisoner's Dilemma. A player's goal is to maximize 
his/her payoff. If both players cooperate both get 3 points. If one cooperates and the other 
defects, the one that cooperates gets nothing whilst the one that defects gets 5 points. But if both 
defect they only get one point each. 
 
  Player Column 

  C D 

C (3,3) (0,5) Player 
Row D (5,0) (1,1) 

 
Figure 7.1. A prisoner’s dilemma payoff matrix 

 
Individual choice has the effect that for both players defecting is strictly dominant. Whatever 
the other player does defecting will yield a higher payoff and it guarantees at least one point. 
(D,D) is the only Nash equilibrium, from which no player has the incentive to change his/her 
strategy solely. Therefore if two rational players play the Prisoner's Dilemma game and they 
cannot negotiate, (D,D) is the inevitable outcome. C is the best answer a player can get. 
Whatever his/her choice, if the other cooperates (s)he is better off. One could say getting C as 
an answer is even worth cooperating because (C,C) is a better outcome for each then (D,D). 
The Prisoner's Dilemma expresses the tension between so called individual rationality; 
reflected in the temptation to defect, and group rationality; reflected in the higher payoff to 
each player for mutual cooperation over mutual defection. 

The strategic structure (figure 7.1) defines the Prisoner's Dilemma game. Time does 
not exist and opponents are anonymous. Players cannot be recognized by their past behavior 
and there is no past to raise expectations or a future to be influenced. Axelrod (1980a, 1980b, 
1984) organized an iterated Prisoner's Dilemma computer tournament, and so introduced time 
(past, present and future games) and identity (a player can be known by his/her previous 
moves) in the Prisoner's Dilemma. He invited people to write a computer program that was 
able to play the iterated Prisoner's Dilemma game. Each program (or strategy) played the 
Prisoner's Dilemma game with each other strategy for on average 150 times. Each program 
could make account of the outcomes of the previous games against the same player and did 
not know when the last encounter came. Axelrod shows that cooperation can evolve, and that 
conditional cooperation makes a strategy successful. 

Here we will discuss the single-shot Prisoner's Dilemma tournament. Like the iterated 
tournament each strategy will play the Prisoner's Dilemma game against each other strategy. 

                                                 
* also published as D.Nauta and J.Hoekstra (1995), Effective choice in the single-shot Prisoner's Dilemma 
tournament, Theory and Decision 39: 1-30.   
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But unlike the iterated tournament players will meet each other only once. The information 
players have is, not only how their current partner behaved in his/her previous games, but how 
all players behaved in every previous game during one competition. Players know that all 
other players have the same information. The outcomes of the games played are common 
knowledge (Aumann, 1976).  

The tournament setting makes future encounters and the reputations (i.e. the 
perception of an identity) of players relevant. Reputation formation is an important issue in 
the literature. A diversity of conceptions has been proposed. Howard (1988) for instance, sug-
gests a quite different approach to let identities become important. Sugden (1986) shows 
economic contexts where reputations influence the decision making. Kreps et al. (1982a, 
1982b), Milgrom and Roberts (1982) also introduce reputation. In these last three papers, 
reputation is the result of lack of (complete) information. In this paper players have an 
overwhelming amount of information. The complexity of this enormous amount of data is the 
basis for a reputation in this paper. We discuss how reputations (identities) are established and 
detected; as well as some general features of what makes for a successful strategy under the 
conditions of the single-shot tournament. This paper is meant to show some features of the 
Prisoner's Dilemma in this special setting. 

Actual decision problems are usually far more complex. But, the understanding gained 
here might reveal some of the subtleties of reputations in real life. 

 
 

7.2 Three preliminary considerations  

7.2.1 Why defect or cooperate 
If more then one game is played and past actions can be remembered the anonymity and 
timeless aspects of the Prisoner's Dilemma are avoided. In the iterated as well as in the single-
shot Prisoner's Dilemma tournament, three reasons for defection exist. 

• Temptation (defecting will effect in a higher gain in the present game), 
• Retaliation (for some reason one's opponent has to be punished, and one's defection 

gives him/her fewer points), 
• Defense (one expects one's opponent to defect, this is anticipated by defecting 

oneself). 
 

The only reason for cooperating is that a player by doing so can persuade his/her opponents to 
cooperate in future games. In what follows we do not consider transrational motives and 
behavior, such as playing (partly) for esthetic reasons or playing out of kindness. The sole 
motive for choosing an action is to maximize one’s pay-off 

 

7.2.2 How to identify a reputation 
In the iterated Prisoner's Dilemma tournament conditional cooperation was the key to success. 
Such strategies can secure cooperation, since the short term gains of one temptation outcome 
(D,C) will be outweighed by the long term costs of mutual defection. Therefore, strategies 
have to retaliate when provoked. Retaliation depends on the ability of players to identify a 
defector i.e. a player that defected as a result of temptation. Strategies in the iterated Prisoner's 
Dilemma tournament have no difficulties to decide when to retaliate: every received defection 
is a provocation (i.e. the opponent is identified as a defector deserving retaliation), if that 
strategy itself did not start to defect. 

To identify a strategy in the single-shot Prisoner's Dilemma tournament is not so easy. 
If after some rounds no player has defected yet, and then someone does, the latter may 
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certainly be identified as a defector. If however it is not the first defection of the tournament, 
it is more difficult to answer why and to define empirical criteria for the reputation in question 
that may be used to establish a proper response. A response that in turn, establishes one’s own 
reputation and is liable to be differently perceived by every other player. Suppose player A 
was the first to defect but has not defected anymore the last couple of rounds. Then player B 
defects against A and afterwards meets C. How must C interpret B's behavior. Is it defense, 
someone (A) who ever defected for the wrong reason can never be trusted again. Or is it 
retaliation resulting from some rationale according to which A has not been punished enough 
yet? Or maybe B simply cannot resist the chance to obtain a high payoff without being 
exposed (temptation)? The choice C makes does not only influence the outcome of his/her 
game against B, but also helps to form his/her reputation as seen by D, a future opponent who 
again has an unpredictable way of conceiving reputations. Obviously the situation gets more 
complex if more players and rounds are involved. This may lead players to adopt a simple 
strategy instead of an sophisticated one that would try to make optimal use of the enormous 
amount of information. 

 

7.2.3 How to deter players from defecting 
Axelrod (1984) and Oye (1986) state that cooperation can emerge if parties repeatedly meet. 
This makes retaliation against defectors possible. Retaliation may deter egoist players from 
defecting. Players compare immediate gains from defecting with possible future gains from 
cooperating. Thus, in order to cooperate players have to perceive a relation between present 
behavior and future payoffs. A relation in which a present defection will return a lower future 
payoff then cooperation. Retaliation is such a relation. 

But, why should players in the single-shot Prisoner's Dilemma tournament retaliate? 
In the iterated Prisoner's Dilemma tournament, it could be seen as instruction or teaching (in a 
simple reward and punishment way). A teaching that is in the advantage of the teacher 
because if (s)he succeeds, (s)he gets his/her future cooperation returned. Moreover, if (s)he 
does not succeed, (s)he will have defended him/herself against exploitation. 

In the single-shot Prisoner's Dilemma tournament a player who is considering 
retaliation risks harming his/her reputation when retaliating because the retaliation may be 
misunderstood. Even if (s)he succeeded in teaching the other to cooperate, (s)he will not 
profit from it because they never meet again. On the other hand, to punish will return a better 
payoff in that particular game. 

Retaliation could become well-established in populations where a large fraction of the 
players agree to a form of retaliation, in fact some form of conditional cooperation. Players 
would then profit from each others retaliations. But this introduces a free rider problem. The 
intended “all cooperator” may consider to let others do the retaliation, profiting from it while 
not risking the own reputation. 

Suppose, a player would be punished not only for being a defector but also for not 
punishing a defector, then this would be an incentive for players to punish. This would solve 
the free rider problem in the single-shot Prisoner's Dilemma tournament. These strategies are 
called metanorm strategies. Some of the entered strategies are indeed metanorm strategies. 
Axelrod (1986) discusses metanorms in the context of the norms game, a variant of the multi-
person Prisoner's Dilemma. 

One could argue that defense would be enough to make cooperation possible. Since, if 
strategies only defend themselves this would also deter other strategies to defect. A strategy, 
however, that defects in the present for fending off any temptation or better, one that is 
perceived to do so, is liable to receive defections, because other players expect such an 
enfrightend strategy to be similarly defensive in future games. 
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Retaliation differs from defense in motivation, but in actual behavior there's only a 
slight difference. A retaliating strategy should stop punishing when a defecting player has 
received a certain amount of defections. After all the motivation is to afford future 
cooperation. Of course not every strategy will punish equally severe. If a retaliating strategy 
does not forgive (stop punishing) there cannot be any teaching effect. A defense strategy on 
the other hand is motivated by fear. Maybe it is based on an anxiety that never forgives or 
forgets. It just does not take the risk to be defected by a strategy that already once defected as 
a result of temptation. 

 

7.3 The setting of the tournament 

Each player in the tournament plays the Prisoner's Dilemma game once with each other player 
including him/herself per competition. A competition consists of as many rounds as there are 
players in the tournament. In each round each player plays the Prisoner's Dilemma game with 
a player (s)he did not meet before. The number of players is uneven. In each round exactly 
one strategy plays against itself. The payoff matrix is given in figure 7.1. A player's score is 
the average amount of points (s)he gets per game. Each player has knowledge of the outcomes 
of all games in all previous rounds. So, when two players meet, they both know what moves 
their opponent made in the earlier games and against whom. They can, in some way, detect a 
reputation. 

All sorts of strategies are represented in the tournament. The most elaborate ones 
combine the detection of reputations with the computation of an adequate response, thus 
trying to establish some proper reputation. Some are based on the realization of a rational 
consensus about retaliation. Some are metanorm strategies. Some do no more than just defend 
themselves. Some are even more simplistic Others are free riders. And there are others who 
try to profit from the complexity by trying to defect as much as possible without getting the 
reputation of a notorious defector. As will come out in more detail, there are many ways to 
conceive or try to recognize strategies and to classify them, e.g. as norm and metanorm 
strategies, as egoistic and cooperative strategies etc. Of special importance is the master-
distinction between independent or aprioristic strategies and experience- or context-dependent 
strategies. The former ones are autonomous and simplistic, however probabilistic their actions 
may be (by use of a randomizer) and however complex their algorithm may be; they are 
unable to learn from experience and to cope with the contingencies arising from the actual 
constitution of the population. The latter ones have the cognitive affordance of making use of 
the extensively presented information that is the distinctive feature of this type of tournament. 

The number of competitions that can be played with relatively a few players is 
enormous. At least n!(n-1)!, different competitions can be played with n players. So, with as 
few as 27 strategies already 4.4*1054 different competitions can be played. This forbids the 
organization of a complete tournament even with the fastest computers. Clearly, it makes a 
difference in which order players meet. Because in later rounds more information about stra-
tegies is available, reputations can be better estimated. Maybe then strategies will cooperate 
instead of defect or vice versa. This causes the results of different competitions to differ 
substantially. Therefore 1000, randomly chosen, competitions are played and the results 
averaged. Of course, 1000 competitions represent only a small fraction of the total amount of 
competitions. But it appears enough to get a good estimate for a player's score. A tournament 
was played with two times as many competitions. The differences turned out to be negligible. 
Another check was to compare the score of two players having the same strategy. They scored 
about equally well 

Many tournaments were played just for checking the computer program, for designing 
the proper setting and for further test reasons. The tournament discussed here, will be called 
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the main tournament. The strategies of the tournament were entered by university members 
and students. For those who were not ready to do so, the author realized the algorithmization. 
ALLC and ALLD were added, in the hope that these extremes would make some 
characteristics of the tournament clearer. 

The main tournament had 27 contestants and 26 different strategies. One strategy 
(CREAREP2) was entered twice as a check, to see whether 1000 competitions would be 
enough to find a good estimate of the average competition score.  

In a competition only a finite amount of games (27) is played. Therefore a smart 
player should always defect in the last game (as the opponent is for that matter), because (s)he 
cannot be punished afterwards. None of the entered strategies considers the number of games 
played. This guarantees that there are no endgame effects (Schuessler, 1989) that trouble the 
analysis of the effect of reputations. 

 

7.4 The main tournament, results and characteristics 

The twice entered CREAREP2 came in 23rd and 24th with scores of 2.017 and 2.022. 
This confirms the hypothesis that 1000 competitions suffice in order to get reliable estimates 
of the rate of success. Results can be seen in table 7.1. 

The winner of the main tournament was PUNEXPL. PUNEXPL cooperates in the first 
game. From then on, it cooperates if its opponent's last action was C. PUNEXPL defects if its 
opponent defected the last game and PUNEXPL would have cooperated in that particular 
game. If its opponent defected and PUNEXPL would have done so too, it plays as if it had 
met its opponent one round before. PUNEXPL's score is 2.402. All participants (27) 
considered, the average score is 2.225. If we average over all strategies (26) then the average 
per strategy is 2.233. The possible scores range between 0.000 and 5.000. If every player 
always cooperates everyone will score 3.000. In every other tournament played, the score of 
the winner was less then 3.000. Obviously, the score that would be achieved if everyone 
played randomly is 2.25. That is only slightly less then the average achieved in the main 
tournament, where most strategies have some sophistication. However, RANDOM50 who 
plays randomly only got as much as 2.078 in the main tournament and ranked 22d out of 27.  
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Table 7.1. Results of the main tournament. 
 
Player Identity         

No. Strategy Rank Average 
Points first last computation 

time % C Nice Fair Bulk 

1 DOEDE 6 2.352 64 3 21.74 59 + + - 
2 BERT 12 2.308 54 11 9.80 59 + - + 
3 DUTANT 15 2.248 35 18 10.43 54 - - + 
4 CUTANT 11 2.309 57 4 10.58 63 + - + 
5 COMMY 17 2.222 11 21 13.94 59 + - + 
6 DEFEXPL 3 2.364 61 1 4.01 73 + + - 
7 JELJER 18 2.207 31 32 16.50 54 - - - 
8 ALLC 19 2.178 3 8 2.06 100 + NA NA 
9 ALLD 27 1.906 0 146 1.96 0 - - NA 
10 PUNMETA 5 2.357 94 5 2539.90 37 + + - 
11 PUNEXPL 1 2.402 102 0 7.23 67 + + - 
12 SSTFT 8 2.347 91 6 2.81 53 + - - 
13 PIET 16 2.225 24 25 3.59 53 + - - 
14 CHEAT 14 2.272 49 10 11.97 55 - - - 
15 CREAREP1 25 2.006 7 99 2.98 36 - - - 
16 BJ 20 2.117 14 46 9.84 47 + - + 
17 CREAREP2 24 2.017 2 85 3.35 24 - - - 
18 ODAD 4 2.361 89 0 21.07 39 + + - 
19 ADAPT 13 2.303 57 3 219.09 58 + - + 
20 RAND50 22 2.078 13 72 2.35 50 - - NA 
21 RAND25 26 1.998 2 113 2.29 25 - - NA 
22 CREAREP2 23 2.022 7 81 3.58 25 - - - 
23 SINGDAPT 10 2.320 56 3 9.92 63 + - + 
24 PENALTY 9 2.341 72 6 3.03 55 + - - 
25 CR&PENAL 2 2.370 81 4 5.60 69 + + - 
26 SOCY 21 2.100 9 63 154.63 49 + - + 
27 FIRSD 7 2.350 66 2 13.78 62 + + - 
Total   1151 867   18 7 8 

Average  2.225 (27) 
2.233 (26)   115.11 51 out of 27 

NA: Not Applicable 
 
PUNEXPL did not win every competition, it won on average. It did well in most 
competitions, not in all. PUNEXPL won about 10% of the competitions played. When 
playing just one competition every strategy may win. Table 7.1 shows how often a strategy 
ranked first or last. Several strategies may be first ex aequo in a competition. This explains the 
deviation from 1000 as exhibited in the total numbers of firsts, viz. 1151. 

During test sessions, additional competitions were played next to those 1000 forming 
the main tournament. In some of those competitions ALLD won or PUNEXPL became last. 
In some test tournaments with a different population of strategies PUNEXPL did not win but 
it always did well. 

 

7.5 Discussion of the results 

The final discussion of the results concerns primarily the properties of (successful) strategies. 
Under the subsequent nine headings a variety of properties of strategies is treated. Finally, in 
subsection 5.8 and 5.9, the outcomes of the main tournament are analysed by means of 
stepwise regression, followed by some concluding remarks concerning successful behavior 
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7.5.1 Reputation detection 
The strategies can be roughly divided in three categories for identification.  

a. Bulk strategies interpret their opponent's reputation without context. All moves of the 
opponent are taken into account and considered equally important. Decisions are 
based on such things as the C/D-ratio or the present score. BERT e.g. cooperates with 
probability C/r, where C is the number of times his opponent cooperated and r is the 
number of the previous round. 

b. Other strategies base their action whether mimetic or not, upon a single move. A 
strategy like that is SSTFT (Single Shot Tit For Tat), which acts like its opponent in 
the last round SSTFT does not consider the context of that action. A more complex 
one is ODAD (Once a Defector Always a Defector), which examines all actions of its 
opponent and if one of  them is D, where ODAD would have played C, then it defects. 

c. And at last, independent strategies. They make no interpretation of their opponent at 
all. It does not matter with whom they play. Their actions are autonomous, solely 
based on their own past and sometimes not even that. ALLC is such a strategy. It 
always cooperates. RANDOM50 is another one, which defects with a probability of 
0.5. The hypothesis before starting the tournament was that these aprioristic strategies 
would not win because they make no use of the information that is provided. The 
hypothesis was confirmed, as the independent strategies entered low in rank indeed. In 
a sense, however, it was falsified inasmuch as RANDOM50 actually won 13 of the 
1000 competitions in the main tournament. 
 

7.5.2 Establishing a reputation  
Most strategies considered here, detect a reputation, react on that reputation and so 

automatically establish a reputation. In doing so, most of them try to show that they are 
willing to cooperate with those whom they expect to cooperate (niceness, as elaborated in 
subsections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.7). In these cases reputation detection and establishment of a 
reputation are interconnected. Their reputation depends on when and with whom they 
cooperate or defect, which is in effect caused by, how they detect a reputation and the 
competition order. 

Some strategies are nice or fair, properties that are discussed in the next section. These 
properties partly decide, how to behave, and so establish reputations. 

Other strategies do not detect reputations but only try to establish reputations. 
CREAREP2 is such a strategy. CREAREP2 defects until, someone defects against it. Then it 
cooperates once to better its reputation and then starts all over again. 

Even strategies were entered that do not detect nor try to establish reputations. PIET is 
an odd strategy like that. PIET starts to cooperate and goes on cooperating with anyone until it 
has been taken advantage of. Then it defects in the next round, no matter against whom. 
 

7.5.3 Niceness 
Strategies also differ in their intentions. Some intend to cooperate. These are called ‘nice’ (see 
Axelrod 1980a, 1980b, 1984) does. Nice strategies are never the first to defect in a 
competition. Moreover, they will never defect to win the current game (the temptation 
reason). Although the motivation to defect could be deduced from the computer code that 
describes the strategy, it will be very difficult if not impossible to deduce the motivation to 
defect from a strategies behavior. If in a certain round all previous outcomes have been (C,C), 
then a nice strategy will again cooperate. Unlike in Axelrod's definition, nice strategies will 
not always cooperate with another nice strategy. A nice strategy does always cooperate in a 
tournament with a population of only nice strategies.  
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We define niceness as follows: A strategy is considered nice if it will never defect in a 
tournament populated by nice strategies. This means that the behavior of a nice strategy in 
such a tournament cannot be distinguished from ALLC. So an operational definition is that a 
nice strategy will cooperate every game in a tournament in which all other strategies are 
ALLC. This however, does not mean that nice strategies will cooperate with other nice 
strategies or even ALLC in any tournament. In a tournament with non-nice players, nice 
players might not cooperate with each other, as it may happen that they do not recognize each 
other as nice. A nice strategy may interpret a defection of a nice non-forgiving strategy, 
against a used-to-be defector, not as punishment or defense but as giving in to the temptation 
to reach the highest score. This is something for which it deserves to be punished. So these 
strategies will not cooperate although both are nice. Sometimes nice strategies will not 
cooperate with each other because one of them tries to establish a metanorm. A metanorm 
strategy will also punish those strategies that do not punish a defector, like ALLC (a nice 
strategy). Next, another nice strategy might perceive every strategy that defects against ALLC 
as non-nice, which causes once more that two nice strategies do not cooperate. 
 

7.5.4 Fairness 
A strategy will be called fair if it judges its opponents with some norm. In addition, a fair 
strategy cooperates with opponents that do not offend its norm and defect against strategies 
that do. Finally, a fair strategy will always play according to its own norm. As a result a fair 
strategy always has (C,C) as an outcome in a game with itself and with players using the same 
strategy. Contextuality is the distinctive mark of fairness. In order to live up to the norm that 
one judges one’s opponent with, the norm has to be judged in context, meaning against who 
was a defection or a cooperation played. 

A fair strategy can always be persuaded to cooperate. The player, who wants a certain 
fair strategy to cooperate, just has to act according to that fair strategy's norm in previous 
game(s). It is practically impossible to cooperate with every fair strategy, because their norms 
can differ substantially. It is possible that in order to play according to one player's norm, a 
player has to cooperate in a certain game while playing according to another player's norm, it 
has to defect in that particular game. Likewise, fair strategies do not always cooperate with 
each other because they can have totally different norms. FIRSD for instance is a fair strategy. 
FIRSD's norm is: never defect against an opponent that never defected. FIRSD will defect 
whenever its opponent ever behaved against this norm. 

Bulk strategies are not fair. Bulk strategies only consider the actions of their opponent 
and not whom they are taken against. They cannot distinguish between the reasons a player 
has for a defection, whether it is made for temptation reasons or for retaliation or defense 
reasons. A bulk strategy judges every defection and cooperation in the same way to detect a 
reputation. A fair strategy must judge a single move to see if it is in accordance with its norm. 
A bulk strategy does not do that. 

Let us take a look at COMMY to enlighten this. COMMY cooperates with a player 
whose score is less then or equal to his own, else it defects. So successful players will not 
score well with COMMY while poor players do score well. COMMY levels the scores of 
players. Its norm is its own score. With itself COMMY always cooperates, but with another 
player who uses the COMMY strategy, it will not necessarily do so. They may not have the 
same score because of their different history of meeting oponents. Apparently a player's past 
encounters can make it impossible to fulfill COMMY's demands for cooperation (a score less 
then or equal to COMMY s̀) which is unfair.. Accordingly, there is no proper sense in which 
COMMY’s own norm can be said to be lived up to by COMMY. Hence COMMY is not fair. 

A fair strategy is nice. If a fair strategy plays in a tournament consisting of players all 
with the same fair strategy, then the outcome of every game is (C,C) because a fair strategy 
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plays according to its own norm. That tournament would not be any different from a 
tournament in which every other player was ALLC, our operational definition of niceness. A 
fair strategy is never the first to defect. Thus, a fair strategy is nice.  

 

7.5.5 Forgiveness 
Forgiveness and provocability are less prominent as successful properties in this tournament 
then they were in Axelrod's iterated Prisoner's Dilemma tournament. In order to be forgiving a 
strategy has to be provoked. In the single-shot tournament it is not clear when a strategy is 
provoked. Different strategies are provoked to punish (defect) for different reasons, since they 
use different rules for punishment. Hence, forgiving is hard to compare because there are 
different norms broken and every strategy detects remorse in its own way. An extreme case is 
FIRSD. It does not even try to detect remorse, as it will never forgive. Once a player broke its 
norm it will not cooperate with that player. CUTANT, on the other hand 'forgives' with 
increasing probability: the more remorse a player shows (playing C against anyone) the better 
his/her chances for cooperation. And what to think of PUNMETA a metanorm strategy that is 
already provoked if a player cooperates, where PUNMETA would not and which only 
forgives after that player cooperates with someone PUNMETA would have cooperated with 
too at that time in the competition. Or take CR&PENAL which is provoked if a player gets 
the temptation payoff (D,C) in a game, where CR&PENAL would not have defected. It does 
not forgive until after that player gets the sucker payoff (C,D). Forgiveness is different for 
almost every strategy. This makes it difficult to use as a classifying property. 

 

7.5.6 Complexity 
The complexity of a strategy is measured by the average time a strategy needs, to come to a 
decision. Of course, strategies can be programmed in a time consuming way. But no more 
then an indication is needed. A fair share of the entered strategies makes use of recursion. 
Recursive programs can be very short without being simple. That is the reason why the time 
strategies need, for making a decision is taken as an indication for complexity instead of e.g. 
the length of the program (see time-column in Table 7.1). 
 

7.5.7 Successful properties 
In this tournament just like in Axelrod's, all good scoring strategies are nice. As appears from 
table 7.1, the best 13 strategies are all nice. The lowest ranking 6 are all non-nice. Most 
players were nice, only 9 out of 27 were not. Since and there This large majority of nice 
players could introduce a bias, considering that on average nice players do well with each 
other. Therefore, another tournament was held in which only 6 of the 27 players were nice. In 
this tournament the top 4 were nice and the other two nice strategies came in 7th and 14th. We 
can conclude that being nice is a property that accounts for a good score. Nice strategies score 
well because if they recognize each other they generally cooperate and therefore do well with 
each other. This is nicely shown in the beginning of the tournament. All nice strategies start 
with playing C and they cooperate in the second round with a strategy that cooperated in the 
first round. After the second round it gets more complex each round. Accordingly, the number 
of cooperations decreases. In later rounds nice strategies have more difficulty to recognize 
each other as nice. Maybe they fail to cooperate, because one of the two interacting strategies 
is a metanorm strategy and the other is not. If e.g. the ordinary nice strategy did not punish a 
defector (in the opinion of the metanorm strategy), then the metanorm strategy will defect. 
Most nice strategies decide to defect against a strategy, if that strategy breaks some norm, e.g. 
play C in the previous game (SSTFT) or cooperate more often then defect (SINGDAPT). If 
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strategies can break another strategy's norm then this is realized on average halfway the 
competition. In the beginning such a strategy may not have had the opportunity yet. 
Therefore, the number of defections is increasing and stabilizes towards the end. Another 
reason for the success of nice strategies is that non-nice strategies more often cooperate with 
nice strategies then with other non-nice strategies, when they feel the need to better their 
reputation. Nice strategies are more likely to return their cooperation with cooperation. 
Consequently, nice strategies get more cooperation resulting in higher scores.  

Fairness is also a property that accounts for a relatively high score. Only 7 strategies 
were fair and they formed the top 7. Fair strategies are nice, which explains their success to a 
great extent. Most of the nice, non-fair strategies are bulk strategies. Bulk strategies do not do 
as good as single-move-in-context interpretating strategies because in bulk interpretation, it is 
not considered why actions are taken, solely which actions are taken. Nice bulk strategies 
therefore do not recognize other nice strategies as well and as a result are not recognized as 
well. The reason why fair players do better then non-fair non-bulk but nice players is mainly 
because they do not do as well with themselves as fair players do. 

Being forgiving or unforgiving does not make a big difference. PUNEXPL is a 
forgiving strategy and won. ODAD ranked fourth and is not. Most nice strategies are 
forgiving. It seems that forgiving strategies do better. They understand each other better 
mostly because they defect fewer and do not misinterpret a defection as an attempt to get the 
temptation payoff, instead of punishment. But since forgiveness comes in so many forms, 
forgiving strategies often do misinterpret defections of other strategies. Thus, forgiveness is 
not a property that separates the high scoring from the low scoring strategies. 

When we take a look at the complexity of the different strategies one thing is clear. 
The highest-ranking strategies need some time before they come to a decision. But this can be 
exaggerated too. A time taking, more complex way of evaluating an opponent's actions may 
have a great deal of redundancy and irrelevance to it. It does not mean the result will 
necessarily improve. All we can say is that the algorithm for tracing the reputation of an 
opponent should have a certain degree of sophistication. 

 

7.5.8 Stepwise regression 
A database was made that gives a closer look at how strategies behaved in the main 
tournament. The database stores how many points every strategy scored with every other on 
average. Each strategy met every strategy 1000 times, though each time in a different 
competition. Two strategies do not always act the same way, when they interact. A player’s 
history, i.e. past encounters will determine the outcome of the game. 

The data shows, how well players trust and understand each other. Both strategies will 
score about 3.000 points, if they trust and understand each other. If they distrust each other, 
they score about 1.000 point. If one exploits the other i.e. how well the one is able to fool the 
others reputation detection, then one scores substantially more then the other. If both score 
about 2.25 points then they understand each other badly. 

The amount of data makes it hard to find successful properties. In order to arrive at a 
formula for success, stepwise regression is applied. Stepwise regression (Pindyck and 
Rubinfeld, 1981) is a method that reduces the data and brings it in an easier to analyse form. 
With the aid of stepwise regression we construct a formula that estimates the tournament 
score of a player using the score against representative strategies. Five strategies can be 
thought of as representatives. The five representatives are DUTANT (#3), ALLC (#8), -
PUNEXPL (#11), DOEDE (#1) and CREAREP1 (#15). These players ranked 15th, 19th, 1st, 
6th, and 25th respectively. The average scores obtained in meeting these five players, form 
the basis for predicting a player’s tournament score. The following formula predicts the score 
of a player in the main single-shot Prisoner's Dilemma tournament. 
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Ti = 1.216 + 0.266*Si3 - 0.080*Si8 + 0.044*Si11 + 0.132*Si1 + 0.127*Si15 
 
where, Ti is the predicted score of player with number i and Sij is the average score of player i 
against player j.  

 
The predicted and actual score are correlated with r2=0.92. In table 7.2, the difference be-
tween the predicted and the actual tournament score is shown. This confirms the reliability of 
the representation formula. 

 
Table 7.2. Predicted and actual scores, when using stepwise regression 
 No. Strategy Actual Predicted Error 

1 DOEDE 2.352 2.318 0.034 

2 BERT 2.308 2.339 -0.031 

3 DUTANT 2.248 2.231 0.017 

4 CUTANT 2.309 2.271 0.038 

5 COMMY 2.222 2.188 0.034 

6 DEFEXPL 2.364 2.342 0.022 

7 JELJER 2.207 2.267 -0.060 

8 ALLC 2.178 2.210 -0.032 

9 ALLD 1.906 1.847 0.059 

10 PUNMETA 2.357 2.322 0.035 

11 PUNEXPL 2.402 2.322 0.080 

12 SSTFT 2.347 2.373 -0.026 

13 PIET 2.225 2.220 0.005 

14 CHEAT 2.272 2.284 -0.012 

15 CREAREP1 2.006 2.019 -0.013 

16 BJ 2.117 2.147 -0.030 

17 CREAREP2 2.017 2.051 -0.034 

18 ODAD 2.361 2.436 -0.075 

19 ADAPT 2.303 2.326 -0.023 

20 RAND50 2.078 2.090 -0.012 

21 RAND25 1.998 1.987 0.011 

22 CREAREP2 2.022 2.086 -0.064 

23 SINGDAPT 2.320 2.283 0.037 

24 PENALTY 2.341 2.314 0.027 

25 CR&PENAL 2.370 2.346 0.024 

26 SOCY 2.100 2.148 -0.048 

27 FIRSD 2.350 2.313 0.037 

 
Player 3 has strategy DUTANT. DUTANT is a non-nice variant of BERT that tries to get 
away with a few extra defections. DUTANT defects randomly in 10% of the games. In the 
other games it cooperates with a probability equal to the ratio of the number of cooperations 
by its opponent in previous games and the number of rounds played. Player 8 has strategy 
ALLC. It cooperates in every game. Player 11 has strategy PUNEXPL. PUNEXPL is the 
winner. This strategy is already described in section 4. Player 1 has strategy DOEDE. 
DOEDE is a recursive metanorm strategy. It evaluates the last move of its opponent to be 
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either good or bad, which defines the opponent as good or bad. A good player cooperated in 
the last game with a good player and defected against a bad player. A player is bad if (s)he 
defected against a good player or if (s)he cooperated with a bad player. Starting with 
cooperating is considered good, starting with a defection is considered bad. DOEDE itself 
behaves always good and thus fair, it cooperates with a behaviorally good player and it 
defects with a bad player. Player 15 has strategy CREAREP1. CREAREP1 defects in the first 
round. Only if the outcome of its previous game was (D,D), CREAREP1 will cooperate. 

 

7.5.9 Successful behavior 
We come now to some final results in making use of the representation formula in the 

last subsection. But let us first draw attetion to the fact that any strategy may win a 
competition coincidentally, and there is no absolute formula for success. Being successful 
means being successful on the average in the 1000 competitions of the main tournament, 
although, successful strategies also performed well in different tournaments. Success is 
related to the structural conditions of the game such as the pay-off matrix, the tournament 
rules such as meeting everyone including oneself only once per competition, and the given 
population of strategies. From these conditions three factors can be derived that are decisive. 
First, a cooperation of ones opponent is better then a defection. Second, a defection results in 
a higher payoff in the current game, then a cooperation. Third, any reputation of being 
defective may provoke one’s opponent into defecting. The first two factors have the 
appearance of being reputation-independent. Though it should be reminded that the second 
factor for instance may clearly influence a player’s reputation negatively. 

The negative coefficient for ALLC is significant. This is so interesting because in a 
single game the best strategy against ALLC is to always defect. However, a strategy's 
predicted tournament score will be better, if it does badly with ALLC. So, meeting ALLC a 
successful strategy should cooperate. A strategy that always cooperates with ALLC is nice by 
definition. Note though that a nice metanorm strategy such as DOEDE will not always 
cooperate with ALLC. In order to let DUTANT cooperate, a strategy should cooperate a lot. 
Because DUTANT is a bulk strategy that cooperates with a probability, depending on how 
often a strategy cooperated in previous games. This also works well with PUNEXPL because 
PUNEXPL will always cooperate, if a strategy did so the game before. CREAREP1 does not 
care what a strategy did before. There is no way to influence its behavior. So, defecting 
against this obvious non-nice strategy scores most points. As for DOEDE it is hard to tell 
because it will sometimes even punish cooperation. The only way to let DOEDE cooperate, is 
to behave like DOEDE in the game before you meet it. 

The formula shows that defection (retaliation) does pay. A successful strategy should 
defect when playing an obvious non-nice strategy like CREAREP1 or DUTANT. PUNEXPL 
and DOEDE will generally understand, i.e. after a defection against an obvious non-nice 
strategy, most nice strategies will still cooperate with that strategy. Concluding, stepwise 
regression analysis leads to the following three rules of thumb. 

• Be nice 
• Defect against obvious non-nice strategies 
• When in doubt, cooperate 

This may be summarized as be fair. 
 

7.6 Conclusions 

If we compare the results here with the results from Axelrod's iterated Prisoner's 
Dilemma tournament, we can conclude that two characteristics work well in both settings. 
First, being nice is successful. Nice meaning: being willing to cooperate with someone who is 
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expected to cooperate too. And second, be provoked and willing to retaliate. In short, con-
ditional cooperation is successful. 

What turned out to be the winning strategy of the main tournament could have come 
out last in rank in one or more of its competitions, although actually it did not. This statistical 
character of the type of tournament in question is confirmed by the following observation that 
has been ascertained by test competitions: any given strategy has a chance of winning a single 
competition. Winning a complete tournament depends on the population of strategies. 
Winning a competition depends as well on the order in which these strategies meet each other 
during the competition. Tests indicate that 1000 random selected competitions are sufficient 
for obtaining statistically well balanced results with the population of 27 players. 

The tournament results show that niceness or even better fairness is the key to success. 
Fair strategies do remarkably better then non-fair strategies. A fair strategy judges its 
opponents with some context-dependent norm and respects that norm. This is a robust 
property, in the sense that fair strategies do better on average. The tournament also shows that 
it is difficult to detect a reputation such that it is actually consistent with the proceeding 
behavior of the strategy in question. Misunderstanding results from this, leading to the 
decrease of cooperation per round. Therefore it seems useful to communicate and explain 
ones behavior. On the other hand such an explanation raises the question whether or not it 
should be believed and makes the game even more complex. Finally, the tournament shows 
that reputations can play a role in the Prisoner's Dilemma. A role that makes cooperation 
possible, even when there is only one interaction between a pair of players. 

Considering the latter in a broader context, we come to the following final finding. 
The potential to convert individualistic rationality into communal and transpopulational 
rationality can be traced back to two interacting factors that are met in Axelrod’s design as 
well as in ours. These are, a tournament set-up that affords the potential or readiness to take 
the future into account combined with information about the past behavior of one’s opponent. 
In short, cooperation in a setting resembling the Prisoner’s Dilemma, can be brought about by 
introducing time and the opportunity to get to know the other. 
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Part IV: Uncertainty 
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Chapter 8  
Identifying key sources of uncertainty in climate change 
projections* 
 

8.1 Introduction 

When projections of climate change variables or climate change impact variables are made, 
large uncertainty bands appear. IPCC (1996) shows projections for global temperatures in 
2100 ranging from 0.8 to 4.5 ºC (warming relative to 1990). In the IPCC report the 
uncertainty range of 3.7 ºC is influenced both by different choices of emission scenarios and 
different climate sensitivities. The same report shows projections for sea-level rise ranging 
from +12 cm to +94 cm in the year 2100. Titus and Narayanan (1995, 1996) developed a 
probability distribution for temperature and sea level rise by combining a Monte Carlo 
analysis with expert judgments on the uncertainty for key model parameters. They estimated 
an 80-percent probability that global temperatures would rise 0.5 to 4.0 ºC over the period 
1990–2100, with a 1 percent chance that the warming would exceed 6.3 ºC. This range of 
warming has an 80-percent chance of adding 10 to 65 cm to sea level, with a 1 percent chance 
of adding at least 104 cm. Results with large uncertainty bands are difficult to interpret. 
Therefore, the topic of uncertainty plays an important role in climate change research. We 
refer to Moss and Schneider (1996) for a detailed discussion on characterizing and 
communicating scientific uncertainty. 

The main question we are addressing here is: what sources of uncertainty should be 
included in climate change projections? If we could identify the key sources of uncertainty, 
research efforts could be pointed more successfully to these topics and decision-makers would 
have more accurate information for taking action. Also, we will answer the question what 
gains are to be made if specific sources of uncertainty are reduced through improved research. 
For instance, a lot of research effort is going to the development of better CO2-cycle models 
(Enting et al., 1994; Parkinson and Young, 1998). But what is the gain, expressed in terms of 
a reduction of uncertainty in global temperature projections over the period 1990–2100? The 
same question holds for climate sensitivity and in fact for all modeling steps in the chain from 
emissions to climate change. 

Two derivative questions are also addressed: (i) does the choice of a specific base year 
matter and (ii) is there a simple parametrization between emissions and uncertainty? If so, a 
direct quantitative answer can be given in respect to the gain of emission reductions. To 
answer these questions, we use an integrated assessment (IA) model in which consistent 
estimates of global-mean temperature and impacts like sea-level change are generated from 
scenarios of anthropogenic emissions, i.e., CO2, CH4, N2O, the halocarbons, and SO2. The 
model is called ‘DIALOGUE’. 

This article is organized as follows. In 8.2 we will give a description of parallel 
modeling in DIALOGUE. Furthermore, a definition of maximum uncertainty is given and the 
identification procedure is explained. Results are given in Section 8.3 and discussed in 
Section 8.4. Conclusions are drawn in Section 8.5. Specific details of the models are given in 
the Appendix. 

 

                                                 
* Also published as H.Visser, R.J.M. Folkert, J. Hoekstra and J.J. de Wolff (2000), Identifying key sources of 
uncertainty in climate change projections, Climatic Change 45:421-457 
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8.2 Methods 

8.2.1 Parallel modeling 
DIALOGUE has a modular structure, which is given in Figure 8.1. Climate change is 
calculated through a chain of ‘modules’. Each module represents a specific transient phase. 
Similar modular structures are found in IA models such as IMAGE-I (Rotmans, 1990), 
IMAGE-II (Alcamo, 1994), ICAM-2 (Dowlatabadi and Kandlikar,1995) and MAGICC 
(Hulme and Raper, 1995). The latter model (and predecessors thereof) is applied for many 
calculations presented by the IPCC in their scientific reports (IPCC, 1990, 1992, 1994, 1996). 
Calculations for global warming projections as presented in IPCC (1996) are described in 
detail in IPCC (1997). There is great overlap in structure with DIALOGUE. For example, 
Figure 4 from IPCC (1997) equals that of Figure 8.1.  

There is one important difference between the IA models mentioned above and 
DIALOGUE. In each module of DIALOGUE a number of parallel models have been 
implemented, in most cases three. The first model yields a high estimate, the second model a 
median estimate and the third model a low estimate of the output variable(s). Parallel models 
receive the same input (variables and values) and produce the same output variables. By 
computing all parallel models simultaneously, uncertainty in economic and scientific 
knowledge is introduced in each step of the chain in Figure 8.1. In the following we will use 
the term ‘submodule’ to denote a set of parallel models if a specific module has more than 
one set of parallel models. I.e., the set of carbon cycle models is a submodule of the gas cycle 
module. DIALOGUE contains four modules. Different socio-economic modeling approaches 
are grouped together in the ‘emission module’. The module contains 13 parallel emission 
scenarios. Gas cycle models, describing the transition between (regional) emissions to global 
concentrations, are grouped in the ‘gas cycle module’. Gas cycle models have 3 to 4 parallel 
models, except for methyl chloroform (one model). Squared boxes are denoted as submodule. 
The ‘radiative forcing module’ contains radiative forcing models with 3 parallel models for 
each greenhouse gas. Also, negative forcing by aerosols is included here. The module consists 
of eight submodules. Finally, the ‘climate module’ contains 5 parallel climate models. Not 
shown are climate variables other than temperature and the impact module. The number of 
parallel models within each (sub)module is denoted in parentheses.  

Parallel models allow us to artificially reduce uncertainty, by simply disabling models. 
In this study this is exactly what we do: we systematically set uncertainty to zero in each 
modeling step and investigate the effect on maximum uncertainty. Now we will give a more 
detailed description of (i) the structure of DIALOGUE, (ii) the modeling of historic 
uncertainty and (iii) validation of models. 
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Figure 8.1. Modular structure of DIALOGUE. 
 
 
8.2.1.1 Structure of DIALOGUE 
To enable an identification of key sources of uncertainty, each module in DIALOGUE has a 
number of parallel models or parallel socio-economic scenarios. The choice of models is such 
that both models with high and models with low estimates are included in a group of parallel 
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models. Because some subjectivity is introduced in the process of model building, one can 
also denote models with high estimates as ‘pessimistic’ and models with low estimates as 
‘optimistic’ with regard to the consequences of climate change. 
In short, the following scenarios/models are implemented in DIALOGUE: 

• The emission module. We have implemented 13 parallel emission scenarios, each with 
different political and economic assumptions. The scenarios range from ‘eco-driven’, 
such as the Greenpeace Fossil-Free Energy Scenario (FFES) and the Renewable-
Intensive Global Energy Scenario (RIGES), to scenarios with a large share of fossil 
fuels and high estimates for energy consumption into the next century, e.g., the IPCC 
scenario 1995e (see Table 3). 

• The gas cycle module. We have implemented parallel models for the following 7 
gases (number of parallel models in parentheses): CO2 (4), CH4 (3),N2O (3), CFC-
11/CCl4 (3), CFC-12/CFC-113/CFC-113/CFC-114/CFC-115(3), methyl chloroform 
(1) and HCFCs, i.e., HCFC-22/HCFC-123/HCFC-124/HCFC-134a/HCFC-
141b/HCFC-1 42b/HCFC-225 (3). The models for CH4, methyl chloroform and 
HCFCs are not independent because these concentrations depend on the same amount 
of projected OH radicals (Osborn and Wigley, 1994; Krol and Van der Woerd, 1994). 

• The radiative forcing module. For all 7 greenhouse gases we have implemented 3 
parallel radiative forcing models. Furthermore, the influence of aerosols to the 
radiative forcing budget is calculated through three parallel models that relate the 
emission of SO2 to direct and indirect forcing by aerosols. 

• The climate module. We have implemented five parallel models, based on a Box-
Upwelling-Diffusion model as described by Hoffert and Flannery (1985). For this 
study the only varying parameter is climate sensitivity (�T2x). Climate sensitivities 
range from 2.1 ºC to 4.5 ºC. 

 
More details on these models are given in the Appendix. 

In DIALOGUE all single combinations of chains are calculated. This means that each 
gas from a specific scenario is coupled with one specific gas cycle model, which is then 
coupled to one specific radiative forcing model. Subsequently, forcings from individual gases 
are added to a total forcing, which is coupled to one specific climate model. Each single chain 
yields one global temperature projection. The total number of single chains follows by 
multiplication of the number of parallel models implemented in each step. For instance, for 
CO2 we have 13 emission curves, 4 carbon cycle models and 3 radiative forcing models. This 
CO2 chain yields 13 * 4 * 3 = 156 different radiative forcing curves for CO2 over the period 
1990–2100. If all parallel models in all modules are combined, we end up with a number of 
13 * 12 * 95 * 32 * 5 = 414,523,980 single chains. The number is built up of 13 scenarios, 
CO2with 12 possible forcings, 5 gases with 9 possible forcings each, methyl chloroform and 
aerosols with 3 possible forcings each, and 5 climate models (cf. Figure 8.1). Each of these 
single chains is treated as equally likely to occur.* 

Note that in a single chain emissions for different gases always come from the same 
emission scenario. In this way consistency is guaranteed in the use of scenarios. Furthermore, 

                                                 
* One could give each model in DIALOGUE a measure of belief, formulated in terms of a probability. Within 
each submodule probabilities sum up to 1.0. By multiplying all probabilities within a single chain, one gets a 
probability for this specific chain. However, we have introduced a new problem: how should we choose these 
probabilities? One way is to use expert opinions, as in Titus and Narayanan (1995, 1996). Another way is to 
transform different ‘views’ on climate modeling toprobabilities. For example, an ‘optimist’ has great belief in 
models which result in low projections for global warming, a ‘pessimist’ the other way around. Currently we are 
implementing the latter approach in DIALOGUE. 
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not all these curves have to be computed in practice, because we are only interested in 
maximum uncertainty, i.e., the difference between the upper and the lower envelope of these 
414,523,980 curves. Computational details are beyond the scope of this article and will not be 
given here. 

Figure 8.2 shows two spaghetti diagrams with 75 projections for global warming. Each 
projection is based on one single chain. The difference between Figures 2a,b is the base year. 
Figure 8.2a has base year 1765 (pre-Industrial times) and Figure 8.2b has base year 1990. 
More formally, the following is shown. We define i

tT  as projection i of anthropogenically 

induced global warming at year t, and i
tbT ,∆  as global warming relative to a base year b: 

i
b

i
t

i
tb TTT −=∆ ,           (1) 

In DIALOGUE i runs from 1 to 414,523,980. It is assumed that iT1765∆  and thus iT 1765,1765∆  is 

zero for all projections i. Now, Figure 8.2a shows i
tT ,1765∆  and Figure 8.2b shows i

tT ,1990∆  for 

75 randomly chosen projections (i = 1, …, 75). InIPCC reports and related studies 
temperature projections are commonly presented relative to 1990, i.e., in the style of Figure 
8.2b. However, in this study we present all our results relative to 1765. We will give our 
argumentation in Section 8.4.1. 
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Figure 8.2. Spaghetti diagrams which show 75 projections for global warming. Each 
projection is based on one single chain. These 75 single chains were randomly chosen out of 
a total of over 400 million single chains. (a) Shows projections relative to pre-Industrial time, 
i.e., the year 1765. (b) Shows the same projections relative to the base year 1990, following 
Equation (1). 
 
8.2.1.2 Historic Estimates 
As stated above, the year 1765 serves as a baseline year for all simulations. Forcing by 
greenhouse gases due to anthropogenic activities is assumed to be zero in this year or 

01765 =iF , with i the number of a specific single chain. Historic temperature estimates are 
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constructed over the period 1765–1990 in the same way as future projections. However, there 
is one difference. We assume historic concentrations to be fixed, i.e., known without any 
uncertainty over the historic period. Historic emissions are not very certain. However, 
estimates are not needed to calculate climate change projections if concentrations are known. 
Thus, we do not have over 414 million different historic temperature projections, but actually 
only 3(7+1)*5 = 32,805 (7 greenhouse gases with 3 forcing models each, aerosols with 3 
forcing models, and 5 climate models). 

We decided not to reconstruct concentrations of greenhouse gases over the historic 
period. We designed the following pragmatic procedure: 

• For each gas and for aerosols we assume the concentration to be exactly known in 
1990. Thus, by applying for each gas and for aerosols a specific forcing model, an 
estimate for total forcing iF1990  is found, with index i denoting a specific single chain. 

Using the procedure from Section 8.2.1.1 we also have i
tF  for t > 1990. 

• fit for each chain i an exponential curve through the value zero in 1765 and the forcing 
in 1990, iF1990 . The shape of this exponential was tuned to the shape of the historic 
forcing curve as presented in IPCC (1990, Figure 2.2), leading to 

( ) iti
t

i
t FeF

e
e

F 1990
)1765(014.0

1990)17651990(014.0

)1765(014.0

*1*045.0*
1

1 −=
−

−= −
−

−

   (2) 

with t = 1765, …, 1990. The exponential has a doubling time of 50 years. 
 

Now each forcing curve i
tF , t = 1765, …, 1990, is input for one of the 5 climate models, in 

the way described in the previous section, leading to a projection for global warming, i.e., 
iT1765∆ , t = 1765, …, 1990. 
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Figure 8.3. Validation of global temperature projections over the period 1990–2100. Solid 
lines represent three projections as shown in IPCC (1996), while dotted lines represent 
projections from DIALOGUE. Three scenarios were chosen: IPCC-1995a, c and e. The year 
1995 points to the final year where IPCC scenarios were updated. Projections for 
DIALOGUE were gained by taking median models in all modules from gas cycle models to 
global warming, leading to a ‘median chain’ (for explanation of the term ‘median’ see 
Section 8.2.2.1 on definitions). Then, each of the three emission scenarios was subsequently 
coupled to this median chain. 
 
8.2.1.3 Validation 
All models have been validated against the curves and tables presented by the designers of 
each specific model. Furthermore, we made comparisons between global temperature 
projections as presented in IPCC (1996, Section 8.6.3.3) and our results. 

Figure 8.3 shows a comparison between three IPCC scenarios: IPCC-1995a, c and e. 
Shown are projections of the IPCC for a climate sensitivity set to 2.5 ºC and median 
projections from DIALOGUE (for definition of median projection, see next paragraph). 
Differences appear to be relatively small. Temperature projections are relative to 1990. For 
scenario IPCC-1995a IPCC projects a warming in 2100 of 2.0 ºC against 2.2 ºC by 
DIALOGUE. For IPCC-1995c we have a warming of 1.3 ºC by IPCC against 1.4 by 
DIALOGUE and for IPCC-1995e we have a warming of 2.5 ºC by IPCC against 2.4 º C by 
DIALOGUE. 
 

8.2.2 Limitations 
As stated by Schneider (1997), IA models can only produce ‘answers’ that are as good as 
their underlying assumptions and structural fidelity to a very complex multi-component 
system. Therefore, IA models should be constructed so as to increase transparency and reduce 
the likelihood of either misrepresentation or misunderstanding of results. In presenting an IA 
model, Schneider pleas for a six-point checklist of issues. Although a detailed description of 
limitations goes beyond the scope of this article, we will shortly give the main limitations of 
DIALOGUE. 

First, we used simple one-dimensional models or one-dimensional parameterizations 
of higher dimensional models. An example of the latter is the CO2-cycle model of Joos et al. 
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(1996). IPCC (1997) gives a discussion on the use of ‘simple models’ against ‘complex 
models’. These ‘simple models’ are generally regarded as ‘good approximations’, especially 
when no ‘surprise scenarios’ are included. The scenarios in this study cannot be described as 
surprise scenarios, although some can be considered as extreme. 

Second, no feedbacks are incorporated between modules (cf. the structure of 
DIALOGUE in Figure 8.1). Feedbacks between climate change, economy and society, 
leading to changes in emissions of greenhouse gases and aerosols, are neglected. The same 
holds for feedbacks between atmospheric chemistry and climate change. Wang et al. (1998) 
show a two-way feedback between climate dynamics and atmospheric chemistry. Changes in 
climate, specifically in H2O, temperature, and rainfall, provide different photochemical 
production and loss rates for many chemical species, while modified chemical concentrations 
in the atmosphere also significantly impact the climate. Explicit feedbacks between changes 
in land use and the CO2 absorbing capacity of the land are not taken into account, as e.g., in 
the IMAGE-2 model (Alcamo et al., 1994). The impact of these feedbacks is difficult to 
quantify. A further evaluation is needed at this point. 
 

8.2.3 Identification procedure 
 
8.2.3.1 Definitions 
Before clarifying the identification procedure, we need some definitions. First, we have to 
define the terms ‘minimum’ and ‘maximum’ projections of global mean temperatures. As 
shown in Section 8.2.1.1, DIALOGUE generates over 400 million time curves i

tbT ,∆ , with b 

the choice of a base year. If we calculate the absolute minimum and absolute maximum for 
each year, a minimum and maximum envelope curve is gained over the period 1990–2100, 
denoted as MINb,t MINb,t and MAXb,t , respectively. These envelope curves will be denoted as 
minimum and maximum projections and they are not necessarily the result of one single chain 
simulation. 

At different times different chains can be minimal or maximal. Figure 8.4 shows both 
projections. From the minimum and maximum projections the maximum uncertainty range 
(MURb,t ) follows by subtracting the minimum and maximum curves in a specific year t : 
 

tbtbtb MINMAXMUR ,,, −=   (ºC)       (3) 

 
We use the notation URb,t if MURb,t is calculated when not all models are in operation. In 
other words, URb,t is MURb,t with the condition that some models are disabled. In the 
following we will shorten the notations to MINt, MAXt, MURt and URt if b equals 1765, i.e., 
all curves relative to pre-Industrial times. Figure 8.4 shows that the uncertainty in 1990 
amounts to 1.1 ºC. This warming is caused by uncertainty in historic forcing and by 
uncertainty in climate sensitivity over the period 1765–1990.  
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Figure 8.4. Illustration of definitions. Shown are the minimum and maximum projections 
MINt and MAXt. They are defined as the minimum and maximum envelope of over 414 million 
temperature projections, respectively. The maximum uncertainty range MURt t results if the 
maximum and minimum projections are subtracted (Equation (3)). Also shown is the median 
temperature projection MEDt, originating from emission scenario WEC B. 
 
Furthermore, it should be noted that the median warming of 0.5 ºC in 1990 originates from 
anthropogenic emissions only. It should not be confused with the increase of global mean 
surface temperatures since the late 19th century by between 0.3 and 0.6 ºC (IPCC, 1996). The 
latter increase is due to both natural variability and anthropogenic emissions. 

Second, we have to define the terms ‘median model’ and ‘median scenario’. A median 
model is defined as the model generating the median output curves for a group of parallel 
models over the period 1990–2100. This definition is only unequivocal if the outcome does 
not depend on the specific choice of an input curve. For all models within the concentration 
and the forcing module the choice of a median model is a simple one. In all but two cases 
three parallel models exist, each based on the same model, but with differing parameter 
choices: one for the minimum output projection, one for the middle output projection and one 
for the maximum output projection. We verified that the middle model is median for all input 
curves. Thus, the median model is simply the ‘middle’ model. 

The first exception is the group of carbon cycle models. For the carbon cycle models 
we have implemented four models and we choose as median model the mid-variant of Wigley 
(1993) (see Appendix). The second exception is the climate module. Here we have 
implemented five parallel climate models. CCM1 is the median climate model, which (not 
surprisingly) also appears to be the model with the median climate sensitivity (see 8.6 
Appendix, Table 8.5). 
The median scenario is that scenario which generates the median global warming projection 
MEDb,t in the year 2100, given that all other parallel models are set to ‘median’. The median 
scenario in DIALOGUE is the WEC B scenario. The median projection MED1765,t , or shortly 
denoted as MEDt, is also shown in Figure 8.4. 
 
8.2.3.2 Quantitative Estimates 
The procedure to identify the contribution of each part of the chain of DIALOGUE to the total 
uncertainty is as follows. As stated in Section 8.2.1. DIALOGUE is composed of four 
modules, each consisting of submodules: a specific group of parallel models. Now the 
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contribution of a module i to the maximum uncertainty range MURt is calculated in three 
steps: 

1. We calculate MURt with all modules in full operation (cf. Figure 8.4). 
2. A median scenario or a median model is chosen within all submodules of module i. 

Then, we calculate the reduced uncertainty range URi,t by setting only submodules 
within module i to median, while all other modules are in full operation. In other 
words, we calculate MURt conditional to median settings in module i. The difference 
between MURt and URi,t may be regarded as the uncertainty, caused by the module 
that was set to ‘median’. Now the relative contribution of the module to the total 
uncertainty range is defined as: 

%100*
)( ,

,
t

tit
ti MUR

URMUR
R

−
=        (4) 

3. We repeat the second step for all four modules, leading to a series of four relative 
contributions R1,t , R2,t , R3,t and R4,t . By ordering this series from high to low, we have 
identified the weight or relative contribution of each ofthe modules. 

 
We note that large reductions in the range of uncertainty, i.e., URi,t, MURt and Ri,t close to 
100%, will mean that the module held at its median settings contributes significantly to MURt. 
Alternatively, a small reduction in the range of uncertainty, i.e., URi,t close to MURt and Ri,t 

100%, will mean that module i contributes little to the overall uncertainty. The contribution of 
a specific submodule to the maximum uncertainty is calculated similarly. The only difference 
is the procedure in step 2. We set this specific submodule to median, while all remaining 
submodules and modules are in full operation. The relative contribution of the submodule is 
calculated from Equation (4). We repeat the second step for all (M) submodules, leading to a 
series of M relative contributions R1,t , R2,t… RMt . By ordering this series from high to low, we 
have identified the weight or relative contribution of each of the M submodules. The 
procedure for modules is applied in Section 8.3.1, while the relative importance of two 
specific submodules is investigated in Section 8.3.2. 
 

 
 
Figure 8.5. The sensitivity of global temperature projections to uncertainty within different 
modules is calculated. Shown are the maximum uncertainty range MUR2100, along with four 
uncertainty ranges URi,2100 , i = 1 ,2 ,3, 4. 
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8.3 Results 

8.3.1 Uncertainty due to modules 
We have calculated the maximum uncertainty range conditional to different modules. The 
modules are: (i) emission scenarios, (ii) gas cycle models, (iii) radiative forcing models and 
(iv) climate models (cf. Figure 8.1). The results are given in Figure 8.5 for the year 2100. The 
Figure shows MUR2100 along with four uncertainty ranges, each range corresponding to a 
specific module. 

To investigate the time-dependence of uncertainty ranges, we have calculated these 
ranges for all years in the period 1990–2100. The results are shown in Figure 8.6a. The red 
curve represents the MURt (cf. Figure 8.4), i.e., maximum uncertainty at year t . The other 
curves represent MURt conditional to a specific median module (URi,t , i = 1, 2, 3, 4). Values 
for the year 2100 equal those in Figure 8.4. A number of remarks can be made. First, 
maximum uncertainty in the year 1990 is not zero. It shows that MUR1990 = 1:1 ºC. The 
reason is the presence of uncertainty in historic estimates of radiative forcing and climate 
models (Section 8.2.1.2). It shows that maximum uncertainty in 1990 is not influenced by the 
emission (pink curve) and gas cycle module (black curve): UR1,1990 = UR2,1990 = MUR1990 = 
1.1 ºC. The reason is that we do not assume uncertainty in historic emissions and 
concentrations (Section 8.2.1.2). 
 

 
 
Figure 8.6. The sensitivity of global temperature projections to uncertainty within different 
modules is calculated. (a) Shows the maximum uncertainty range MURt (red curve) along 
with four uncertainty ranges URi,t , i = 1, 2, 3, 4. In (b) the reduction of uncertainty is given as 
a percentage Ri,t , relative to the maximum uncertainty range (Equation (4)). 
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Table 8.1. Sensitivity of global temperature projections to uncertainty within different 
modules (cf. Figure 8.6b). The reduction in uncertainty is expressed as a percentage Ri,t , 
relative to the maximum uncertainty range MURt (Equation (4)). It should be noted that rows 
do not add up to 100%, due to non-linearities in the chain from emissions to climate change 
variables . 
 

Reduction percentage Ri,t Year 
Emission 
module 

Gas cycle module Forcing module Climate module 

1990 0% 0% 70% 14% 
2020  9% 13% 59% 13% 
2050  17% 19% 48% 18% 
2100  34% 15% 35% 30% 
 
Second, the largest reduction in maximum uncertainty is found for radiative forcing models 
(green curve). The green curve (UR3,t ) starts in 1990 with 0.4 ºC and is the minimum over the 
entire prediction period, ending in an uncertainty range of 3.6 ºC in the year 2100. 

Third, the further we project uncertainty into the future, the smaller becomes the 
difference between uncertainty conditional to the climate module, conditional to the emission 
module and conditional to the forcing module (the blue, pink and green curves, respectively). 
In the year 2100 the differences are marginal: UR1,2100 � UR3,2100 � UR4,2100 � 3.7 ºC. 
However, the shape of the curves UR1,t, UR3,t and UR4,t differs. U3,t and U4,t run parallel with 
MURt , while U1,t is leveling off from the year 2050 onwards. This result suggests that 
uncertainty reduction within the emission module will become dominant after the year 2100. 

Fourth, the lowest reduction in maximum uncertainty is found for the gas cycle 
module (black curve, UR2,t ). UR2,t starts in 1990 with 1.1 ºC (no reduction) and ends at an 
uncertainty range of 4.8 ºC in the year 2100. However, it should be noted that the difference 
between the pink, black and blue curves is significant only over the period 2060–2100. Over 
the period 1990–2060 the difference is marginal. 

Another view on uncertainty ranges is given in Figure 8.6b and Table 8.1, where the 
percentages Ri,t , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, are presented, following Equation (4). The figure clearly shows 
the dominating influence of radiative forcing models on the maximum uncertainty (green 
curve, R3,t ). If we could ‘remove’ historic uncertainty by radiative forcing, MUR1990 is 
reduced by 70% (!). Historic uncertainty by climate models yields a reduction of only 14%. 
Clearly, reduction of uncertainty within radiative forcing models dominates the entire period 
1990–2100. However, the amount of reduction steadily decreases from 70% in 1990 to 35% 
in 2100. Lowest percentages are shown for the gas cycle module (black curve, R2,t ): no 
reduction in 1990, increasing to 19% around 2050 and decreasing afterwards to 15% in 2100. 
The influence of emission scenarios (pink curve, R1,t ) shows a steady increase from 0% in 
1990 to 34% in 2100. 
 

8.3.2 Uncertainty due to carbon cycle modeling and aerosol forcing 
Now, we will further differentiate the results to two specific submodules: (i) carbon cycle 
models and (ii) radiative forcing models for aerosols. Figure 8.7a shows the MURt (red 
curve), reduced uncertainty by taking the median gas cycle models (solid black curve, UR1,t ) 
and reduced uncertainty by taking the median carbon cycle model only (dashed black curve, 
UR2,t). Furthermore, reduced uncertainty is shown by taking the median forcing models (solid 
green curve, UR3,t ) and reduced uncertainty by taking the median aerosol forcing model only 
(dashed green line, UR4,t ). 
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As for CO2 Figure 8.7a shows that uncertainty from gas cycle models is dominated by 
the uncertainty from carbon cycle models. The reduction by all gas cycle models amounts to 
0.3 ºC in the year 2020, 0.6 ºC in 2050 and 0.8 ºC in 2100. The reduction by carbon cycle 
models amounts to 0.2 ºC in the year 2020, 0.4 ºC in 2050 and 0.5 ºC in 2100. Thus, roughly 
two-thirds of the uncertainty from gas cycle models originates from carbon cycle modeling. 

As for radiative forcing, Figure 8.7a shows that uncertainty by all forcing models only 
partly originates from the uncertainty from aerosol forcing. The reduction by all forcing 
models amounts to 1.2 ºC in the year 2020, 1.5 ºC in 2050 and 2.0 ºC in 2100. The reduction 
by aerosol forcing models only amounts to 0.7 ºC in the year 2020, 0.8 ºC in 2050 and 0.9 ºC 
in 2100. Thus, roughly half the uncertainty from forcing models is introduced through aerosol 
forcing.  

The inferences above are illustrated more clearly in Figure 8.7b and Table 8.2, where 
reductions are expressed as percentages Ri,t , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (Equation (4)). The difference 
between carbon cycle models and aerosol forcing models is striking: 0% reduction for carbon 
cycle models against 41% for aerosols in 1990. Towards the year 2100 both percentages 
converge: 10% reduction for carbon cycle models against 16% by aerosols in 2100. 
 

8.3.3 Parametrization of uncertainty 
Uncertainty in DIALOGUE results from a complex chain of calculations of over 414 million 
single chains. If we regard the whole set of models as one system, a ‘black box’, with one 
input (emissions of greenhouse gases) and one output (maximum uncertainty range), we 
might find a simple relation between emissions and uncertainty. 

As an indicator for emissions over the period 1990–2100 we choose the cumulative 
CO2 emissions over that period. These cumulative emissions follow by integration of 13 
emission curves (see Figure 8.8). Cumulative emissions range from 400 GtC (Greenpeace 
FFES) to 2200 GtC (IPCC-1995e). As an indicator of uncertainty we choose the uncertainty 
range UR2100. UR2100 is calculated for one specific emission scenario, while all other modules 
are in operation. UR2100 varies from 2.8 ºC (Greenpeace FFES) to 5.2 ºC (IPCC-1995e). 
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Figure 8.7. The sensitivity of global temperature projections to uncertainty within two 
modules and two sets of parallel models is calculated. (a) Shows the maximum uncertainty 
range MURt (red curve), along with four reduced uncertainties URi,t , i = 1, 2, 3, 4. The black 
curves show reduced uncertainty for the gas cycle module (solid line) and for the parallel 
carbon cycle models, which form a submodule of this module (dashed line). The green curves 
show reduced uncertainty for the forcing module (solid line) and the parallel aerosol forcing 
models, which form a submodule of the forcing module (dashed line). In (b) the reduction of 
uncertainty is given as a percentage Ri,t , relative to the maximum uncertainty range 
(Equation (4)). 
 
 
Table 8.2. Sensitivity of global temperature projections to uncertainty within different models 
and modules (cf. Figure 8.7b). The reduction in uncertainty Ri,t is expressed as a percentage, 
relative to the maximum uncertainty range MURt (Equation (4)). 
 

Reduction percentage Ri,t Year 
Carbon cycle 

models 
Gas cycle module Aerosol forcing 

models 
Radiative forcing 

module 
1990 0% 0% 41% 70% 
2020  9% 13% 34% 59% 
2050  12% 19% 26% 48% 
2100  10% 15% 16% 35% 
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Figure 8.8. Global CO2 emissions as projected by 13 emission scenarios. Negative CO2 
emissions for Greenpeace FFES from the year 2085 onwards stem from a total banning of the 
use of fossil fuels on the one hand and a large reforestation program on the other hand.  
 

 
Figure 8.9. Scatterplot of uncertainty ranges for individual emission scenarios while all other 
parallel models are in operation, against the cumulative CO2 emissions over the period 1990–
2100. Uncertainty ranges are for the year 2100. Abbreviations: Ia through If _ IPCC 
scenarios 1995a through 1995f, Gr � Greenpeace FFES, Ri � RIGES, Wa � WEC A, Wb � 
WEC B, Wc � WEC C, Sd � SHELL dematerialization and Ss � SHELL sustained growth. 
Also shown is the linear regression line (R2 = 0.96).  
 
A scatterplot of the 13 pairs of cumulative CO2 emissions and uncertainties is given in Figure 
8.9. The plot shows a linear relationship between cumulative CO2 emissions and uncertainty 
ranges (R2 = 0.96):  

 �
=

+=
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t
tCUR        (5) 

 
With UR2100 the uncertainty range in 2100 and Ct the total annual CO2 emission in year t. 
Clearly, a reduction in emissions implies a reduction in uncertainty. The ‘eco-driven’ 
scenarios Greenpeace FFES and RIGES yield the lowest uncertainty ranges: 2.7 ºC and 3.2 
ºC, respectively. The scenarios IPCC-1995e and f yield the highest uncertainty ranges: 5.2 ºC 
and 5.0 ºC, respectively. 
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8.4 Discussion 

8.4.1 Choosing a base year 
It has become common practice to present climate change results relative to a certain base 
year. This base year could be 1990, 1999 or any other year. The reason for such a choice has a 
psychological rather than a scientific origin. Policy makers are concerned about the future, not 
history. IPCC reports use 1990 as a base year. Examples are Figures 6.20 through 6.24 and 
Figures 7.6 through 7.11 in IPCC (1996). At the other hand, the report shows historic 
uncertainties relative to 1765 in their Figure 8.4. 

The choice of a base year does not influence inferences on global warming when one 
presents a specific projection. This presentation only implies a constant shift of the whole 
curve, leading to a curve that passes zero in the base year. However, when we are interested in 
uncertainty and we investigate the envelope of a series of projections, the base year does 
make a difference. A different base year may lead to a very different envelope and 
consequently to a different MURt, which is our measure of uncertainty. Not only the value of 
MURt depends on the choice of base year but as a consequence also the ranking of the 
contribution of the modules and submodules depends critically on the base year. 

The influence of a certain base year on the ranking process can be illustrated by the 
following hypothetical example. Suppose our IA model generates the following N stabilized 
global warming projections, based on N single chains (i = 1, …, N): i

tT ,1765∆  = ci ºC, with t � 

1990 and ci a constant (0.0 ºC � ci � 2:0 ºC). Clearly, MIN1765,t = 0.0 ºC and MAX1765,t = 2.0 
ºC, leading to (Equation (3)): MUR1765,t = 2.0 ºC. Now, relative to the base year 1990 we have 
(Equation (1)): i

tT ,1990∆  = 0.0 ºC, with t � 1990. As a consequence we have MIN1990,t= 

MAX1990,t = 0.0 ºC, leading to: MUR1990,t = 0.0 ºC. This example shows that uncertainty is 
absent if calculated relative to 1990 and, obviously, no ranking can be made. However, 
uncertainty relative to pre-Industrial times is substantial and could be reduced by narrowing 
uncertainty bands in specific models. 

It is not intuitively clear how to interpret the dependence of a base year on the ranking 
of uncertainty. Therefore the choice of a base year is more then a simple matter of taste and 
needs further interpretation. One can simulate the future global temperature without 
uncertainty when one knows every parameter and every process with certainty; in this paper 
that is every (sub)module. But that is not enough. To make a dead certain projection, one also 
needs to know the initial state of the system with certainty. In DIALOGUE the initial state 
would contain e.g. of the amount of carbon stored in the ocean and on land, and the 
temperature distribution over each layers in the ocean in the base year. 

Therefore, strictly speaking, the uncertainty of the initial state in the base year should 
be part of the ranking of uncertainties. However, uncertainty in the initial state is of a different 
nature than uncertainty in one of the (sub)modules. The uncertainty in the initial state is a 
garbage can, which implicitly contains the uncertainty in parameters en processes from before 
the base year. That is the reason that we think it is wise to choose a base year in which we can 
assume no uncertainty in the initial state. We took 1765 as our base year and assumed that the 
system was in equilibrium, effectively choosing no uncertainty in our base year and left it out 
of the ranking. 

In our model world the equilibrium assumption is justified because DIALOGUE is a 
relatively simple model that does not capture the natural variability we see in the real world. 
In our experiment, temperature change is caused only through changing emissions. In other 
words, we only model greenhouse gas induced warming and of course we can investigate 
only the uncertainty caused by changing greenhouse gas emissions and uncertainty in 
processes operating on those emissions. 
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8.4.2 Maximum uncertainty range 
In this paragraph we will discuss the concept of maximum uncertainty range and we will 
compare our MUR t estimates with those in the literature. 
 
8.4.2.1 The Concept of Maximum Uncertainty Range 
We have defined our ‘maximum uncertainty range’ as the widest range possible, given our 
choice of parallel models and scenarios. DIALOGUE calculates over 400 million single 
chains and thus, for each year, from 1765 to 2100, we have over 400 million data. Our 
definition implies that we take the minimum and maximum values (MINt and MAXt ) and the 
difference yields MURt (Equation (3)). In fact our definition gives a worst case estimate for 
uncertainty. Of course one could take percentile values. For instance, a maximum uncertainty 
range could be defined as the difference between the 95 and 5 percentiles of all our data in a 
particular year. However, our basic assumption in the selection of parallel models is that each 
set of parallel models covers the complete range of ‘more or less’ accepted scientific 
knowledge on that specific topic. Thus, it would be inconsistent with this assumption if we 
disregarded the extremes in our simulations by cutting off at some percentile. 

Titus and Narayanan (1995, 1996) estimated probability distributions for temperature 
and sea level rise. Like our analysis, they employed a number of alternative values for key 
model coefficients, and in some cases ran alternative models to capture a particular process. 
Unlike our analysis, however, they specified probability distributions for the input parameters, 
based on expert judgment. Although Titus and Narayanan reported their maximum and 
minimum simulations, they made no attempt to characterize those simulations as representing 
a ‘maximum uncertainty range’, for two reasons. First, their objective was to estimate the 1% 
worst-case, not the absolute worst case. Second, many of their input distributions were normal 
or log-normal, which have no absolute maximum range, leaving the simulated range 
dependent on the number of simulations one conducts. 

The Titus and Narayanan study reported the impact of parameter changes on the 
standard deviation, and various probability levels. Because referring to an entire probability 
distribution can be cumbersome, however, one often needs a single parameter for 
summarizing uncertainty. They considered reporting changes in uncertainty as a percentage 
change in the standard deviation, rather than the maximum uncertainty range. 

A disadvantage of their approach is that a single parameter will not adequately 
describe the reduction in uncertainty unless the entire shape of the distribution remains the 
same every time one makes changes in models or parameters. In practice, what is at first a 
log-normal distribution might change into a bimodal distribution if certain models or 
parameters are set to their median values. Formulated in statistical terms, the maximum 
uncertainty range is a non-parametric statistic while changing a parameter in a hypothetical 
probability distribution is not. We feel that a non-parametric statistic is much easier to use for 
the study of uncertainty and more importantly, because no assumptions are needed on 
probability distributions, the statistic is more robust. 
 
8.4.2.2 Other Studies 
How do our results for MINt, MAXt and MURt (Figure 8.4) compare with estimates in 
literature? Such a comparison encounters the difficulty that results on uncertainty estimation 
in the literature are not based on all uncertainty sources in the chain from emission scenarios 
to temperature change. We use as the main reference Figure 6.24 in IPCC (1996). Here 
minimum and maximum envelope curves are based on both the six IPCC scenarios and a 
range of climate sensitivities (from 1.5 to 4.5 ºC). Not included are uncertainties in gas cycle 
models and radiative forcing models. Aerosol concentrations are assumed to be constant over 
the period 1990–2100. The maximum and minimum values for the year 2100 are 4.5 and 0.8 
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ºC respectively, leading to an estimate for MUR2100 of 3.7 ºC. These values are slightly lower 
than those presented in Figure 8.4. If values are calculated relative to 1990, we have a 
minimum of 0.5 ºC, a maximum of 5.0 ºC and an MUR of 4.5ºC. However, it should be noted 
that the differences would be larger if the IPCC projections had been calculated with time-
dependent aerosol concentrations. 

A second, slightly different, comparison can be made if we use results from Titus and 
Narayanan (1995, p. 153). They present estimates for global warming based on expert 
judgment. Eight experts on climate change* were asked to give a cumulative probability 
distribution for various parameters used by one-dimensional upwelling-diffusion models to 
project global warming relative to 1990. All reviewers except one were participants in the 
IPCC (1990) assessment. One of the experts was selected from the group of ‘greenhouse 
skeptics’ (R. Balling). Probabilities are based on their own (modeling) experiences and 
personal views. Titus and Narayanan (1995) also composed a combined cumulative 
probability distribution based on all eight individual distributions, giving each expert equal 
weight. 

If we express our estimates for MAXt, MINt and MEDt in terms of percentiles from the 
expert distributions, we find that our minimum and maximum envelopes MINt and MAXt 
correspond to the 10 and 95 percentile, respectively, if the combined probability distribution 
is used. If estimates from Balling are neglected, percentiles lie in the order of the 2 and 97 
percentiles. Our median projection is only marginally higher than the 50 percentile of the 
experts: 2.0 ºC versus 2.1 ºC in this study for the year 2100 (cf. Figure 8.4). If the low 
warming estimate of Balling is excluded, the median value of the experts is slightly higher: 
2.3 ºC versus 2.1 ºC this study. The discrepancy might be explained by a different choice of 
‘median scenario’ by one or more experts. Generally, studies on climate change regard IPCC 
scenario 1995a as ‘most likely’ or ‘best guess’ or ‘median’, while we choose WEC B as a 
median scenario. Figure 8.8 shows that emissions from scenario WEC B are considerably 
lower than those from IPCC-1995a. From these comparisons we conclude that our approach 
of parallel modeling leads to estimates for minimum and maximum warming which are in line 
with expert opinion, albeit that a value higher than 5.0 ºC is believed to occur with a chance 
of roughly 7% and a value lower than 0.5 ºC with a chance of roughly 8% (values relative to 
1990). 
 

8.4.3 Key sources of uncertainty 
8.4.3.1 Interpretation of results 
The results of the identification procedure have been summarized in Figures 6 and 7, and 
Tables 1 and 2. In this Section we discuss the implications of these identification results. 

The key source of uncertainty in global temperature projections appears to be the 
uncertainty in radiative forcing models (Table 8.1). An important aspect is the time-
dependence of this dominance. In the short and medium long term the dominance of the 
forcing module is apparent. In 1990 maximum uncertainty is reduced by 70%, while the 
second highest percentage is 14% (climate module). In 2020 the reduction amounts to 59%, 
while the second highest percentage is 13% (gas cycle module and climate module). 
However, Figure 8.6b shows that the relative importance of modules converges from the year 
2060 onwards. Finally, in 2100 three modules are of equal importance: emission module, 
forcing module and climate module (30%–35%). Only the importance of the gas cycle 
module is substantially lower: 15%. Clearly, of all modules the gas cycle module has the least 
influence on uncertainty reductions. 

                                                 
* The experts are R. Balling, F. Bretherton, M. Hoffert, M. MacCracken, S. Manabe, D. Rind, S. Schneider, and 
T. Wigley. 
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The dominance of forcing models is not solely caused by the large uncertainty within 
the models. It also originates from the fact that global forcing is a model output over the 
historic period 1765–1990, with a corresponding uncertainty over this period. In contrast, 
concentrations (and emissions) are assumed to be known over the historic period. They 
introduce no uncertainty in the year 1990 and show a slowly increasing influence afterwards. 
Significant reductions in MURt start for both modules from 2020 onwards (cf. Figure 8.6a). 

Because of the dominance of the forcing module it is interesting to analyse which 
submodules are prevalent. Are uncertainty reductions due to the large uncertainty bands in 
aerosol modeling rather than to low uncertainty in greenhouse gas forcing formulae? Figure 
8.7b (green lines) shows that approximately half of the uncertainty reduction is due to aerosol 
forcing models. As described in the Appendix, error bands for aerosol forcing (direct + 
indirect) are gained by assuming a constant relative error of ± 50%. On the other hand, error 
bands in gas forcing are ±15% for each gas individually (and thus ± 15% for the total forcing 
by greenhouse gases). Thus, a logical hypothesis would be that the aerosol error bands and the 
greenhouse gas error bands are of equal size. 
   

 
Figure 8.10. Total forcing for greenhouse gases with 15% error bands (upper curves) and 
total forcing by aerosols with 50% error bands (lower curves). Forcings are calculated for 
median scenario WEC B and median gas cycle models. 
 
We verified this hypothesis by the following simulation runs. We calculated for the median 
scenario WEC B and for the median gas cycle module the contribution of all gases and 
aerosols to the total radiative forcing over the period 1990–2100. 

These projections are shown in Figure 8.10. The error bounds are ± 15% for the total 
forcing by greenhouse gases and ± 50% for aerosol forcing. Figure 8.10 confirms our 
hypothesis: error bands are of the same order. In 1990 the error band for greenhouse gases is 
0.7W/m2, for aerosols 1.0W/m2. In 2050 error bands are of equal size: 1.4 W/m2. In 2100 the 
error band for greenhouse gases is 1.8 W/m2, for aerosols 1.2 W/m2. It should be noted that 
the leveling off in aerosol forcing is due to a change in SO2 emissions in the WEC B scenario 
(increase over 1990–2050, decrease over 2050–2100). Furthermore, if the forcing of total 
greenhouse gases in this example is split up into contributions of individual gases, it shows 
that 75% is due to CO2, 12% is due to CH4, 8% is due to N2O and 5% is due to the group of 
CFCs and HCFCs. Clearly, the role of CO2 is dominant. 
  
8.4.3.2 Policy implications 
Our simulation results have two policy implications. First, we have demonstrated that great 
efforts should be put into improvement of radiative forcing models for aerosols. This result is 
not unique. The National Research Council (1996) emphasized the need to reduce 
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uncertainties in aerosol radiative forcing to within ± 15% both globally and locally. Hansen et 
al. (1998) conclude that uncertainties in climate forcings in general, and aerosol forcings in 
particular, have supplanted global climate sensitivity as the predominant issue. Schwartz and 
Andreae (1996) state that, without greatly narrowing the uncertainty in aerosol forcing, there 
will exist little observational basis for the nature and magnitude of climate response to 
increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases. Their conclusion is largely based on the large 
error bounds for indirect aerosol forcing, given in IPCC (1996). In depth analyses of 
uncertainty estimates for direct and indirect aerosol forcing are given by Pan et al. (1997, 
1998). 

Second, the influence of uncertainty within greenhouse gas forcing models is of equal 
importance. However, these uncertainty calculations have been underexposed up to now. 
IPCC reports only briefly mention the error bounds of ± 15%, without argumentation, 
discussion or references to the literature. Our results show a clear gain in narrowing these 
uncertainty limits, especially those for CO2.  
 
8.4.3.3 Other studies 
Two IA models other than DIALOGUE have been developed to identify key sources of 
uncertainty, but with a different set-up: the ICAM model (Dowlatabadi and Kandlikar, 1995) 
and the modeling approach of Titus and Narayanan (1995). Both IA models follow a 
probabilistic approach, where the output of models is presented by distribution functions, each 
depending on one or more parameters. By varying these parameters, a Monte Carlo sensitivity 
approach is performed, leading to individual influences on impact variables. 

Dowlatabadi and Kandlikar show results based on simulations with the ICAM-2 
model, which differ from the results presented here. Their analyses show that climatic 
uncertainties are most important, followed by uncertainties in damage calculations, economic 
uncertainties and direct aerosol forcing uncertainties. Furthermore, extreme uncertainties in 
indirect aerosol forcing and behavioral response to climate change can dominate the choice of 
policy outcomes. Clearly, the role of direct and indirect aerosol forcing is stressed, as in our 
analysis. However, the role of climate models in reducing maximum uncertainties is 
secondary in our simulations (cf. blue curves in Figure 8.6). An explanation could lie in (i) a 
wider range of climate sensitivities (cf. discussion in Section 8.4.4) and (ii) no modeling of 
uncertainty in the initial state in their base year. The latter greatly influences the overall 
impact of radiative forcing models on maximum uncertainty, as discussed in detail in Section 
8.4.1. Titus and Narayanan perform a sensitivity analysis on sea level rise. They discuss the 
role of four processes: emissions, climate sensitivity, the response of polar temperatures to 
global temperatures, and the response of ice-shelf melting to changes in Antarctic ocean water 
temperatures. The impact of these four processes on uncertainty is calculated in the same way 
as we have applied here: parameters controlling a specific process are fixed at their median 
values and the extent to which uncertainty declines is examined. Their simulations show that 
the climate sensitivity parameter accounts for the greatest uncertainty, especially at first. For 
the year 2100, fixing this parameter reduces the standard deviation of temperature and sea 
level projections by 50% and 35%, respectively. Fixing either the polar-temperature 
parameters or the ice-shelf-melt parameters reduces uncertainty by 4% each. Fixing emissions 
equal to IPCC scenario 1995a reduces the geometric standard deviation by only 7%. In our 
analyses it appears that the influence of emissions and climate sensitivity is of equal size 
(pink and blue curves in Figure 8.6a), leading to a different result. 

How could these differences be explained? First, we used another indicator to show 
reductions in uncertainty (cf. discussion in Section 8.4.2.1). Second, we used a smaller range 
for climate sensitivities, which leads to lower estimation for the importance of climate 
sensitivity. Finally, as stated above for the ICAM-2 model, we feel that a comparison of 
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identification results is hampered by the choice of a base year. Titus and Narayanan use 1990 
as a base year for uncertainty calculations (cf. Section 8.4.1). 

Finally, we name the study of Hansen et al. (1998) who discuss uncertainty within 
forcing models and climate models without using a specific IA model. They argue that 
uncertainty in climate sensitivity estimates has diminished considerably recently. They 
estimate T∆  = 3.0 ± 1.0 ºC for doubled CO2. Furthermore, uncertainties within forcing 
models, and especially indirect aerosol forcing, are enormous. They conclude that there is 
greater uncertainty in future climate forcings than in global mean climate sensitivity. This 
conclusion is consistent with the findings from this study. 
 

8.4.4 Representativeness of parallel models 
As stated in Section 8.2.1.1, the spread within parallel models should cover the entire range of 
uncertainty in scientific knowledge for that specific type of model. Here we will discuss the 
aspect of representativeness within DIALOGUE and the consequences of non-
representativeness for the results given in Section 8.3.  

Of course, it is difficult to prove a claim of representativeness. In DIALOGUE we 
decided to select models that are scientifically accepted. These are models that are considered 
in the IPCC reports or have been published elsewhere in scientific literature. However, we did 
not incorporate models with ‘surprise scenarios’. An example of a surprise scenario is given 
by De Haan et al. (1994). They introduced an ‘Ocean Realignment’ scenario to estimate the 
sensitivity of climate modeling to sudden changes in ocean circulations. Another example is 
the simulations by Titus and Narayanan (1995), which occasionally show sudden decreases in 
deep water formation, leading to a global cooling of about 1.5 ºC over a ten-year period. 

Furthermore, we did not make a distinction between structural and parametrized 
uncertainty (e.g., Van Asselt and Rotmans, 1995). Both types of uncertainty contribute to total 
uncertainty in a specific way. For some modules a change of parameters can make a greater 
difference than a change of model structure.  

Now we come to the representativeness of models. This representativeness is 
described for each submodule in the Appendix. It shows that the role of two types of models 
may be underestimated in DIALOGUE: (i) models for aerosol radiative forcing and (ii) 
climate sensitivity in climate models. 

As for error bounds for aerosol forcing modeling, we followed the recommendation of 
Wigley and Raper (1992). However, error bounds in IPCC (1996) are larger, at least for the 
year 1990. Our bounds for direct aerosol forcing do not deviate from those adopted by the 
IPCC: –0.50 [–0.75, –0.25] W/m2 in DIALOGUE against –0.40 [–0.75, –0.25] W/m2 
recommended by the IPCC. Our estimates are also in line with those of Hansen et al. (1998) 
who come to –0.4 [–0.7, –0.1]. However, values for indirect aerosol forcing deviate: –0.50 [–
0.75, –0.25] W/m2 in DIALOGUE against [–1.5 , 0.0] W/m2 recommended by the IPCC (no 
best-guess value given). Our estimates also deviate from those derived by Hansen et al. 
(1998) who come to –1.0 [–2.0, –0.5]. Clearly, wider uncertainty ranges for indirect aerosol 
forcing would alter our results. However, our conclusions would not alter in a qualitative 
sense. The role of radiative forcing models would become even more prominent than they are 
now (cf. green curves Figures 6 and 7). 

As for climate sensitivities, Kacholia and Reck (1997) give a summary of reported 
estimates over the period 1980–1995. Mean temperature change predictions for 2 × CO2 
remained fairly consistent over the years, within the range [2.0 ºC, 3.0 ºC]. The best-guess 
value appears to be 2.6 ºC. They find a maximum range of [0.16 ºC, 8.7 ºC] for 2 × CO2. In 
IPCC (1996) the range [1.5 ºC, 4.5 ºC] is chosen. Clearly, extreme sensitivities are regarded 
as less likely to occur. If we compare the range in DIALOGUE ([2.1 ºC, 4.5 ºC]) with the 
range of the IPCC, it shows that the lower end of our range (2.1 ºC) is somewhat too high. 
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Titus and Narayanan (1995, p. 152) give a probability distribution for climate sensitivity, 
based on expert judgment (cf. probability distributions for global warming in Section 8.4.2.2). 
If we express our estimates for climate sensitivity in terms of percentiles from the combined 
expert distribution, we find that our minimum and maximum estimate correspond to the 40 
and 97 percentiles, respectively. Our median estimate (2.9 ºC) is slightly higher than the 50 
percentile estimate of the experts (2.4 ºC). Hansen et al. (1998) come to a best estimate of 3.0 
ºC with a range of [2.0 ºC, 4.0 ºC]. Here the lower bound in DIALOGUE equals that of 
Hansen et al., while the higher bound in DIALOGUE is significantly higher. Where ‘the 
truth’ lies is difficult to say. We conclude that the climate sensitivity range in DIALOGUE is 
an acceptable compromise of present knowledge at this point. 
 

8.5 Conclusions 

We have described a method, based on parallel modeling, to identify the contribution of 
specific modules or submodules to maximum uncertainty in projections of global 
temperatures. We draw the following conclusions from our simulation experiments: 

• The key source of uncertainty in global temperature projections appears to be the 
uncertainty in radiative forcing models. Uncertainty in radiative forcing contributes to 
70% in 1990, to 48% in 2050 and to 35% in 2100. The lowest source of uncertainty is 
formed by the global gas cycle models. These models have no contribution to 
uncertainty in 1990, and a contribution of 19% and 15% in 2050 and 2100, 
respectively. If we focus, as a special case, on carbon cycle models versus aerosol 
forcing models, temperature projections appear to be much more sensitive to 
uncertainty in aerosol forcing modeling. 

• Within the group of forcing models the uncertainty in aerosol forcing models is 
roughly of the same size as uncertainty in greenhouse gas forcing models. In the latter 
group of models the role of CO2 forcing is dominant. 

• Maximum uncertainty in global temperature projections has not been treated 
consistently in the literature. First, uncertainty should be calculated as a product of all 
uncertainty sources in the chain from emission scenarios to temperature change. This 
uncertainty is of both a socio-economic and a scientific origin. Second, the choice of a 
base year for global warming calculations influences the ranking of uncertainty. This 
is caused by the uncertainty in the initial state of the climate system in that specific 
base year. However, inclusion of this uncertainty is omitted in studies thus far. If the 
base year is set to ‘pre-Industrial’, as in this study, uncertainty in the initial state may 
be neglected and calculations are simplified. 

• There is a strong positive relationship between maximum uncertainty in the year 2100 
on the one hand and cumulative emissions of CO2 over the period 1990–2100 on the 
other hand (R2 = 0.96). Thus, a more certain future can be established by choosing low 
emission paths. 

 
Our conclusions are reasonably robust against misspecifications of model assumptions or 
wrong choices of models, if one is willing to accept our basic assumption: all modeling steps 
should be based on ‘more or less’ accepted scientific knowledge. The reason for this 
robustness is to be found in the dominant role of uncertainty in historic estimates for global 
warming. There is one exception. If we had chosen a lower limit for climate sensitivity, e.g., 
1.5 ºC (IPCC, 1996) or 1.0 ºC (Titus and Narayanan, 1996), the role of climate models might 
have shifted to the second important position, in terms of reduction of maximum uncertainty. 
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We want to make one final remark on emission scenarios. The fact that scenarios play a minor 
role in uncertainty does not imply that policies should not be directed to low emission 
scenarios: lower emissions will always lead to less global warming. 
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8.6 Appendix:  The Modular Structure of DIALOGUE 

The structure of DIALOGUE is given in Figure 8.1. It contains five modules, each with 
groups of parallel models. We will describe the modular structure in detail below. 
 

8.6.1 Emission module 
An emission scenario can be defined as a description of internally consistent, elaborated 
pictures of future events or situations. Therefore, emissions of specific gases should not be 
altered within one scenario. A better way to grasp uncertainty in emissions is to choose a 
range of (more or less) independent scenarios. The emission module in DIALOGUE contains 
13 scenarios, developed by five different organizations. These organizations are: 

• the IPCC. The IPCC developed six scenarios based on various assumptions regarding 
economic growth and population. The scenarios will be referred to as ‘IPCC-1995a’ 
through ‘IPCC-1995f’ (1995 being the year of the latest update of these scenarios); 

• Greenpeace. Greenpeace developed a set of scenarios in which the use of fossil fuels 
fades out towards the end of the next century. The central scenario is implemented: the 
Fossil-Free Energy Scenario, denoted as ‘Greenpeace FFES’; 

• a study for the UNCED conference in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, denoted as RIGES. 
RIGES stands for Renewable-Intensive Global Energy Scenario and is characterized 
by a large effort in modern biomass; 

• SHELL. To track the main political and economic changes, SHELL published two 
scenarios: ‘sustained growth’ and ‘dematerialization’. Both scenarios are characterized 
by a large share of solar energy;  

• theWorld Energy Council (WEC). The WEC developed four scenarios, directed to 
optimum efficiency in production and use of energy as well as to socially acceptable 
ecological implications. Three scenarios are used here, viz. WEC A,WEC B and WEC 
C. 

  
Details on these scenarios are given in Table 8.3.We refer to the following literature: for the 
IPCC scenarios to Pepper et al. (1992), Leggett et al. (1992) and Alcamo et al. (1995), for the 
Greenpeace FFES scenario to Lazarus et al. (1993), for RIGES to Johansson et al. (1993), for 
the SHELL scenarios to Kassler (1994), and for the WEC scenarios to WEC (1993). 
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Table 8.3. Global characteristics of 13 energy scenarios. The following statistics hold for the 
base year 1990: population 5.3 billion and primary energy use 343 EJ. 
 
Scenario 
 

Population 
(billion) 

Economic 
Growth 

Primary 
energy use 
(EJ) 

International 
environmental policies 

CFC policy 

IPCCa 2020: 8.0 
2100: 1.3 

1990-2020: 3.0 
2020-2100: 2.0 

2020: 649 
2100: 1454 

International controls on 
SOx, NOx , and NMVOC 
emissions; efforts to 
reduce emissions of SOx, 
NOx and CO in 
developing countries by 
2050 

Partial compliance with 
Montreal Protocol; 
technological transfer results in 
gradual phase-out of CFC’s in 
non-signatory countries by 
2075 

IPCC-b 2020: 8.0 
2100: 11.3 

1990-2020: 3.0 
2020-2100: 2.0 

2020: 633 
2100: 1407 

As IPCC-a plus 
commitments by many 
OECD countries stabilize 
or reduce C)2 emissions 

Global compliance with 
Montreal Protocol 

IPCC-c 2020: 7:3 
2100: 6.4 

1990-2020: 1.9 
2020-2100: 0.7 

2020: 504 
2100: 539 

As IPCC-a As IPCC-a 

IPCC-d 2020: 7.3 
2100: 6.4 

1990-2020: 2.9 
2020-2100: 1.7 

2020: 611 
2100: 1244 

Worldwide emission 
control for CO, NOx, 
NMVOC and SOx halt 
deforestation capture and 
use of CH2 emissions 
from coal mining and gas 
production 

CFC production phased out by 
1997 in industrialized 
countries: phase-out of HCFCs 

IPCC-e 2020: 8.0 
2100: 11.3 

1990-2020: 3.8 
2020-2100: 2.7 

2020: 757 
2100: 2495 

Emissions controls which 
increase fossil energy 
costs by 30% 

As IPCC-d 

IPCC-f 2020: 8.8 
2100: 17.6 

1990-2020: 3.1 
2020-2100: 2.2 

2020: 679 
2100: 1700 

As IPCC-a As IPCC-a 

Greenp. 
FFEES 

2020: 8.0 
2100: 11.3 

1990-2020: 3.0 
2020-2100: 2.0 

2020: 392 
2100: 987 

Massive energy savings, 
massive reforestation, 
phase-out of nuclear 
energy by 2010 

As IPCC-a 

RIGES 2020: 8.0 
2100: 11.3 

1990-2020: 3.8 
2020-2100: 2.7 

2020: 442 
2100: 569 

High economic growth; 
rapidly increasing share 
of renewables, especially 
modern biomass 

As IPCC-d 

WEC-A 2020: 8.0 
2100: 11.3 

1990-2020: 3.0 
2020-2100: 2.0 

2020: 697 
2100: 1848 

Rapidly increasing world 
economy, especially in 
developing countries; 
improving energy 
efficiency 

Unknown, taken as in IPCC-
1995a 

WEC-B 2020: 8.0 
2100: 11.3 

1990-2020: 2.9 
2020-2100: 1.7 

2020: 529 
2100: 1379 

Moderate economic 
growth rapid 
improvement of energy 
efficiency; low level 
introduction of 
renewables 

Unknown, taken as in IPCC-
1995d 

WEC-C 2020: 8.0 
2100: 11.3 

1990-2020: 1.9 
2020-2100: 0.7 

2020: 451 
2100: 792 

Ecologically driven; 
massive energy savings; 
decreasing energy 
intensity 

Unknown, taken as in IPCC-
1995c 

SHELL 
sust.gr. 

2020: 8.0 
2100: 11.3 

1990-2020: 3.8 
2020-2100: 2.7 

2020: 655 
2100: 1934 

High economic growth, 
large availability of 
energy at low costs; 
rapidly increasing share 
of solar and wind energy 
from 2020 onwards 

Unknown, taken as in IPCC-
1995e 
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SHELL 
demat. 

2020: 8.0 
2100: 11.3 

1990-2020: 3.8 
2020-2100: 2.7 

2020: 554 
2100: 1192 

High economic growth; 
introduction of clean 
technology and 
production methods with 
low energy content; 
increasing efficiency 
leading to a decreasing 
energy demand 

Unknown, taken as in IPCC-
1995e 

 
The representativeness of the 13 scenarios can be verified by comparing CO2 emissions with 
those shown in Alcamo et al. (1994, Figure 6.1, Supplementary Table). Here, the CO2 
emissions of 38 scenarios are compared. At the lower end the emissions from the Greenpeace 
FFES (lowest scenario in DIALOGUE) correspond to the lowest curve shown by Alcamo et 
al. (Methane Economy Efficiency Scenario). However, at the higher end Alcamo et al. show a 
number of 7 scenarios with higher emissions than IPCC-1995e and f (highest scenarios in 
DIALOGUE). It is difficult to say how realistic these high scenarios are. However, one could 
argue that some of these high scenarios should be added to DIALOGUE. 
 

8.6.2 Gas cycle module 
Concentrations are gained from emissions by the use of gas cycle models. Each greenhouse 
gas in DIALOGUE has a set of parallel models. Partly we have grouped gases to limit the 
number of models. The gases or groups of gases are: (i) CO2, (ii) CH4, (iii) N2O, (iv) CFC-
11/CCl4, (v) CFC-12/CFC-113/CFC-113/CFC-114/CFC-115, (vi) methyl chloroform and (vii) 
HCFCs, i.e., HCFC-22/HCFC-123/HCFC-124/HCFC-134a/HCFC-141b/HCFC-1 42b/HCFC-
225. Because of a lack of clarity in the modeling of O3, we have omitted this gas as a 
contributing greenhouse gas. A further justification is that the warming component of 
tropospheric ozone seems to equal the cooling component by stratospheric ozone (IPCC, 
1996, Figure 2.16). Consequently, we did not incorporate a negative O3 feedback as in Wigley 
and Raper (1992).  

The following models are implemented in DIALOGUE: 
• CO2: we have implemented four carbon cycle models. Three are derived from Wigley 

(1993), one is derived from Joos et al. (1996). Wigley presents a carbon cycle model 
incorporating CO2-fertilization feedback and a convolution ocean model that allows 
the atmosphere-to-ocean flux to be varied. The model’s behaviour can be 
characterized by specifying the 1980s mean net land-use-change flux (Dn (1980s)) and 
an ocean flux scaling factor over the 1980s (F (1980s)). By choosing different 
combinations of D and F, three parallel models are gained, leading to high, mid and 
low projections (cf. Wigley, 1993, Figures 7–9). The carbon cycle of Joos et al. is also 
denoted as ‘the Bern model’. It is a derivative of the HILDA model (Siegenthaler and 
Joos, 1992). 

• CH4: we have implemented three CH4 cycle models. They are all based on the models 
presented in Osborn and Wigley (1994). 

• N2O: models for N2O are based on a simple mass balance. Here, the atmospheric 
lifetime is a parameter that is uncertain. We have adopted the estimates from IPCC 
(1992): a best guess value of 130 years with an error range of [110–168] years. 

• CFC-11/CCl4: the same modeling approach has been followed as for N2O. We have 
adopted the estimates for CFC-11 from IPCC (1994, Table 2.1): a best guess value of 
50 years with an error range of [45–55] years.   

• CFC-12/CFC-113/CFC-113/CFC-114/CFC-115: idem. We have adopted the estimates 
for CFC-12 from IPCC (1994, Table 2.1): a best guess value of 109 years with an 
error range of [102–116] years. These lifetimes were not corrected for the lifetimes of 
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the other gases because emissions and concentrations of CFC-12 dominate those of 
CFC-113, CFC-114 and CFC-115. 

• Methyl chloroform (MC): the concentration of MC is based on a mass balance which 
explicitly depends on global hydroxyl concentrations (Krol and Van der Woerd, 
1994). A low, a median and a high estimate for these OH concentrations have been 
derived from the model of Osborne and Wigley (1994). 

• HCFCs: same model as for MC. As the atmospheric lifetime we have taken 28.6 
years, that of HCFC-22 (the dominant gas in this group). 

 
More details are given by Visser and Folkert (1996). 

The representativeness of our choice of CO2-cycle models is illustrated in Table 8.4. 
Here we make a comparison between the projected CO2 concentrations for 2100 for a number 
of models. Shown are the high and low estimates from DIALOGUE on the one hand and 12 
estimates from independent carbon cycle models on the other hand. Details on these 12 
models are given by Enting et al. (1994). 
 
Table 8.4. Estimates for CO2 concentrations in the year 2100, for 3 emission scenarios and 14 
carbon cycle models. The first and the last model are the low and high version of Wigley 
(1993) as implemented in DIALOGUE, respectively. All other estimates are taken from Enting 
et al. (1994, Table 7.2) 
Scenario 
Author/model 

IPCC-1995a 
CO2 [ppmv] 

IPCC-1995c 
CO2 [ppmv] 

IPCC-1995e 
CO2 [ppmv] 

Wigley low/DIALOGUE  608 426 792 
Zakharova and Selyakov (Z)  629 421 857 
Alcamo and Krol (R_)  668 448 900 
Harvey (T )  673 471  
Wigley (W)  677 456 909 
Enting and Lassey (E)  684 469 913 
Wuebbles and Jain (L)  687 473 908 
Joos and Siegenthaler (J )  688 474 910 
Keller and Goldstein (G)  720   
Emanuel (B3)  728   
Emanuel (B2)  731   
Taylor et al. (A2)  731   
Emanuel (B1)  734   
Wigley high/DIALOGUE  747 508 978 
 
The table shows that the low and high estimates from DIALOGUE span a true lower and 
upper bound for all estimates. Parkinson and Young (1998) performed extensive sensitivity 
analyses with a modified carbon cycle model of Enting and Lassey. Their model contains 
uncertainty bands for 35 parameters. Two out of four simulations, using the IPCC-1995a 
scenario as input, can be compared with the concentrations in Table 8.4 ((simulations (2) and 
(3) in their Table 5). They find for different assumptions the following estimates for the year 
2100: 674 [590, 758] ppmv and 669 [621, 717] ppmv. Upper and lower estimates are 
consistent with those in DIALOGUE (608 and 747 ppmv, respectively). 

The representativeness of the other gas cycle models is more difficult to establish. The 
number of publications showing global projected concentrations is limited. The publication of 
Krol and Van der Woerd (1994) yields global concentration estimates for CH4, based on a 
parametrization of the multi-1-D model of the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). For CH4 
we verified that their estimates lie within our error ranges. 
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8.6.3 Radiative forcing module 
The radiative forcing models are essentially those given in IPCC (1990, Table 2.2).  
Weighting parameters for groups of CFCs were adapted according to the relative weights in 
Table 2.4 of IPCC (1990). Each forcing model has three variants, stemming from the rough 
estimates made in IPCC (1994), leading to a relative error of approximately 15%. Hansen et 
al. (1998) state that ‘the accuracies are believed to be within 10% for abundances occurring in 
the Industrial era, including plausible amounts in the next century’. Our models essentially 
equal those in IPCC (1997, Appendix 2), including the error bounds of 15%. 

Radiative forcing by aerosols is modeled as suggested by Wigley and Raper (1992). It 
is assumed that the direct and indirect effect of aerosols equals a radiative forcing in 1990 of –
1.0 W/m2, with a lower estimate of –1.5 W/m2 and an upper estimate of –0.5 W/m2. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that direct and indirect aerosol forcing each contributes for 50% to 
these amounts. Estimates are slightly lower than those suggested by Chuang et al. (1994) 
(total forcing of 0.92 W/m2, with –0.45 W/m2 of this to the direct effect). The direct effect is 
modeled linearly, while the indirect effect is modeled by a logarithmic function as in Wigley 
and Raper (1992). Thus, as aerosol loadings increase the indirect forcing becomes smaller 
relative to the direct forcing. The error bounds of 50%–150% are also taken from Wigley and 
Raper. Models for direct and indirect forcing are given in IPCC (1997, Appendix 2), with the 
remark that we did not incorporate the constant term for biomass burning (–0.2 W/m2 year 
over 1990–2100). 
 

8.6.4 Climate module  
Five climate models are implemented in DIALOGUE, see Hoekstra (1994) for full details. 
The models are based on a Box-Upwelling-Diffusion model as described by Hoffert and 
Flannery (1985). For this study the most important parameter is climate sensitivity (�T2x). 
Climate sensitivity in the models is tuned to reflect the outcome of 5 GCM-experiments. 
These GCM-runs are: CCM0 (Washington and Meehl, 1992), CCM1-Wang (Wang et al., 
1992), CCM1 (Oglesby and Salzman, 1990), CCM1-OZ (Henderson-Sellers et al., 1993) and 
BMRC (Hart et al., 1990). The climate sensitivity for each climate model in DIALOGUE 
corresponds to the climate sensitivity found in the equilibrium runs of the experiments 
mentioned above. Table 8.5 shows these values. 
 
Table 8.5. Climate sensitivities for the climate models implemented in DIALOGUE 
Model  CCM0 CCM1-Wang CCM1 CCM1-OZ BMRC 

xT2∆  4.5 4.3 2.9 2.5 2.1 

 
The climate sensitivities are rather high when compared to the values recommended in IPCC 
(1996). However, the range of sensitivities ([2.1 ºC–4.5 ºC]) is well within the range given by 
the IPCC ([1.5 ºC–4.5 ºC]). See also the discussion in Section 8.4.3. 
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Chapter 9  
Conclusions 
 

Many natural systems are used for economic purposes. Often this decreases natural or 
environmental values of an ecosystem. Therefore, there is a demand for management of these 
natural systems that balances the interest of commercial exploitation and nature conservation. 
This thesis shows how mathematical modelling in various forms and from different 
perspectives, ecological and economical can aid a decision maker or manager to design and 
evaluate potential policies.  

The thesis describes some case studies in which modelling is used to find a balance 
between exploitation and conservation of the ecosystem. It is shown that the question: “How 
to manage the environmental resource?” can be approached from different (modelling) 
perspectives. Depending on the specific question, approaches are chosen in which, for 
example economic optimisation is dominant. This explains pros and cons of particular 
economic measures such as taxes and quota and why and when one should favour one above 
the other. Other approaches focus more on gaining insight in the ecological system such as its 
sensitivities and feedbacks. That understanding may give rise to other potential management 
strategies such as nature reserves.  

A large part of the thesis, chapters 3 to 6, is devoted to the shellfisheries in the Dutch 
Wadden Sea. The thesis is divided in four parts addressing dynamics, space, conflict and 
uncertainty. These reflect important aspects of modelling environmental problems. Each of 
these aspects is addressed in different chapters 

In chapters 3 and 4 a simple bioeconomic model is developed even though the 
simplified ecology is more complex than is usual in economic analysis. Apart from shellfish 
the model also incorporates a bird species. The two species interact as shellfish serves as the 
sole food for birds. The model is used to find an optimal harvest rate in the tradition of fishery 
economics. The social welfare function that is maximised consists of the profits from the 
fisheries and also a nature conservation value that is dependent on the size of the bird 
population. The model analysis shows that depending on parameter values many different 
types of optimal harvesting solutions are possible in a predator-prey system when 
conservation of the predator species is considered valuable. The type of solution depends on 
economic parameters such as the maximum harvest rate, the discount rate, and the cost of 
fishing, as well as on ecological parameters such as the birds´ search and handling time of 
shellfish. The final optimal state can be one of three possibilities: not fishing when the nature 
value is considered to high to be balanced by any fishing profits, fishing maximally when the 
nature value is considered too low to compensate any loss of fishing profits, or coexistence of 
fishers and birds. The most important general conclusion is that to ensure harvesting and 
conservation the following conditions must be met 

• the absolute marginal cost of harvesting at the pristine equilibrium shellfish density is 
large, 

• the cost of harvesting at that shellfish density is small, 
• the discount rate is small, 
• the mortality rate of birds is dominated by food shortage, 
• the pristine state carries many predators, 
• predators can quickly deplete prey in equilibrium, i.e. predators eat many prey, 
• the marginal value for birds at either no birds or at the pristine equilibrium is small. 
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An example of a value function consistent with the latter condition is an S-shaped 
function with the sharp increase after 0 or an asymptotic function that is close to its maximum 
in the pristine state.  

In chapter 4 it is shown that with realistic parameter values based on the shellfisheries 
in the Dutch Wadden Sea, birds and fishers can coexist and that some form of regulation is 
needed. In the deterministic ecosystem, quotas are necessary to obtain coexistence between a 
profitable fishery and a sustainable bird population, whether the fishers are rational or 
boundedly rational. Nonetheless, most ecological systems are stochastic. The effect of taxes 
versus quota on fisheries in a stochastic ecosystem has been discussed extensively in the 
literature. As do other authors we show that taxes are the preferred instrument compared to 
quota to maximise social welfare. This is because taxes better control the surviving stock. 
Unfortunately the optimal tax is about 50% of the price of shellfish. Thus, most of the 
exploitation profits show up as tax revenues. This will undoubtedly make it difficult to obtain 
support from fishers to implement a tax as the preferred regulatory instrument.  

The models developed in the chapters 3 and 4 offer predominantly an economic 
perspective. Most biologists would consider the ecology in these models rather simple if not 
naïve. Therefore in chapter 5 a multi-species, spatial temporal model of an ecosystem 
resembling the earlier mentioned Wadden Sea is developed. The model describes two bird 
species, common eiders and oystercatchers and two shellfish species, cockles and mussels 
divided over several age classes. Birds move to a different spot if they cannot find enough 
food. Fishers fish only at locations where the shellfish density is high enough so it can be 
profitably fished. 

The difficulty with complicated models like these is that their behaviour is hard to 
understand because of the many feedbacks. A different set of parameters may change the 
behaviour drastically. In order to analyse management policies, one needs to understand the 
behaviour and sensitivities of the underlying ecosystem model. Therefore, we examine the 
behaviour of the ecosystem model without fishing and undertake a sensitivity analysis 
according to a Plackett-Burman design. A Plackett-Burman design is not often used in the 
sensitivity analysis of integrated ecological-economical models. It is however, much more 
efficient than the traditional one-at-a-time approach, especially if many parameters are 
involved. 

The sensitivity analysis shows that average population levels of birds are most 
sensitive to parameters that directly govern the amount of shellfish in the ecosystem in 
relation to what they need to survive. These are parameters such as the mass of shellfish and 
the amount of food birds need to survive. Another important parameter controls the decision 
of a bird to leave a certain spot to forage elsewhere. Unfortunately this is a parameter that is 
difficult to measure in the field. But it shows that for a bird population it is more important to 
find the best feeding places than it is to be able to deplete a spot efficiently. Finally, when this 
model is used to analyse management options for the fisheries recruitment of this shellfish 
should be modelled as a stochastic process. Recruitment of shellfish varies greatly over the 
years. The sensitivity analysis showed that bird populations are very sensitive to the presence 
of shellfish in the ecosystem. Therefore, a great deal of variability in fishery profits and 
population size of birds is not accounted for when one uses constant average recruitment. 

Chapter 6 describes the results of simulating policy scenarios with the ecological 
model of the previous chapter. The scenario analysis shows that quota and food reservation 
are measures that hardly bring about conservation of birds. Until recently food reservation 
was a key instrument for the regulation of the cockle and mussel fisheries in the Dutch 
Waddensea. Bird preservation is most successful through closure of the mechanised cockle 
fisheries and by creating nature reserves, i.e. areas closed for fishing. This happens to be the 
current policy in the Dutch Waddensea. Furthermore, because the dredges of fishing boats 
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scrape the top layer of the sea bottom which hampers shellfish recruitment, average catches 
could increase if catch restrictions are implemented.  

The last two chapters are not devoted to balancing shellfishery profits and bird 
conservation. Chapter 7 is concerned with a theoretical analysis of conflict and cooperation, 
namely optimal strategy in a single-shot Prisoner’s Dilemma tournament. The Prisoner’s 
Dilemma is a standard game-theoretical problem that deals with conflict and cooperation. It is 
an often-used paradigm in the social sciences to describe the conflict between optimising 
one’s own (short-term) profits and gaining more (in the long term) through mutually 
beneficial restrictions. The analysis in chapter 7 follows the tradition set by the seminal work 
of Axelrod in which strategies are examined in a tournament setting of the Prisoner´s 
Dilemma. The tournament in chapter 7 differs from the Axelrod tournament in that strategies 
do not meet each other many times but instead only meet each other once. However, each 
strategy has full knowledge of the result of every games that has been played. Hence, 
strategies have the opportunity of establishing and detecting a reputation. It is shown that 
reputations can play a role in the Prisoner's Dilemma. A role that makes cooperation possible 
even when there is only one interaction between a pair of players. As in Axelrod´s tournament, 
conditional cooperation is successful. But in addition fairness is a characteristic of successful 
strategies. A fair strategy upholds a norm by punishing strategies that do not obey the norm, and 
plays according to that norm itself.  

Chapter 8 is devoted to uncertainty in climate change projections. It describes a model, 
or actually a series of models that simulate climatic change due to emissions of greenhouse 
gases. The series of models computes the chain from greenhouse gas emissions to 
atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases to radiative forcing to climatic change to 
sealevel rise. Every simulation step in the chain is performed by multiple models, each of 
which is described in the peer-reviewed literature. Therefore, it is possible to compute an 
uncertainty band for each simulation step and to establish which process contributes most to 
the final uncertainty. As it happens, the largest part of the final uncertainty is due to the 
radiative forcing models, notably those for the effect of aerosols. Furthermore, there is a 
strong positive relationship between maximum uncertainty in the year 2100 on the one hand 
and cumulative emissions of CO2 over the period 1990–2100 on the other hand. Thus, a more 
certain future can be established by choosing low emission paths. 
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Samenvatting 
 
Essays over geïntegreerde modellen met een toepassing voor marien 
ecosysteem beheer 
 
Veel natuurlijke systemen worden voor economische doeleinden gebruikt. Daardoor kunnen 
de natuurwaarden onder druk komen te staan. Denk bijvoorbeeld aan de visserij, het kappen 
van bomen in het tropisch regenwoud of het gebruik van fossiele brandstoffen waardoor het 
klimaat verandert. 

Het beheer van die natuurlijke systemen vraagt om een balans van natuurbehoud aan 
de ene kant en rendabele exploitatie aan de andere kant. Wiskundige modellen kunnen daarbij 
helpen. Dit proefschrift beschrijft de ontwikkeling en analyse van een aantal modellen waarbij 
ecologie en economie geïntegreerd zijn. Die modellen kunnen helpen om maatregelen te 
bedenken en te evalueren teneinde natuurlijke systemen zo te beheren dat bescherming van de 
natuurwaarden en exploitatie van het systeem samen kunnen gaan. Voor een groot deel 
hebben de modellen in dit proefschrift betrekking op de schelpdiervisserij in de Waddenzee. 
In de Waddenzee werd/wordt gevist op kokkels en mossels. Die schelpdieren dienen ook als 
voedsel voor vogels zoals eidereenden en scholeksters. Als vissers teveel schelpdieren 
opvissen dan zullen vogels sterven door voedselgebrek. Het is dus zaak om de belangen van 
vissers en de natuurwaarde uitgedrukt door de vogelpopulatie tegen elkaar af te wegen. 

In het proefschrift beschrijf en analyseer ik twee type modellen waarmee dit gebeurt. 
Het eerste type model staat beschreven in hoofdstuk 3 en 4 en gaat uit van een simpel bio-
economisch model waarmee een optimale vangst van schelpdieren wordt bepaald. Ook al is 
de ecologie in het model simpel, het is toch een slag complexer dan in de standaard visserij-
economische literatuur gebruikelijk is. Het model bevat namelijk behalve schelpdieren ook 
vogels. De schelpdieren en vogels beïnvloeden elkaar wederzijds en het optimum hangt niet 
alleen af van de vangst maar ook van het aantal vogels dat de natuurwaarde representeert. Het 
is niet verwonderlijk dat er drie soorten optimale vangsten zijn, afhankelijk van economische 
en ecologische parameters. In het eerste geval is het optimaal om maximaal te vissen, dan 
leveren schelpdieren zoveel op dat het verlies aan natuurwaarde door het (bijna) uitsterven 
van vogels gecompenseerd wordt door de winsten van de vissers. Andersom kan ook 
helemaal niet vissen optimaal zijn, als de natuur hoog gewaardeerd wordt en geen enkel 
verlies van vogels door visserijwinsten gecompenseerd kan worden. Als laatste is er dan het 
geval waarin vangsten gereguleerd moeten worden zodanig dat er voldoende vogels 
overblijven. Het blijkt dat dit laatste het geval is wanneer de absolute marginale kosten van 
vissen hoog zijn bij schelpdierdichtheden zoals in het natuurlijke evenwicht (zonder visserij), 
maar daarnaast de kosten van vissen bij die dichtheid laag zijn en ook de discontovoet laag is. 
Verder moet de sterfte onder vogels gedomineerd worden door voedselgebrek, moeten er in 
het natuurlijk evenwicht veel vogels zijn en moeten vogels veel schelpdieren eten. Als laatste 
moet gelden dat de marginale waarde voor vogels laag is voor weinig vogels en laag is voor 
de hoeveelheid vogels in het natuurlijk evenwicht. Een S-curve voor de waarde van vogels 
voldoet hieraan. 

In hoofdstuk 4 laat ik zien dat voor realistische parameterwaarden gebaseerd op de 
schelpdiervisserij in de Waddenzee, vissers en vogels beide bestaansrecht hebben en dat de 
regulatie van de visserij noodzakelijk is. Als het systeem stochastisch is, en dat is het, dan 
heeft belasting heffen de voorkeur boven quota’s opleggen. Dit is in lijn met andere studies 
met vergelijkbare modellen. 
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De modellen in hoofdstuk 3 en 4 hebben voornamelijk een economisch perspectief. 
Veel biologen zullen de beschrijving van de ecologie te simpel vinden. In hoofdstuk 5 
ontwikkel ik daarom een complexer ecologisch model. Het model bevat behalve tijd ook 
ruimte. Vogels kunnen van de ene plek naar de andere vliegen als ze niet genoeg voedsel 
vinden. En vissers vissen alleen op plekken waar de schelpdierdichtheid zo hoog is dat er 
winstgevend gevist kan worden. In het model zitten twee vogelsoorten (scholeksters en 
eidereenden) en twee schelpdiersoorten (kokkels en mossels) verdeeld over meerdere 
jaarklassen. De tijd die vogels nodig hebben om schelpdieren te zoeken en naar binnen te 
werken bepaalt de snelheid waarmee vogels het schelpdierbestand uitputten. Op die plekken 
waar gevist wordt, wordt de bodem omgewoeld en dat leidt tot een verminderde aanwas van 
nieuwe schelpdieren. Ook al beschrijft een dergelijk ingewikkeld model de processen die 
plaats hebben in het systeem beter dan een eenvoudiger model en kunnen andere 
beheersmaatregelen gesimuleerd worden, het heeft ook nadelen. Zo kan niet meer (analytisch) 
de optimale vangst worden vastgesteld maar kunnen alleen van tevoren vastgestelde 
scenario’s worden gesimuleerd. Maar belangrijker is dat een ingewikkeld model veel 
terugkoppelingen heeft die het moeilijker te begrijpen en te verklaren maakt. Daarom is 
hoofdstuk 5 gewijd aan de beschrijving van het gedrag van het model en aan een 
gevoeligheidsanalyse. Door de gevoeligheidsanalyse wordt duidelijk welke parameters en 
processen een sleutelrol spelen in het gedrag van het model. De gevoeligheidsanalyse is 
uitgevoerd met een zogenaamd Plackett-Burman design. Dit design wordt tot nog toe zelden 
gebruikt bij de gevoeligheidsanalyse van ingewikkelde ecologische en economische modellen 
maar het is wel de moeite waard. Het is namelijk een efficiënte methode waarbij met relatief 
weinig runs (48) de gevoeligheid voor veel parameters (23) systematisch kan worden 
vastgesteld. Het blijkt dat de vogelpopulatie in het model vooral gevoelig is voor parameters 
die direct gerelateerd zijn aan de voedselopname van vogels zoals de massa van volwassen 
schelpdieren en de hoeveelheid voedsel die een vogel nodig heeft om te overleven. Een 
andere belangrijke parameter blijkt Wemi te zijn. Die parameter regelt wanneer een vogel 
besluit om een andere plek te zoeken om te foerageren. Helaas is dat een parameter die 
moeilijk te meten is. Het toont aan dat het voor de vogelpopulatie belangrijker is om het beste 
mosselbed te vinden dan om een mosselbed zo efficiënt mogelijk leeg te eten. 

Nadat het gedrag van het model beschreven is worden in hoofdstuk 6 een aantal 
scenario’s gesimuleerd. Het blijkt dat quota en voedselreservering maatregelen zijn die slechts 
beperkt werken om de vogelstand op peil te houden. Dit komt onder andere door de 
bodemverstoring die optreedt als vissers bij het vissen de toplaag van de bodem schrapen. Het 
blijkt dat natuurreservaten een belangrijk instrument zijn om de vogelstand te beschermen. 
Verder zijn twee typen schelpdiervisserij wellicht te veel gevraagd omdat ze het schelpdier 
bestand erg onder druk zetten. Tot voor kort was voedselreservering het belangrijkste 
reguleringsinstrument. In het huidige beleid bestaan voor de visserij gesloten gebieden en is 
de kokkelvisserij ondertussen verboden. Niet naar aanleiding van dit proefschrift overigens. 

Dan is er nog een toegift in de vorm van twee hoofdstukken die niet over de 
schelpdiervisserij gaan. Behalve ruimte en tijd zijn er nog twee aspecten die in het beheer van 
natuurlijke systemen een rol spreken en hier ter sprake komen. Dit zijn verschillende 
belangen, conflict en onzekerheid over hoe het systeem zich in de toekomst zal gedragen. 
Hoofdstuk 7 beschrijft hoe sommige conflicten kunnen worden gemodelleerd via het 
zogenaamde Prisoner’s Dilemma. Het Prisoner’s Dilemma is een standaard probleem in de 
speltheorie. Het spel is een theoretische constructie waarin de afweging tussen 
gemeenschappelijk en individuele belangen expliciet gemaakt wordt, tussen samenwerken en 
niet-samenwerken. In de standaardvorm van het spel is het rationeel voor elke speler om zijn 
of haar eigen belang na te streven, ook al leidt dat tot een uitkomst die voor ieder slechter is 
dan samenwerken zou opleveren. Dat is tegenintuïtief en heeft er toe geleid dat talloze auteurs 
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kleine veranderingen aan het spel hebben aangebracht die samenwerking en in het verlengde 
daarvan zelfs altruïsme wel rationeel zouden kunnen maken. Het werk van Robert Axelrod uit 
1980 is een belangrijk begin van die traditie. De verandering die Axelrod voorstelde was om 
het spel niet één keer, maar vaker te laten spelen. Hij organiseerde een toernooi waarin 
verschillende strategieën, in de vorm van computercode, tegen elkaar spelen. Uit de analyse 
van de winnaars en verliezers bleek dat om goed te eindigen in het toernooi een speler 
conditioneel moet willen samenwerken. De belangrijkste eigenschap van goed scorende 
strategieën was dat ze ‘nice’zijn, dat wil zeggen in principe bereid tot samenwerken. 
Hoofdstuk 7 is een variant van Axelrods toernooi, met dit verschil dat spelers elkaar wel 
slechts één keer ontmoeten maar kennis hebben van elk spel dat al in het toernooi gespeeld is, 
waardoor reputaties gevestigd en geconstateerd kunnen worden. Uit de analyse van de 
toernooiresultaten blijkt dat goede strategieën ook hier conditioneel samenwerken. Goede 
strategieën zijn ‘nice’ maar hebben nog een andere belangrijke eigenschap, ze zijn ‘fair’. Een 
strategie die ‘fair’ is handhaaft een norm en speelt ook zelf volgens die norm. Oftewel, wat u 
niet wilt dat u geschiedt doe dat ook een ander niet. 

Als laatste wordt in het proefschrift aandacht besteed aan onzekerheid. Hoofdstuk 8 
beschrijft een model of eigenlijk een serie modellen die simuleren hoe het mondiale klimaat 
verandert als gevolg van de uitstoot van broeikasgassen. Het model genaamd Dialoog, bevat 
een keten van modellen die de stappen van emissie naar atmosferische concentratie naar 
verstoring van de stralingsbalans naar klimaatverandering naar zeespiegelstijging beschrijven. 
Elke stap in de keten wordt beschreven door meerdere modellen die allemaal in de peer-
reviewed wetenschappelijke literatuur zijn verschenen. Deze parallelle modellen zorgen voor 
een onzekerheidsband doordat elke rekenstap niet één uitkomst oplevert, maar een 
bandbreedte aan uitkomsten. Dit biedt de mogelijkheid om een onzekerheidsanalyse uit te 
voeren en vast te stellen welke rekenstap de grootste bijdrage levert aan de uiteindelijke 
onzekerheid aan het eind van de keten. Het blijkt dat de verstoring van de stralingsbalans door 
aerosolen de meeste onzekerheid veroorzaakt. 
 
 
 


